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ABSTRACT

There has been in recent years a re-appraisal of the role that

economic regulation plays in particular industries. In the case

of motor freight transport, wh'ich has developed and matured under

economic regulation, the desirabj'lity and efficacy of regulation

has long been questioned"

Many economists have argued that the motor freight transport

industry, jf free of regulation, would conform close'ly to the

competitive model and establish a satisfactory positjon of stable

equilibrium. Two interrelated methodologies have been empìoyed

to arrive at this conclusion. F'irst, some authors have attempted

to identify those structured condit'ions whjch, based on a priori

theory and empirical evidence, would lead to acceptable conduct

and performance. Second, other authors have assessed the conduct

and performance of carriers not subiect to regulation with the

conduct and performance of regulated carriers in order to estimate

the effects of regulation on price.

Both of these methodologies, primarily the first, make

certain'assumptions about the economic characteristics of motor

freight transport. These are that motor camier output is homo-

geneous, that threshold cost requirements to entry are low, that

there exists high factor mobility and high cost variability with

respect to output, and that there are no significant economies of

scale. In essence, the conventional argument Stresses that given

ease of entry and exit and the lack of economies of scale, de-

regulation wìll result in a motor carrier industry which will not
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exhibit significant tendencies toward undue concentration or

destructive competition. Implícit in this view is that

regulation causes an industry to diverge from jts competitive

structure and resul ts in non-competitive performance which may

be measured readily.

The obiective of this study is to challenge these assump-

tions. It will be argued that the conventional arguments may

be inadequate as an analytical and public poìicy reference point.

The general methodology employed in this study is as

follows. First, it is argued that the assumption of output

homogeneity is inappropriate. Motor carrier output has a number

of dimensions, the most important of which are size of.shipment'

length of haul, and geographic coverage. Combinations of these

three dimensions define a set of sub-industries for which the

cross elasticities of demand are assumed to be low. Hence,

carriers may be distinguished from one another on the basis of

their service. Second, given these sub-industrjes their struc-

tural cost conditions are examined. That is' an attempt is

made to ascertain if output heterogeneity on the demand side pro-

duces significant differences in the structural cost conditions.

Threshold costs, factor mobility, cost variability and indivisi-

bility, and economies of scale are discussed in relation to the

output heterogeneity. Differences in these conditions imply

differing competitive responses. Hence, the impact of any de-

regulation measure will not be uniform nor stable across the

i ndustry.

ttl

The study will focus on the for-hire general freight carrìer.
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Data indicate that this class of carrier predominates the industry

in terms of revenues generated and equipment utilized. Unfor-

tunateìy, the paucity of Canadian data prevents a detailed

analysis of their operations. Therefore, recent U.S. research

and a priori reasoning are used to develop the arguments con-

cerning sub-industry structures withìn the class of carrier"

The analysis up to this point may be considered to assess

the impact of structure on behavior. That is, the central

question is one of determining if a stable equilibrium would

obtain 'in the absence of regulation. A second line of inquiry

relates to the comparison of conduct and performance of reguìated

carriers to non-regulated carriers. Two studies are reviewed

which are representative of attempts to measure the effect of

reguìation on prices. In essence, these studies attempt to

measure the effects of structure on performance based on certain

unstated structura'l assumpt'ions. It is argued that these studies

do not employ adequate data nor appropriate model specifications.

The general conc'lusions of the study may be summarized as

follows. The output of motor carriers is not homogeneous but

rather has a number of dimensions. The size of shipment, the

length of haul, and the extent of geographic coverage are three

dimensions of output or service which distinguish one carrier

from another. A separate sub-industry can be defined for unique

combinations of these characteristics. It is assumed that the

cross elasticity of demand for these sub-industries is low.

Threshold costs, factor mobility, cost variabiìity and in-

divisibility, and economies of scale vary in importance across the

l,.'a:i
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Spectrum of output characteristics. In generai, carriers which

specialize in truckload shipments conform to the competitive

model. However, carriers which specialize in less-than-truckload

shipments do not. Less-than-truck'load carriers requíre terminal

facilities. As the lenght of haul and geographic coverage in-

creases,the greaterr the terminal requirements" These terrninals

represent"long-1ived, fixed assets which affect the threshold

costs, factor mobility, cost variability and indivisibi'lity and

economies of scale.

It is argued that for the less-than-truckload carriers

threshold costs are increased, factor mobility reduced, and

economies of scale are present. The sign'ificance of these

structural features is a function of the length of haul and extent

of geographic coverage. In the absence of economic regulatÍon

it is assumed that therre exists a reaì possibil ity of destructive

compet'i ti on for certai n carri ers .

A review of studies which compare performance of reguìated

carriers to non-reguìated carriers suggests that no firm con-

clusions may be drawn from them. The structure of motor transport

is too diverse and complex to be incorporated in such models. It

follows that it would be inappropriate to frame policy on the

basis of this tyPe of research.

In conclusion, it is argued that the arguments for de-

regu'lation tend to over-simplify the benefits to be gained from

de-regulation. This is not to say that the present situation is

optima'l in any sense of the word, but rather to argue that any

move towards the de-regulation of motor carriers must be preceeded

by thoughtfuì and precise research.
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CHAPTER I

Introducti on

Though the motor transport industry has been regulated for

over 40 years in the U.S. and Canada, many economists have argued

that the trucking industrY, if free of regulation, would conform

closely to the competitive model and establish a satisfactory

position of stab'le equilibrium. As l^lilson has remarked "so firmìy

engrained is this vision of the motor carTietr industry that it has

achíeved the status of a piece of conventional wisdom. The

imp'lication of this view is that economic regulation is therefore

entirely superfluous at best and a cause of serious economic waste

at worst".l

one may .identify two, though interrelated, methodologies

employed by various economists to arrive at the general conclusion.

First, some authors have attempted to ídentify those structural con-

ditions which, based on a priori theory and empirical evidence,

would 'lead to acceptable conduct and performance. Second, other

authors have assessed the conduct and performance of carriers not

subject to regu'lation with the conduct and per:formance of regulated

carriers.2

I G.o.g. l,l. |i'Ji 1 son , "The Nature of Competi ti on. 'i n the Motor
irãnËóo"t industiy,' Land Economics,36 (November 

.¡960),

pp. 387-391 .

zFor general reviews of the case for de-regulation incor-
po.a[ing both of these approaches see John hl. Snow, "The
þroblem of Motor Capier Regulation and the Ford Adminis-
tration's proposa'l for Refoim" in Pau'l fd. MacAvoy and



This study will concentrate on the first approach with a v'iew

to critical analysis of the prevailing views on the structural

conditions of the major transport industry. However, in a later

section of this study two of the more important studies using the

second approach will be examined.

The Structural Case For De-regulation

The literature of the economics of motor transport is rife
with cor¡ments as to competitive structure of the motor transport

indúStry. FoF êXamplê-P-grum Statêd . . "the economic structure

of the motor transport industry is that of a highly competitive

industry."l Keyes stated that for (tfre) "motor trucking

i ndustry the competi ti ve ana'lysi s i s val i d. " 
2 

0l son has stated

that "without the existence of regulation the motor carrier industry

would appear to be one of the best examples of a perfectly com'

petitive ìndustry".3

John l^1. Snow, eqs., Regulation of Entry and Pricing in Truck
Transportation (t'lashington, D.C.: American Enterprise
ïn5fîTufê,-Tf7 ) pp. 3-43; and James C" Johnston, "De-
regulation of Transportation: Its Probable Ramificatíons"
Proceedings: Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the Transportalig!.

)'
pF.@see also Norman C. Bonsor, "The Development of
Regulation in the Highway Trucking Industry in 0ntario",
0ntario Economic Council, Government Regulation: Issues and
Alternatives ]978 (Toronto ,
pp. lo3m-

1

'D. F. Pegrum, Lrfblfc &ejlllation of Industrv (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard ó. Irw

21. s. Keyes, Federal Control of Entfy @
(Cambridó",-M
p. 413.

3Josephi 
ne

Carri ers " ,
0j son, "Price Discrimination by Regulated Motor

(June 1972), p.935.American Economic Review, 62



These views are based on assumed structural characteristics

of motor transport in relation to the theoretical model of a com-

petitive industry. For example, Scherer has stated that "homo-

geneity of the product and 'insignificant size of individual sellers

relative to their market are sufficient conditions for the existence

of pure competition - the only basic structure type under which

sellers possess no market power""l

0nce again, the literature abounds wíth references to the

homogeneity of the output of motor transport" For exampìe,

Farmer has stated ". all freight transportation firms sell the

same product, ton-miles, and while this output can be differentiated

somewhat in quaìity terms, such as in quality of service rendered

. it is quite difficult to maintain product differentials over

'long periods of time".2 0lson states, "its products is movement

of goods between two points within a given time period . some

differences in quality may be possible, but they are re-

ìativeìy difficult to maintain".3 As may be noted, where authors

recognize any heterogeneity of the output it is deemed to be incon-

sequential in the longer run. Impìied in this view is that all

motor transport firms have the potential to produce the identical

product of competitors because al'l carríers are assumed to be using

the identical technology.

IFrederick M. Scherer, Industria] Market Structure and Economìc
Performqnce (Chicago:

Farmer, "The Case for Unreguìated Truck Trans-
, Journal of Farm Economics, 34 (May 1964), p. 400.

2RÍchard 
N.

portati on "

3Josephi 
ne 0l son, op . ci t. , p . 395.
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l^lilson has argued extensíve1y as to the heterogeneity of out-

put on the demand side, however, this anaìysis has only been used

to examine output differences between modes.l Recently, some

authors have argued that the analysis should be extended to deter-

mine if non-transport savings do not create demand heterogeneity

within a particular mode. For example, Spychalski has argued

that "efforts to ascertain competitive conditíons in trucking

should begin with recognition of the fact that motor freight

carriage, taken en toto, is not homogeneous in terms of either

(1) types of service produced, and plant and equipment with which

such services are produced, or (2) shippers' requirements or demands

for motor freight service".2 This issue will be discussed in more

detail in the following chapters.

In reference to Scherer's second condition for pure com-

petition - insignificant size of individual sellers relative to

their market - many economists simply point out the thousands of

reguìated and unregulated carriers in existence as evidence that

motor transport i s i nherent'ly competi ti ve. 3 tlhi I e there may be

some recognition that for certain geographic markets the number of

carriers may be quite small (perhaps only one) any perceived con-

IG.o"g. l^l. t,,liIson, "0n the Unit.of Output in Transportation",
Lañd-Economics 35 (August 1959), pp. 267-276

t
"John C. Spychalski, "Critic'Ísms of Regulated Freight Transport:

Do Economists' Perceptions Conform with Institutìonal
Real i ties?" Transportation Journaì , 1 4 (Spri ng '1 975) , p. 7 .

a
'C. John l¡J " Snow, op . ci t. , p . 3 .



centration is related to the effects of entry control of new firms.l

However, output heterogeneity on the demand side and dÍfferences in

demand between geographic markets (as welì as operating cost differ-

ences) may confer monopolistic power on certain carriers in the

short run.

Recognizing that some monopolistic power may be gained in

certain markets economists have argued that, in the absence of

regulation, the relative ease of entry and exit (based on low

initial capital requirements and highly divisible, relat'ively

short-lived physica] units of operation) and the absence of any

significant economies of scale where only one or a few firms could

supp'ly aìl the output demanded in a particular market, would limit
?this power.-

The arguments concerning ease of entry and exit are related

to the economies of scale argument. For examp'le, the presence of

significant economies of scale may indicate the need to raise sub-

stantial amounts of capitat to enter the industry at an efficient

scale (tfris is sometimes referred to as the threshold cost). If,
on the other hand, no significant economies of sca'le are present

and the units of capacity are highly divisible, the entry size of

the firm may be small and the threshold cost will be relatively

I ow.

lJohn w. Snow. op. cjt., pp. 3-5.

2John Meyer et al., The Econom'ics of ComPetition,.in thq
Transpoitat-ion Indu

. 213; and John SPYchalski,
op. cit., p. 6.



As Pegrum has stated of motor transport ". the technical

operating units are relatively small and may be very small.

Qperations may be started with a very small investment and ex-

pansion may be undertaken with very small increments in investment

in direct and almost immediate response to growth in traffic. Most

of the faciljties are not highly specialized or unalterably com-

mitted to a particular geographic area, and they can be readily

shifted to any other markets if the law permits this. Fhysically,

the highways or routes are avaílabte to all who wish to use them".l

The impìication of Pegrum's argument is that not only are

there no significant barriers to entry but, due to the divisibi'lity

of inputs and high factor mobility, there are no restrictions to

exit. Therefore, the conduct and performance of the industry

should conform to the competitive model. Furthermore, the

arguments concerning the probability of destructive competition

are rejected on the basis of the ease of exit.2

Given these assumed Structural characteristics of motor

transport, that is, that motor transport is inherently competitive'

the structural case is extended to performance analysis. The

lO. F. Pegrum, Transportation Economícs,ald ?ub'!ic ?olicy,
3rd ed.,-(HomeffiáÈd D- Irwin, Inc.,
1973), p. 122.

Zct. Joe Bain, Industrial organization, 2nd ed., (New York:
John Wiley añd 6 and Frederick M'

Scherer, industrial Mar(q[-llructure '(ü;'iäir.
iubject of destructive ôr cut-throat competition will be

discussed at length in Chapter VI.
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implicÍt assumptions of studies which attempt to assess the effects

of regulation on price are that in the absence of regulation the

industry would conform to the competitive model and that regulation

produces measurable differences in performance. This will be

discussed in greater detail in Chapter VII.

The structural arguments for the de-regu'lation of motor

transport will be reviewed in detail in the following sections of

the study. To rephrase Spychalski, an attempt will be made to

determine if "economists' perceptions conform to institutional

reality".

Industrial Organization Theory and
the Case for De-regulation

Industríal organization as a discipline of applied economics

was largely created and developed by Edward l4ason and his students

in the 1930's. As with most applied disciplines industrial orga-

nization has followed many lines of development. To some economists

industrial organization consists of the testing'of theoretical market

modeìs" To others it is a means of synthesizing theory and

.1emplrrcal lact.

Most industrial organization studies are framed by the relation-

ships between industrial structure, the behavior or conduct of firms,

and economic performance iudged in terms of the norms of economic

lSee James tll. McKie, "Market Structure and Function: Perform-
ance versus Behavior" Jesse Markham and G. Fapenek, eds.,
Industrial 0rganizat

ifflin Co",



welfare" Unfortunately, this analytical scheme is not a com-

pletely connected system. That is, most studies do not, and

cannot, examine structure, predict conduct uniquely and com-

plete]y, and infer performance from behavior and how well this

performance related to the norms of economic theory.

Therefore, "Bain's paradigm", as this analytical schema

is sometimes referred to, has not been fully connected in a

linear or other type of sequence. This is not to say that

industrial organization lacks research direction but rather

that research which is aimed at a higher level of generalization

has not fully connected the elements of the scheme"

As McKie points out, most sü,udies of industrial organization

tend to focus on either an analysis ljnking structure and per-

formance directly, or an ana'lysis linking structure and behavior.

"Investigations of economic performance have usually be-

havioral problems. In this they resemble the abstract theoretical

mode]softhefirmandthemarketunderconditionsofpurecom.

petition and pure monopoly, for which profit maximization is the

only behaviora'l principle necessary: price policy is what pro-

duces maximum profits. Questions of behavior become interesting

in equilibrium analysis only when there is some uncertainty about

the theoretical results. Performance' on the other hand, is more

directìy dependent upon the properties of the predicted equilibrium.ul

1Ibid., p.4.
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The industrial organization schema has been applied to

regulated industries such as motor transport though the meth-

odology is rare'ly, if at all, discussed. Once this is done

certain analytical deficiencies become more apparent.

If one examines the structural case for the de-regu'lation

of motor carriers the case may be considered to consist of two

parts.

First, there is an assumed link between structure and

behavior. For example, the structure of the motor carrier

industry is assumed not to lead to destructive competition.

However, the evidence needed to support this argument requires

a great deaì of information. In fact, a much more complex

specification of an industry's structure is required to ana'lyze

behavior than to predíct performance in terms of the profit rate.

Students of industrial organization have found the fo'llowing

structural dimensions useful in examining the link between struc-

ture and behavior.l

Distribution of sellers by number and size.

Relative ease of entry to, and exit from, the

industry or market

Conditions of Demand and Nature of the Product:

Differential or homogeneous

Consumer or producer; durable or períshab'le

Unit val ue

t.
2.

?

Itni¿. , pp. 9-'10 .
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Methods of distribution

Intermittent or continuous demand

Price el astic'ity

Short-run income elasticity

Long-run rate of growth

4. Cost conditions and technology:

Shape of margi nal and average cost curves;

weight of overhead costs; cost flexibílity

Economies of scale

Vertical integration

Joint or Cornmon products

Technolgoicaì compiexity

5. Factor market influences; relative factor costs;

monopoly and competition 'in factor markets.

6. Locational influences 
'

7. Government regulation of prices, inputs, outputs,

and specific taxation.

. 8. Distribution of buyers by number and size.

These basic elements of structure may be given other names but

most would be important in any industriaj organization study"

Furthermore, they may exist in a very large number of combinations"

Most of the structural case for de-regulation relates to the cost

cond'itions in virtual isolation wi th 'little reference to the other

important characteristics - especialìy conditions of demand.

Grouping of the various structural elements may lead to a range of

behaviors depending on the elements grouped and their relative

importance. For example, assume there are many small producers
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in an industry characterized by easy. entry, difficult exit, an

undifferentiated product, price-inelastic demand, h'iqh overhead

costs, and stagnant techno'logy. In periods of excess capacity

one may expect depression, unrenumerative prices, and failure

of the market to reach equilibrium. However, wouid this result

obtain íf one of the elements were altered, sôY, the introduction

of differentiated product. In such an instance firms may be able

to protect themselves by differentiating product, however, an

equilibrium may not be reached unless there is some tacit agree-

ment on prices or output. In short, it is very difficult to

predict behavior when faced with structural combinations, the

relative importance of each are not clear.

The second part of the structural case for de-regulation

consists of an assumed link between structure and perforrnance.

That is, it is assumed that it is appropriate to measure price

differences between regulated and unregu'lated markets as a

measure of performance. ' This assumes that firms operating in

the two markets would be identical in every respect save for

regulation. In addition, the form of regulation is assumed to

be identical.

The link between structure and performance is generaì'ly

examined by relating concentration in a particular market to

profitabiìity. Profitability is usual'ly guaged in reference to

some norm as the long-run rate of interest. However, it has

become common practise to compare prìces between the two markets.

The effect of this methodology is not to guage economic per-

formance per se but rather attempt to evaluate the effects of



regulation. That is, rather than attempting to assess per-

formance as either good or bad the researcher simply looks for

differences between the markets. Obviously, the effects of

regulation on performance are a subset of performance 'in generaì.

In essence, regulation has become a proxy for concentration.

In conclusion, the industrial organization schema offers

a useful framework for analysis providing its limitations, both

theoretical and empirical, are specified as clearly as possible.

Outline of the Study

Chapter II will review the poìitical economy of regulatory

reform. That is, it will briefly discuss the status of the

broad regulatory reform movement in the U.S. and Canada, its

imperat'ives, and some possible impediments to regulatory reform.

Differences in perspective and po'licy between the two countries

wi 1 I be hi ghl i ghted.

Chapter III will profile the Canadian motor freight transport

industry. Using highly aggregated Canadian data the size dis-

tribution of firms wiìl be presented. In additìon, the relative

importance of the for-hire genera'l freight carrier is discussed.

This chapter will include a brief analysis of motor carrier

operations and highìight the importance of terminal functions.

A review of the existing regulatory framework within which the

industry operates ís presented. Finally, the competition to

the for-hire general freight carrier, railroads and private motor

carriers, is discussed to guage the competitive impact of these

two modes.

12
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Chapter IV will analyze the structure of the índustry. It

will be argued that output heterogeneity on the demand side

defines a set of sub-industries. The djmensions of output

discussed are si ze of shipment, length of haul, and geographic

coverage. These continuous variables define a spectrum of sub-

industries which have differing structuraì and competitive

characteristics. The structural characteristics discussed are

threshold costs, factor mobility, and cost variabiT:'ty and in-

divisibility. The discussion of economies of scale as a struc-

tural characteristic is presented in Chapter V. This will entail

a review of the líterature.

Chapter VI will discuss destructive competition" That is'

given the structural characteristics of motor transport, the

ana'lysis will focus on the likelihood of achiev'ing a stable

equilibrium. The historical record of destructive competition

is reviewed and the modern relevance of the issue is discussed.

Chapter VII reviews two of the more important studies which

attempt to measure the impact of regulation on rates. The

statistical and methodo'logical shortcomings of this approach are

discussed in detail.

Chapter VIII contains the summary and conclusions of the

study. It will discuss some of the implications of the results

and point out specific areas requiring further research.
i',
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CHAPTER II

The Political Economy of Regulatory Reform: Recent U.S. and

Canadian Experience

Introducti on

While the terminology has changed somewhat over the years, the

arguments for reguìatory reform are not n.*.1 What is new on the

broad regu'latory front is the fact that there is indeed a front.

That is, there is a growing constituency of policy makers that

are willing to translate arguments for reform into legislation.

tor the U.S. and Canada the impetus for reform seems to stem

from the inflationary pressure of recent years. That is, regu-

latory reform is seen as a way of reducing prices without s'ignif-

cantly increasing unemp'loyment. While the rapid economic changes

over the last few years have spurred an interest'in regulatory re-

form in general, the conventional case is still applied to motor

transport.

It will be argued that the perspectives on regulatory reform

are quite different in Canada than in the U.S. Canada has not had

the same ideolog'ical commitment to competition as the U.S. Unlíke

the recent U.S. experience of de-regulatory success, Canada has

1

'The terminology has changed in recent years part'ly, one
suspects, due to the efforts of poìicy makers to remove the
negative connotation of "de-regu'lation" and to the acceptance
of the notion that regulation can be made more responsive to
changing economic and social circumstances. Hence, the
phrase rregul atory reform has emerged as a more accurate and
less emotive term. One variant of this phrase is
"regulatory re-regulation" which tends to leave the reader
somewhat bewildered.
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experienced de-regulatory failure in terms of its rai'lroads" In

addition, Canada seems to be jn the unique position of attempting

to pass two contradictory pieces of'legislation.

It is usefu'l to review the prevailing U.S. and Canadian

views on regu'latory reform and highf ight the imperatives for

change. It may be at:gued that the rÍgorous structuraì view

taken by U.S. policy makers and the somewhat ambivalent view

taken by Canadian policy makers regardíng motor transport

reguìation, reflects an insufficient appreciation of the

characteristics of the motor transport industry.

Recent U,S . Vi ews

Though earlier examples may be cited, every U.S. president

since Harry S. Truman has recognized administratíve problems

assocíated with regulation and has appointed some type of com-

mission or board to evaluate regulation.l Each has been unsuccess-

ful at affecting fundamental change.

Though it is beyond the scope of this study to inquire into

the reasons why regu'latory reform did not gain the seeming im-

portance it has at present, the emphasiS on economic efficiency

in the'l'ight of inflationary pressures is clearly important.

It may be argued that contemporary criticism dates to 196l

when an advisor to President Kennedy produced a popular book of

Canada, Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs and
Treasury Board, Government Evaluation of Regulation: .The
U.S . Experi ence
1978I; pp-:17
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regul atory criticism.l

a Special Transportation Message to Congress in which he críticized

the patchwork of federal transportation pof icies and recommended

specific measures to de-reguiate the transportation industries.

Nothing came of the proposals.

hlith the advent of the Kennedy administration, the annual

reports of the President's Counc'il of Economic Advisors have

called for "regulatory reform". Unlike the earlier period when

ecoomÍsts attempted to measure the administrative costs of regula-

tion or to argue that a particular component of the transportation

industry had all the structura'l requirements of a competitive

industry, the new research attempted to aSSeSS, in dollar terms'

the socia'l cost of regulation.2

lIt should be noted that though the inflationary pressures in
1961 did not approach the levels present today" Kennedy
was making a stand on "creeping 'inflatjon".

2Cf. Tho*as Gale More, "The Feasibiììty of De-regulating
Surface Freight Transportat'ion", in Almarin Phillips ed.'
Promoting Coñpetitjon in,the.Regu'lated Industries (lllashington,
D.t . : The Brooki ngs Insti tuti on) .

Ann Friedlaender, The Di'lemma of Freight TranlPqfI Regulation
(t^lashington, D.C. :-ThãSooking Institution, 1969) .

Laryy Darby, "An Evaluation of Federal Regulation of Common

Motor Carriâgê", (Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University'
1e6e).

For more recent work see Interstate Commerce Commission,
Bureau of Economjcs, 'ìA Cost and Benefit Evaluation of Surface
Trans port lation"Jr¡ PauT I. MacAvoy and John l^1" Snow,eds.,

ffind Pricinq in Truck Transportation
shington, D.C.: iCan Enterprise Institute

pp. 47-91 and "The Costs and Benefits of Surface Transport
nägu'l ation: Another Vi ew" i n Paul l^1. MacAvoy and John l^l.Snow,

eds., loc. cit., pp. 93-.l14.

From this initial effort, Kennedy delivered
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As t^lilson has pointed out:

"The studies use widely different and h'ighly suspect
techniques, woefully inadequate data, heroic assumptions,
and a series of guesses, more or less educated. How-
ever, the surprising thing is that despite all of these
caveats, there is rather close comparability in the
estimates of social costs, In turn, less elaborate
estimations arrive at at least roughly similar
magnitudes. tlithout commenting on the acknowledged
deficiencies of these estimates, their derivation and
the fact that they measure different things even though
purporting to be measures of social costs"..it is fair
to say that (based on these studies) tfrat the social
csst of economic regulation of transportatjon may have
been at a minimum between $S.+ Uillion in .1969 

and
higher in subsequent years as freight revenues, ton-
miles, and GNP have risen. At least, those who have
attempted some quantification appear to agree generally
upon the orders of magni tude. . . . " I

Studnicki-Gizbert provides a broader view of the regulatory

prob'l em:

"The present debate over the useful ness and performance
of the regu'latory system concentrate on the issue of
the costs and benefits of economic regu'lation from the
point of view of economíc and administrative efficiency.
Given such terms of reference, the results lead to an
almost universal condemnation of the reguìatory system.
The main points are: 1) regulation distorts inter-
industry competition; 2) regulation distorts the
allocation of resources within the regulated industry;
3) regulation raises prices to transport users; 4)
regulation prorotes inefficiency and hampers innovation;
5) regulation is inherently associated with adminis-
trative delays and high costs to the interests con-
cerned; 6) regulatìon adversely affects competitive
incentives; 7) regulators become over-identified with
the regulated firms." 2

lG.org. l^l. l.lilson, "Economic Consequences of Motor Carrier
,Regulation" in Allen R. Ferguson and Leonard Lee Lane, eds.,
Transportation Policy Options: The Political Economy of

ubl ic Interest
con0m cs Foun

orm, (Washington,
õ-tion, n.d.), pp.

2r. w. studn'icki-Gizbert,
Po'licy: The Regul atory
tration (l,linter, 1975) ,

"The Administration of Transport
Probl ems " Canadi an Publ i c Adm'ini s-

pp.651-652
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Whi'le some of the items mentioned above tend to overlap it

seems that the prevai'ling opinion of regulation is that it has

"faiIed". Regulatory faiIure has a number of dimensions.

Perhaps the most obvious is the fajlure of a regulated firm in

spite of, or according to some, because of regulation. The

recent collapse of Penn-Central, Reading, Lehigh Valley, Central

RR of New Jersey, Boston, and Maine, and Rock Island clearly

reflect this view.l

The other dimension of regulatory fai'lure stems from the

recognition that the reguìatory process produces more regulation.

For example, Mr. James Miller of the Center of the Study of

Governmental Regulation has kept track of the growth of regu'la-

tion in the Federal Register (which lists new rules daily) and

the Code of Federaì Regulations (whjch lists all regulations

currentiy in force). He found that once the period 1970-1977

the number of pages in the Federa'l Register had increased by

227%, and the pages in the Code of Federa'l Regulatjons has in-

creased by 39% in the same Period.2

It may be argued that a great deal of pressure has been

placed on reguìatory reform by the recent decisions of what has

been labelled "the new antitrust maiority" on the Supreme Court.

lCf. Merton J. Peck, "Regulation and the Railroad Crisis",
Allen R. Ferguson and Leonard L. Lane, eds., Transport
Pol i cy 0pti on! : The= P_-o] iti cal Economy of Regul ator.v
RFFõFm, op . ci t. , p. I 3-18

tt"Reforming America' s Regul ators",
l2-18, 1978, p. 61.

The Economist, August
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The court has shown an increasing deference (since about 1975)

to private restraints tolerated by regulators.l During the

1960's the Supreme Court (the "t^larren Court") general'ly took

the position that the mere fact that an anti-competit'ive

private arrangement had been approved by a reguìator did not

exempt it from antitrust scrutiny.2 The court generally

decided that unless the anti-competitive conduct was necessary

to make the regulatory scheme work the conduct was not exempt

from the antitrust law. In some cases the Supreme Court would

still allow an antítrust suit against the approved conduct

where it was shown that a less anti-competitive alternative

was available.

The new Supreme Court seems to be taking a decidedly

different approach. Recent decisions seem to reflect the view

that the present Supreme Court sees antitrust as "a dogmatic

and inconvenient interloper in orderly regulation mandated by
a

Congress".' Therefore, the independent antitrust forum of the

"Warren Court" which assured scrutiny of anti-competitive

practices and mergers where such conduct was approved of by the

regulatory agency has gone by the wayside.

lU.S., Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, The Competition
Improvements Act of 1975, Hearings, before-a Sub-Committee

, Senate on S. 2028,94th Cong.'
lst. sess. , 1975, p. 319. Prepared Statement of Donald
Baker:, Visiting Professor of Law, Cornell Law School.

2No aur" has arisen where a regulator has "commanded" change
which contradicted antitrust 1aw.

3lbid., p. 3zz.



Apart from recent numerous bills to allow for greater com-

petition in specific reguìated industries the omnibus bill pro-

posed by Senator Edward Kennedy attempts to reaffirm the national

dedication to competition at al l 'level s:

"It is the purpose of the Act to reaffirm that
the fundamental national economic policy of the
United States is free and open competition
embodied in the antitrust laws, to establish
procedures that strengthen and facilitate the
application of antitrust and procompetit'ive
policies by Federal departments and agencies,
to minimize anti-competitive behavior in
regulated industries, to encourage more vigorous
and far-reaching application of the antitrust' 
laws in the polic'ies and practices of Federal
departments and agencies, to enable Federal
departments and agencies better to restore,
maintain, and protect open and vigorous
competition in the marketplace.. " I

Donald Baker2 gave virtually unqualified support for

Senator Kennedy's bill and proceeded to identify some areas in

which he felt the bill would have the greatest input.3

llU'i¿., p. 6 (This is taken from the draft version of S.2028)-

2Donald Baker joined the Department of Justice in 1966 and rose
to the levej of Deputy Assistant Attorney General . l¡lhen the
Carter Administration came to power he was "fired" and took up

teaching at Cornell. His support forr the bill was.quite
importañt since he initiated Department of Justice involvement
in cases concerning regulated industries. The most important
case v¡as the .|975 

"Carterfone" case, also known as the tele-
phone attachments case.

' 3Buk.¡^ and George Hay also outlined these areas in a speech to
, the McGill University Instìtute for the Study of Reguìated

Industries in March 1978. However, these areas were deter-
mined (prior to 20?8) on a strategic basis, that is, to
which regulated industries should Just'ice and the FTC

allocate antitrust resources.
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"...I,think we ought to look at four kinds of
situations to understand how it is going to work.
One i s the natura'l ly compet'i ti ve i ndus try wh i ch
has been regulated on economic grounds. Trucking
and airlines atre the cases in point. And here,
they probably wou'ld be better if almost all the
economic entry and pricing regulations were
eliminated. l^lhat you want out of S. 2028 is the
maximum ti'lt in favour of competition and
fl exibil i ty. 1

Baker felt that for other situations such as "ethícal regula-

tion" (standards, Iicensing) or so-cal'led "natural monopoly", the

scope of S. 2028 should be limited. However, Baker argued that

the governm€Et': should not allow licensing polic'ies to serve

protectionist purposes and should encourage market-oriented

practices in the so-called natural monopolies (such as peak-load

pricing for example). The fourth case Baker discussed re]ated

to the extension of regu'lation of natural monopo'lies to other

activities. For example, he argued that the fact that a tele-

phone network is a natural monopoly does not iustify the extension

of regulations to terminal equipment.

Recent U.S. experience in de-regulating air carriers brought

about by the dynamic leadership of Alfred lKahn. has indicated that

there is sufficient flexibility in reguiatory system to allow for

reform wÍthout the introd,uction of new legisìation. This type of

flexibility is now appearing in other independent regulatory

agencies. For example, the chairman of the Interstate Commerce

Commission (ICC) has recent'ly proposed short-range de-regulation

lU.S. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, The Com

Improve¡¡ents Act of .l975, 
Heari ngs, op. c'it. , p.
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of truckers entering neur markets. This will be accomp'lished

without changes in legislation though a second stage wi1ì

require 'legistative changes.l He stated that the trucking

industry should be de-regulated where regu'lation is not useful

for freight transportation. In addition, it was felt that

the trucking industry was mature and more competition uras

needed .2

In conclusion, it may be stated that due to a variety of

factors, including a band-wagon effect, that policy makers

accept the need for regulatory reform in general and for the

de-regulation of trucking in particular. The notion that

trucking in a "natural'ly competitive" industry is at the heart

of the proposed reforms.

Recent Canadian Views

Canada has not had the same sort of commi tment to com-

petition as the U.S. To state this point in another manner'

Canada has traditional.ly accepted the desirability and indeed

assumed need for government intervention. "Government owner-

ship, large firms in banking, finance, transportation and some

resource industries, often close'ly related to or directed by

government, substantial foreign ownership behind a protective

tar.iff wall these have persisted as dominant character-

I"Trucking Controls", Toronto Globe and MaiI, November 9,
1978.

2'Ibid., 
See Appendix l.
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istics of the Canadian economy despite the major changes that

have taken place over the last century".'l

As Skeoch has pointed out, Canada has tended to accept

the need for large firms in the business sector and for a sub-

stantial degree of government support and direction to the

economy. An interesting aspect of this view has been not to

reject business as bad per se. This attitude has been re-

vealed by exemptions to competition legislation which has

traditionally excluded services, transportation coming within

the jurisdiction of parliament, labour unions, certain market

schemes, etc. "At the very least it is clear that there is

no Canadian public poìicy commitment to a generaì rule of com-

petition in Canada. To assume that there is (or has been) is

to misread the history of combines legislation and to simplify

it out of all relation to reality of the vagaries of government

poì icy and administration. . . "2

It would seem that in recent years the Canadian vieu, on

the r:egutatory system has been affected by the same forces that

have been at work in the U.S. To reiterate, ". the

regulatory process ha's been faulted for being insensitive to

pubtic needs and opinions while, on the other hand, doubts have

been expressed concerning the efficiency and effectiveness of

1t-. R. Skeoch, ed. , Mergers, Consol idations a¡çl Big Business,
(0xfordshire: The

21. n. Skeoch, Restrictive Trade Practicei in Canada
(Toronto, Mc +9.
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particular regulations, standards, or guidelines. More specif-

ically, with the onslaught of serious inflationary problems, it
has been argued that regulations may be unnecessarily adding to

prices and costs".l

There is another feature of the Canadian scene which has

spurred efforts at examíning regulation in Canada and that is

the prevalence of overlapping regulatory iurisdictions and the

conflicts imposed by such an interface. This problem has been

acce'lerated in recent years by the shift of economic power in

Canada, as well as the desire of provinces to assume greater

control of their economies.

For example, on July '12, l97B the Prime Min'ister asked

the Economic Council of Canada to undertake a number of studies

of specific areas of regulation. "As you know, there has

developed in Canada a strong concern that increasing government

regu'lation might be having serious adverse effects on the

efficiency of Canadian firms and 'industries and on the allocation

of resources and the distribution of income. You will recall

that First Ministers, in February, 1978, '. agreed that

the whole matter of government regulation should be refemed

to the Economic Council of Canada for recommendations for action

in consultation with the provinces and the private sector'. In

1

'Canada, Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs and
Treasury Board, Government Intervention jn the Marketplace
and the Case for Socia
0t 5uppry a vl ces,

ulation, (0ttawa: partment
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addition, First Ministers expressed concern about the overlapping

of federal and provincial regulatory jurisdictions".l

While it will take some time for the Canadian position on

the broad regulatory front to emerge, the conflict between trans-

portation regulation and the competition policy indicates the

probl ems to be faced.

In order to explore the conflict it is useful to begin with

the MacPherson Commission Report.2 The MacPherson Commission

was cal'led upon to inquire into and report upon the problems

relatÍng to railway transportation in Canada and the possibj'lity

of removìng or alleviating inequities in the freight rate
'?

structure. "

It has been pointed out the primary concern of the

MacPherson Commission was somewhat more broad than indicated

by the title. "This was to free raílways from the'dead hand'

restríctive rate regulation that appeared to prevent them from

ef,fectively meeting the growing competition of road transportation

and abandoning uneconomic services. Keeping the rai'lways running

had a'lways requíred massive support form the public coffers. There

had been a valid rational for this sort of regulatÍon when rail

' lL.tt." from Prime Minister Trudeau to Dr. Sylvia Ostry,
Chairman of the Economic Council of Canada, July 12, 1978.

' 2canada, Royal Commission on Transportation Report (Ottawa:
Queen's Printer, 196.l). Hereìnafter cited as "MacPherson".

3tui¿., vol. I and Appendix A.
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virtualìy monopolized the transportation fìeld".l

I^lhat had started as an investigation of raiìway rates ended

in a broad sweeping recommendation for greater competition.

"In brief, the broad aim of public transportation poìicy should

be to ensure - consistent with other goals of national policy -

that all the various modes of transportation are given a fair

chance to find their proper place within a competitive system2

. national transportation has been a greate deal more pre-

occupied with the question of how effectively the transportation

system was function'ing as an instrument to fulfilt national

policy objectives, than with the question of how well jt was

functioning as an economic enterprise. There were, of course,

good reasons'in the past this was so. In our view, however,

that there are now equally good reasons why it should no longer

be so".3

This new commitment to competition was carried over to

the National Transportation Act of 1967. The other main feature

of the 'legislation was the formation of a singie trans-modal

regu'latory authority which emphasized a commitment to competition.

It should be pointed out that the new commitment to competition

was born out of a continuing railway crisÍs. The Law Reform

lLaw Reform Commission of Canada, The Regulatory Process of
the CAnadian Transporta

2MacPherson, op. cit., Vol. I p. 29:

3lbid., p. 30.
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Commission noted that railway rates had been frozen since 1959

and this meant that by'1967 taxpayers were paying up to $100

million per year to cover railway deficits.l

Clear1y, the Transportation Act of 1967 was based on the

notion of regulatory failure and its escalating social costs.

Therefore, rather than attempting to regulate the entire system

the government would grant the railways pricing freedom and if

it was felt that certain regÍons had to be served in the

national interest, it would be "cleaner" to pay a direct subsidy

for the service.

As the Law Reform Commission notes, the failure of the

National Transportation Act of .l967 
was primarily due to certain

ambiguìties of the leg'isìation in terms of coverage and certaín

ambivalence to promote competition in transportation.

"ThÍs (Act is somewhat schizophrenic: it says we

are going to have competition, but at the same

time we are going to lay an extremely heavier
hand on that competition and see that it does
not get out of contro'l . I think we will wind
up getting the worst of both worlds. t^le will
not benefit from the advantages possible under
a competitive system in those areas where com-
petition will work effectively; neither will
we get the benefit of reguìated system for which
the transportation system seesm to ca11". 2

It is argued that since .|967 the criticisms of the existing

system (as recently demonstrated by an 'inadequate number of box

llaw Reform Commission, op. cjt., p" 8.

2111, . Max Sal tzman, Commons Debates , Decembe r 21 , .l966,

pp" 11482-3 in Law Reform Commission, op. cit-, P. 17.

i.' l:j.:;,:...,;:
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cars to move grain) has led the government to shift away from

an emphasis on competition. For example, Mr. Marchand, the

former Transport Minister, stated in 1974:

"l^le said ('in 1967) that transportation
should work in the same uray as other things
in other sectors of the economy. t,le

suggested that we should have competition
between the railway companies as well as
competition between the railways and the
trucking industry and between the trucking
industry and the shipping industry
I can te'll you now in all honesty from my

experience that this fundamental prciniple
is v'rrong in Canada ." I

A long awaited government policy statement in June, 1975

reinforced Mr. Marchand's statements. It argued that due to

significant changes in the social and economic environment of

the world sínce 1967 a need for an integrated approach to trans-

portation problems was required. In other words, a fundamental

review of the role of competition dictated that competition

could now be viable on'ly in some segments of the transportation

system and should not be a primary factor in transportation

reguìation generally. "The objective selected lvas an accessible,

equitabìe, and efficient system rather than econom'ic, efficient,
t

and adequate".'

The content of the po]icy statement of June,'1975 was in-

corporated into Bill C-33 which amends the National Transportation

lM.. J.un Marchand, Commons Debates,
in Law Reform Commission, oP. cit.,

2law Reform Commission, op. cit., p.

March 7, 1974, p. 265
p. 17.

18.
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Act of 1967. !,lhile the word "competition" is still included in

the wording of the Act the clear Ìmport of the'legislation is

to reduce the primacy of competition in favour of regional

development, adequate service to small communities, etc.

It may be argued that the policy shift since 1967 was

based on "de-regu'lation" failure. That is, it was assumed that

by allowing the railways the necessary pricing freedom that com-

petition would, between rail and its major competitor, motor

transport, produce an efficient system and significantìy improve

the financial position of the railways. The railways were

essentially given this freedom in 1967, however, the results were

not as expected. As Heads has pointed out:

"Canadian experience has shown that freedom from
regulation will not necessarily so'lve the
financial problems of the railways. Although
the railways have received compensation for
services provided as a publ ic duty, particu'lar'ly
in respect of passenger transportation and branch
lines, the industry has not been able to generate
sufficient funds to produce rates of return which
would attract new ínvestment. Theoretically,
this can be attributed to a combination of failure
to exploit fully the new flexibility in pricing;
and possibiy the development of new supply and
demand conditions that make it impossible for'the railways to earn rates of return considere
normal in other industries". I

As will be discussed later in this study it would seem that

the failure to understand the economics of the competition from

motor transport is partially responsible for the results of de-

regul ation.

lJohn Heads, Some Lessons From
Canada, (Ott
ánd Social Analysis Branch, .l975), p. 7.
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There is, at the same time, a movement in Canadian public

policy towards less regulation in the economy genera'|ly. This

view is embodied in the proposed State II Amendments to the

Çombines Investigation Act. Given the historical exclusion of

transportation sector from the Act one would expect this policy

shi ft merely to ref'l ect hi stori ca] i ncons i stenci es about what i s ,

and what is not, subject to the Act. However, two policy thrusts

of the Act have an immediate impact on transportation. First, it
is envisaged that the proposed Competition Act would be laws of

"generaì appìication". Second, the Act, which had incorporated

services in the Stage I Amendments, would now incorporate al'l

regu'lated industries, which would be exempt from the Act on'ly on

very specific grounds.

Perhaps the best way briefly to d!scuss the Act is to

anaìyze the preamble to the legislation.l The ireamble is com-

posed of thr:ee paragraphs. The first serves to piace the

Competition Act within the context of certain basic goals of

Canadian pubìic policy such as efficient allocation of resources,

stimulates innovation, expands trade opportunities, etc. The

second paragraph deals with certain factors which are necessary

1'Cf. Canada, Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs,
Proposals for a New Competition Policy for Canada, (0ttawa:

hlhile the
proposed 'legislation has gone through a number of altera-
tions the preamb'le has remained constant. The economic
rationale for the legislatÍon may be found in Economic
Council of Canada, Interim Report on Competition Policy
(Ottawa: Queen's
B. C. McDonald, Dynamic ChA¡ge and Accountability in a

Canadian Mafkei nd
Serviies-J. T976).
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to achieve the overall publich policy goa1s. Factors mentioned

are the creation of a flexible dynamic, and adiustable economy

with emphasis on the remvoal to mob'ility, the discouragement of

concentration and the predatory exercise of power, thus reducing

the need for detailed economr'c reguìation. The third paragraph

makes the promotion of compet'ition a matter of national policy

by means of the introduction of general laws of general applica-

tion. The Act clearly has an efficiency orientation which i..,.,

recognizes that competit'ion may be tempered if it conflicts ." :

with economies of scale or real savings of resOurces. ,ì,'.,t,

Theintentof,thereguìatedconductsectionoftheAct

requires that all reguiated industries be subiect to the Act.

Exemption from the Act would be allowed if:
(a) Anti-competitive conduct must be expressly

required or authorized by a public agency

not appointed by regulated persons. 
:

(b) .The regulatory agency must regulate expressìy

n a manner set out in the regulatory statute

(c) The appì i cation of the Competi tion Act woul d l. '''. '

| 
: :.:,; .

seriously interfere with the attainment of the ' ,

primary obiectives of the regulatory 'law.l

The three exemptions have produced a great deal of con-

troversy on two grounds. First, the impor.t of the exemptiont ,,,, 
,

i s not cl ear. For: examp'l e, are the three exemptions excl us i ve,

lCanada, Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs,
Proposals for a New Competition Policy for Canada, p- 87.
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mutual'ly inclusive? Furthermore, each exemption is not well

defined. The first exemption v\,as intended to

bring, for example, professional associations with self-

regu'latory powers from provincial 'legislation under the Act.

However, there are cases where regulatory boards are composed

of members of the industry as well as government representatives.

The question arriSes as to how many industry members are required

to bring the association under the Act. The second exemption

was designed to reinforce the fÍrst. That Ís' many self-

reguìatory professions do not regu'late in a manner spel'led out

in statute but rather they regulate by regulations to an act

or by by-'laws. The third exemption may also produce contra-

dictions. For example, if the primary obiective of the

reguìation is orderly marketing of agricultural produce,

application of the Actr'would seriously impair this by pro-

hibiting production quotas.

The second reason for the conttroversy regarding the

regulated conduct section is that federaj regu'latory agencìes

would be required to pursue theír obiectives in a manner least

restrictive of competition. Furthermore, the proposed Competition

Policy Advocate (presently the Director of Investigation and

Research) would have polvers of intervention before regujatory

agencies. Therefore, actions of regulatory agencies such as

the CTC would be open to competitive impact analysis.

Members of rbgulated industries have expressed concern

because certain types of market conduct which though not subiect

to detailed regu'lation, have tacit or imp'licit approval by
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government. Exampies of this are rate bureaus in trucking, the

involvement of airlines in non-transport operations (travel

agencies), etc.

Though neither of the two pieces of 'legisìation listed above

have been passed, the interface could introduce some very im-

portant adjustments as far as transportation sector is concerned"

It should be noted that this interface is not necessarily con-

tradìctory. For exampìe, the Competition Act seeks to promote

competition in order to achieve "efficiency". However, where

competition would prevent the attainment of real savings to the

economy competition would be tempered. The National Trans-

portation Act would seek to reduce competition in order to make

certain portions of the transportation system more "efficient".

It may be argued that the introduction of criteria such as

regiona'l development to the National Transportation Act may in-

crease rather than decrease the degree of regulation of trans-

portati on.

Summary

This chapter examined the notion of regulatory reform, its

imperatives, and recent U.S. and Canadian views on the topic. It
was argued that while the imperative for reform may be similar

for the two countries, the views on the nature and extent of

reform were different.

It was argued that the U.S. has adopted the conventjonal

argument in pursuing the de-regulation of the motor transport

industry. No middle ground opinion was encountered, that 'is,
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the U.S. is pursuing de-regulation of motor carriers and not

reform. Canada seems to be somewhat more ambivalent in

pursuing regu'latory reform. In the case of the transportation

industries the import of proposed legisìation is reform and

re-orientation of regulation as opposed to de-regulation. 0n

the other'hand, proposed Competition Policy legislation may

introduce de-regulation into the system.
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CHAPTER III

A Profile of the For-Hire Motor Transport Industry

I ntroducti on

in this chapter the profile of the motor transport industry

is presented. Using Canadian data it will be shown that the

industry is both 'large and diverse" The most important segment

of the industry is the for-hire general freight carrier in terms

of revenues generated and equipment operated. Some analysis of

motor carrier operations are presented. However, the paucity of

information does not allow for in-depth treatment.

The reguìatory framework within which carriers operate is

also presented. It will be agreed that in the absence of rather

detailed know'ledge of de facto and de iure regulation no firm

conclusion as to the extent of economic regulation in Canada may

be made. Differences in regulatory treatment by federal and

provincial authorities are discussed.

Having identÍfied the for-hire general freight carrier as

the most important segment of the industry, the nature of com-

peti tion from rai l roads and pri vate cami age i s di scussed . It

is argued that while these two modes are competitive with truck-

load generaì freight movenent, they are not competitive to less-

than-truckload movement. In addition, it will be argued that

truckload genera'l freight movement is much more competitive

with railroads than usually assumed.

The arguments deve'loped in this chapter tend to lend

support to the conventional view of the overall composition of
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the industry. That is, that general freight truckload movement

is subject to competition whereas less-than-truckload is not.

Chapter IV will argue that the benefits of de-regulation of

this segment may be questioned.

Industry Profi I e

The motor industry is both large and compTex.l Until very

recently, pub'l ished data on the motor transport industry were

sparse and i f avai I abl e v'Jere consi dered to be unrel i ab1 e. I n

1974 Statistícs Canada undertook a census of fore-hire motor

.2carrrer trrms with the intention of buiìding a base year of

data from which to launch an accurate and comprehensive pub-

3llcaEÌ0n.

In 1974, census forms were mailed to some 26,878 camiers

and/or establishments. 0f this total l3''186 reports were

utilized in the publication, the other 13,692 being considered

lThe motor transport industry, in its broadest sense, supp'lies
transportation services for the movement of goods or peop'le
in either private or for-hire vehicles. In the carriage of
passengers the private motor car is the dominant form.
Various estimates suggest that about 85% of al 1 passenger
miles stem from the private motor car. 0n the freight side
it is estimated that there are over one million trucks and
trailers registered in Canada and about 90% are in the private
sector. This study is, of course, directed toward the "for-
hire" freight sector.

t
"Any carrier which, for compensation, undertakes the trans-
port of goods

3stutistics Canada, Motor Carriers Freight 1974, 53'222
(Ottawa: Ministiy erce' 1976).
This publication excluded household goods movers.
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as out of the scope of the survey or being out of business.

These carriers earned $2.97 billion and employed about 
.l25,000

persons including working owners.

Though estimates vary, the growth of motor transport

has been, in absolute and relatíve terms, remarkable. Com-

parisons of ton miles between modes tend to be poor indicators

of the relative "importance" of various modes such as rail,
water, pipeline. This is due to the fact that ton-mile

estimates are biased by the type of commod'ity each mode is

most likely to carry. "Rail, for examp'le, tends to be better

suited to carry long haul bulk shipments than are trucks. The

latter tend to handle consumer and manufactured and semi-manu-

factured products".l Table III.l indicates the growth in ton-

miles for the various carriers.

Table III.'l
Canadian Transport Market2

Mode

Rail

Road

Water

Pi pe1 i ne

Total

65 "4
15.6

56 .9

26.8

164.7

39.6

9"5

34"5

16.4

t 00.0

1960 Billion % of
Ton-Mi I es Total

.l970 Bil I ion
Ton-Mi I es

tll.0
35 .8

78.8

86.9

31 3.5

%of %

Total Change

35.3 + 70
'11 .5 + 130

25"3 + 39

27 "9 + 212

100.0 + 89

I R. K. House and Associates , tlq-ni tqÞa For-Hi re Trucki ng industry
Productivity Study - Report

ary 1974), P.3. This is not to
suggest that rai'l and truck are not competitive for all
commodjties. This question will be dealt with in greater
detail further on.

t'Ibid", p.2. See also Transportation Development Agency,
Hiilhway Systems in Canada, (Preliminary Dralt), (Montreal:

Agency, October 1973), p. 7 .
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In .l970, total transport revenues in Canada, for all com-

modities carried in the motor transport industry came to $1.50

billion as compared to $1.+S billion for rail. In ì969, 40

per cent of the tota'l expenditure in freight transportation

was related to trucking as compared to 29 per cent for rail

and 3l per cent between water and pipeline.l

As the above comments indicate motor transport is a

leading mode of transport. Table III.l shows the total ton-

mile shipped by motor transport increased 130 per cent between

.1960 
and t970. Case estimated that for the period 1970-1980

motor transport woul d gr"ow at the rate of 6 per cent per y"u, .2

In addition, he felt that the growth in trucking would, in

general, follow the growth of the Gross Nationa'l Product.

Therefore, it would seem safe to say that motor transport is

a leading mode of transport in both absolute and relative terms

and that its further growth prospects are signifícant.3

Having discussed the industry in aggregate terms it is

worthwhile to disaggregate the published industry data. There

are several ways of accomplishing this, some not being com-

patible or capable of being cross-classified; however, the

lR. K. House and Associates, op. cit., p. 2.

2All.n Case, Transportation .l980, 
The 0utlooks and Issues

For Canadian :

a"It is beyond the scope of this study to chronicle in detail
the growth in motor transport. For more detailed dis-
cussion see E. T. Steeves Trucking in Canada 19 .
Paper presented to the Ann
Trucking Associations, (0ttawa: Statistics Canada, 1969).

tr :-\ ) r,,,. .!.'..' -',r...:¡:"i
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most common method is to examine characteristics by revenue class.

ln 1974 Statistics Canada added 4,991 firms to its 1972

universe, these bei.ng known as Class "0" carriers. These

carriers v'rere added to the universe in 1974 if they were not

provincially or territorially licensed in 1972. These Class

"0" carriers did not represent a revenue c'lass per se but

rather spectrum of carriers to be added to the ana'lysis. The

1972 and 1974 groupings are as follows:

TABLE TTT "2

Cl ass

Cl ass

Cl ass

Cl ass

Cl ass

Cl ass

Cl ass

Per cent

Souce:

130

380

I,382
2,399

3,905

4,991

Gross Operating
Revenues

I $2,ooo,ooo

2 $5oo,ooo-$l ,999 ,999

3 $t 00,000-$499,999

4 $25,000 -$99,999

5 $25,000
rr0rr add in 1974

Establ i shments
1972 %

Groupi ng Total

Establ i shments
1974 %

Groupi ng Total

1.0

2.9

192

607

'l .5

4"6

18.2

4l .8
34.0

l0 .5 2,394

1 8.2 5 ,506

29 "6 4,487

37 "9

I 3,l 86 .l00.0

may not add to 100 due to rounding.

Statistics Canada, Motor Carriers Freight,
p. 1 2-1 3.

I 3,.l86 I 00.0

op. cit.,

Table IIT,.2 indicates the substantial size disparity in

number of firms by revenue class, affirm't'ng the notíon that motor

transport is composed of small firms. However, in terms of

operating revenue and equïpment utilized (all trucks) tfre

numerical disparity is overshadowed by a productive disparity"
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Table IiI.3

Total Operating Revenues and Total Equipment

Operated by Revenue Cl ass, I 974

Total Operating % of Total Equipment % of
Class Revenue ($000,000) Total Operated Total

Class 1 I 
"545

Cl ass 2

Class 3

Cl ass 4
Cl ass 5

572

509

272

68

52 "1

l9 .3

17 .2

9.2

72 ,889 49 " o

28,048 18.9

26,154 17 "6

15 ,674 l0 " 5

2,3 5,91.1 4"0

$2,966 100 .00 148,676 100.0

Source: Derived from Statistics Canada, Motor Cariers Freight,
1974, op. cit., p. 16.

As Table III.2 and Table III.3 indicate, Class I carriers

account for about 1.5 per cent of the total number of carriers,

but account for over 50 per cent of the operating revenues and

almost 50 per cent of the equipment operated. At the other end

of the spectrum Class 5 camiers account for about 34 per cent

of the total number of carriers but only 2.3 per cent of total

operating revenues and only 4.0 per cent of the equipment

utilized. If one were to group Class I an'd Class 2 carriers

this new category would account for about 6 per cent of total

carriers (1974 grouping), but about 70 per cent of total

operating revenues and total equipment operated.

Nationally, the industry is not highly concentrated. How-

ever, a regional or provincial breakdown would indicate some

concentrated markets.
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Each of the revenue classifications may be subdivided as

fol I ows:

(a) By common and contract carriers. A common

carrier transports for compensation the goods of others. A

contractcarrierundertakestotransportthegoodsforoneor

a limited number of shippers.

(b) The common and contract carriers may be further

subdivided by the type of commodity. This is genera'lly con- 
,,,,,, :.t

sidered to be an indication of the characteristics of the firm. : '

The general commodity classifications are general freight , , ..'t,'
:

household goods, bulk liquid, dump (sand, grave'|, snow), forest

products (logs, lumber) and "other commodities" (such as cars)

(c) It is possible to subdivide the revenue classes by

province of domicile. That is, the pr:ovince in which the firm

or enterprise is registered.

(d) In addi tion, i t i s possib'le to cl assi fy revenue

classes by range of operation. This usually refers to local

(hauls less than l5 miles), inter-city (hauls greater than lU 
,.,,:::;::

miles), and off-highway l',' .'
' :.

A classification by primary revenue source of the carrier ',,:

by jurisdiction of operation is possible. These iurisdictions

are intraprovincial, interprovincial, and international (or

extraprovi nci a'l ) . 
i 
.. 

,,,,,.
Ideal'ly, one would like to incorporate size of shipments

data with the revenue classifications. As will be discussed

later, the size of shipment category is an important dimension 
:

ofoutput.''..
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Unfortunately, few of these possible classifications are

available in published form.l Fo. those available, the types

of revenue data and operational characteristics vary by revenue

class. Furthermore, there is a substantial degree of aggregation

which may mask important operating cost differences. For example,

the published data tend to aggregate common and contract carriers.

Contract carriers may be specialized commodity carriers which would

tend to have different operating characteristics

The availability of these types of data is crucial to meaning-

ful research on motor transport operatíng characteristics. it is

regrettab'le that so little data are available for a transport mode

as important as motor freight.

Rather than presenting tables of motor transport data it may

be more expedient to outline the general view of motor transport

operations and comment on the importance of selected chatracteristics.

l^lhile many of the overviews of the industry are similar, relatively

little effort has been devoted to examining the ana'lytical signifi-

cance of these characteristics. John Snow provides the following

overview of reguìated carriers:

lstutirtics Canada has recognized the nature of this problem and
is proceeding to link computer tapes. That is, Statistics
Canada personnel are attemptíng to combine the financial
operating data (Motor Carriers Freight) with Shipment data
(For-Hire Survey). hlhile such a linked tape wii'l provide
a most interesting data base the number of carriers involved
will represent a very small sample. However, the samp'le will
include virtual'ly all Class I and Class 2 camiers.

{frä ÜNrv

--l%F

üS trllridllt}Þ,A
%-é

4/p¡¡¡¡lti.Ê
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"The specialized commodity carriers are similar firms
that specialize in truckload shipments . which do
not require the use of terrminals. These carriers often
rely on owner-operators to provide the actual
transportation of freight. General freight carriers
usually specialize in sma'l'ler shipments which require
terminal facilities to consolidate shipments into loads
large enough to utilize their trucks efficiently.
These carriers also carry large shipments, but in many
cases such freight is handled by a separate truckload
division. General freight carriers account for about
two-thirds of the total revenue of the ICC regu'lated
trucking industry. The truckload shipment carriers
compete to a significant extent with the railroads.
The camiers of smaller shipments do not compete with
railroads, since railroads do not carry small shipments
to any significant extent (while LTL rates are
considered to be non-competitive due to the existence
of rate bureaus) private carriage and railroads place
a competitive discipline on truckload rates". I

0f the l3,lB6 carriers which reported in 1974, 3,545 were

engaged in the transport of general fre'ight. The remaining 9,591

carriers could be classified as specialized freight carríers: 857

in the transportation of bulk 1iquid,4,441 in dump trucking, 1,539

in transportation of forest products; and 2,754 in "other commodities"

(such as automobiles). In terms of operating revenue general freight

1

'John l'l. Snow, "The Problem of Motor Carrier Regu'lation and the
Ford Administration's Proposal for Reform", Paul hl. MacAvoy and
John W. Snow, eds., Regulqtion of Entry and Pricing in Truck
l¡gnsportatión, (l^Jás

Tnstitutel-T97), pp. 3-43.

See also Paul 0. Roberts, "Some Aspects of Reguìatory Reform
of the U.S. Trucking Industry" in Proceedings of a Workshop on
Motor Carrier Econoñic Regulãtion

0-502.

Jerold M. Muskin, "De-regulation-Reassessing the Assumptions"
i n Proceedi ngs , 'loc . ci t. , pp. 350-363.

John C. Spychalski, "Criticisms of Regulated Freight Transport:
Do Economists' Perceptions Conform with Institut'ional
Realities?" Transportation Journal (Spring '1975), PP. 5-17.



carriers accounted for 57 per cent of the total and carriers of

"other commodities" accounted for 23 per cent of the total. The

remaining 20 per cent was divided between bulk liquid carriers

(5 per cent), dump truck operations (9 per cent), and forest

product carriers (6 per cent).1

Though precise data are lacking, it seems clear that general

freight carriers tend to be much larger firms than the speciaì

commodity carriers. For example, on average, the general freight

establishment uses about 25 pieces of equipment (trucks, tractors,

semi-trailers, full-trailers, other) whereas bu]k liquid carriers

use about 8 pieces of equipment, and dump truck operators use about

3 pieces of equipment. Most of the Class I carriers are assumed

to be general freight carriers. 0f the 130 Class I carriers, g0

establishments reported the major type of operation to be general

freight carriage (about 70 per cent). !'lithin the 130 firms there

are .l18 which are classified as intercity (hauls of greater than

15 miles) and of these ll8 a total of 86 are general freight

carriers (about 72 per cent).

In contrast, of the 380 C'lass 2 carriers only .167 (about 44

per cent) are classified as genera'l freìght carriers. 0f the 380

firms 342 were classified as intercity carriers and of these .126

were genera'l freight carriers (about 52 per cent).

Ther:efore, it may be stated that of all commodities generaì

freight is the most important in terms of contribution to total

industry operating revenues; that based on al'l equipment utilized

lStutistics Canada, Motorn Carriers Freight .l974, op.cit. , p.7.
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general freight carriers would seem to be significant'ly larger than

the' specialized commodity carriers; that the buìk of general

freight revenues are generated within the Class I carriers; and

that the bulk of these revenues were generated on intercity trans-
1port.' Unfortunately, it is impossible to incorporate data on the

weight of shipments. However, the figure that 70 per cent of all

shìpments are "smalI shipments"2 wi'lI be accepted.

Snow mentions the fact that general freight carriers con-

sol i date frei ght and make extensi ve use of termi nal s . Ì^lhi 1e many

economists recognize the importance of terminals to general freight

operations, they have not discussed the analytical significance of

the termi nal s .

Importance of Terminal Operations

Charles A. Taff has called the terminal the "center of truck
J

operations"." Terminals assume greater importance for carriers

which specialize in less-than-truckload (LTL) traffic than for

carriers which specialize in truckload (Tl-) traffic.4 Taff has

pointed out that ". basica'lly, the terminal serves as a con-

solidation point for LTL traffic, although the larger carrier may

designate certain terminals as consolidation (break-bulk) terminals.

lstutistics Canada does not provide a breakdown of share of
operating revenues accounted for by types of carriers. How-
ever, this breakdown is provided for the small carriers.

2A small shipment is defined as under 
.l0,000 pounds (ICC

definition).
3see Charles A. Taff, Conrmercial Motor Transportation, 3rd ed.,

(Homewood, Illinois: .327.
4tt fs generaìly accepted that TL specialized commodity carriers
use termina'ls but to a much lesser degree than general freight
cami ers .
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This is done when there are numerous smal'ler intermediate poÍnts where

LTL shipments are picked up and carried to the designated consolidation

terminals".l

Terminals are an integraì part of the motor carrier operating

system. The number of termina'ls any particular carrier operates is

a function of the type of traffic, distances, and weights involved

for specific aeographic markets. The number of terminals may be

used as a measure, albeit imperfect, of the geographic coverage of

a firms operations.

Chow noted that simpie correlation coefficients for revenues

and number of terminals and route miles r{ere very high; .97 and

.90 respectively. Partiaj correlation coefficients which con-

trolled for the length of haul and average sh'ipment weight were

somewhat lower; .96 and .82 respecti ve'1y.2 It appears that

general freight revenues are positively correlated with the number

of terminals as well as route miles.

l,'lyckoff has pointed out that "the termi.nal is more than simply

a loading, consolidation, and unloading facility. It is a local

extension of the company in that area".3 The branch management

aspects of terminal operations include pick-up and delivery operations,

sales functions, and until quite recently, all billing and rate

setting operations.

1,''Ibid., p.3zg.
2'Cf" Garland Chow, "The Economics of Motor Freight", (Ph.D.
-dissertation: Indiana University, Graduate School of Business,
1977), pp. 221-222.

a
'D. Dary] l¡lyckoff , 0rgani zati onal Formal i ty and Performance i n
the Motor Carri3r_l¡luE!-ry., (Lexi ngton, Massachusetts : D.C . : : i ,.

ooks, 1974), p. 15. " r';''



In order to examine the termina'l operations it is instructíve

to follow the movement of a typical intercity LTL shipment.l

First, the freight is co]lected by a city pickup and delivery

driver as the result of a shipper's request. A bill of jading is

prepared by the shipper which indicates the name, location, con-

signee's name and'location, bil'ling terms, specified routing, number

of items, and commodity being shipped. Pickups can be made at the

terminals of connecting cariers or, less frequent'ly, ffiâV be de-

livered by the shipper to the outbound terminal.

Upon delivery to the outbound terminal the freight is un]oaded

and checked. Once the pickup and delivery driver has checked the

condition, description, marking, and number of pieces, it is again

checked at the termina'l and weighed. At this stage the bíll of

lad'ing is transferred to the rating operation. The rate is deter-

mined by tariffs on weight, commodity type, designated service and

origin and destination. This bill is known as the waybill and is

collected for each outbound trailer.
Generally, the freight has moved to a staging area and is

loaded into the trailer for Íntercity movement. Depending on the

volume and origin and destination it may be necessary to consolidate

shipments through terminals known as "break-bulk" terminals.2

Shipments may be rehandled at the dock platforms while in other cases

it remains in the trailer and additionat freight is added

't'Ibid., p. l6-18.
2To break-bul k may be
load into individual
tinations. It also

defined as the separation of a composite
shi pments and route to di fferent des-
refers to rehandling of freight en route.



Upon arrivaì at the destination terminal the shipments are un-

loaded, checked, and then loaded into pickup and de'livery trucks or a

connecting carriers' truck for final delivery.

Any termina'l may be considered as an inbound and outbound

terminal and may also perform the break-bulk transfer" There seems to

be an Íncreasing number of "break-bulk terminals" only.l Th.r. terminals

operate in distinction to "revenue terminals" that primari'ly originate

and/or termi nate shi pments.

Table III.4
Category of Operating Expense as Percent of

Total 0perating Expenses, Class ì and Class 2 Carriers,l974
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C'lass lre
59.5 s9.1

Interci ty

67.2

11 .7

3.6

1.4

3"4

12.6

100.0

Cl ass 2

Transportatíon Expense

Garage and Maintenance

Termi nal

Traffic and Sales

Claims and Insurance

Administration

t0.4
12.9

1.7

3;l
12.3

100.0

10 "2

I 3.9

1"8

3"2

il.8
I00.0

All

66.6

l1 .4

4"9

1.2

3.1

12.5

100.0

Fi gures

Source:

may not add to 100.0 due to rounding

Statistics Canada, Motor Carriers Freight, op. cit., p.

As may be seen from Table III.4 above the importance of terminal

expenses varies significantly between Class I and C'lass 2 carriers. Given

that total revenues are highìy corre'lated with the number of terminals, the

above would seem to índicate that on average Class ì generaì freight

carriers (which tend to offer intercity LTL carriage) operate a greater

lIbid., p. rB"
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number of terminals. When intercity carriers only are examined the

terminal expenses percentage share increases slightly for Class I

carriers and decreases slightly for Class 2 carriers" Furthermore,

it will be noted that "transportation expenses" increase signifi-
cantly for Class 2 carriers reinforcing the presumed Class 2 traffic
pattern of relatively greater TL intercity movement. In the absence

of shipment data and commodity c'lassification the above results

cannot be considered definitive. Unless otherwise specified the

scope of operations referred to in this study will refer to inter-

city, general freight.

Regulatory Framework

As a consequence of the provisions of the British North America

Act each province in Canada has the ríght to regulate interprovincial

trucking in the manner which the provínces consider appropriate. As

has been discussed in the previous section, prior to 1954, extra-

provi nci al regul ati on took pl ace i n a I egal vacuum. I'li th the

passage of the Motor Vehicte Transportation Act of 1954 the federal

government delegated the responsibility for extra-provincia'l reguìation

to the provinces and there it has remained. Each of the provinces

has produced its own brand of regulatory poìicy and this system has

been the subject of a good deal of criticism and debate.

The National Transportation Act of 1967 attempted to alleviate

the problem of overlapping jurisdications and excessive regulation but

making provision for the federaì government to resume control of extra-

provincial reguìation. The so-called Part III provisions were l'pro-

49
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claimed" in 1970 but have not, to this date, been ímplemented.l

All provinces have the authority to regulate both inter and

intraprovincial for-hire motor carriers (i.e., common and contract

carriers). However, the degree and type of control exercised varies

considerably from province to province.

The differences in regulatory control varies on a number of

dimensions. First, one may examine the incidence of so-called

economic regulation which is usually interpreted as entry and rate
2regulation.- In addìtion to rate regulation there may be pro-

visions for rate filing which requires camiers publish rates.

Second, it is argued that a clear distinction must be made between

de jure and de facto regulation. This distinction may also be

discussed at the level of administrative vigor. For example, even

though Manitoba is considered to be a province which regulates entry

some will argue that closer inspection will reveal that entry control

is exceeding]y 1ax. Therefore, there may be a qualítative and

quantitative distinction between "regulating" provinces such as

Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

Based on information received from the Canadian Trucking

Associatîon, Maister prepared the fo'llowing table:

1

'The implementation has been delayed by the reluctance of the
federal government to act in the face of concerted opposition
by trucking firms and the provinces. However, the govern-
ment has attempted to "rational ize" the regulatory structures
through the CCMTA (Canadian Council of Motor Transport
Authorities). In essence, the federal government has agreed
not to implement Part III if the provinces move to coordinate
and rationalize regulatory practices.

2unlike other utitities the rate of return on capita'l is not
the object of regulation in Canada"

,..t.1: 
:,
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Provi nce

British Col umbia

Al berta

Saskatchewan

Mani toba

0ntario

Quebec

New Brunswick

Nova Scotia

Prince Edward Island
Newfo undl and

Canadian Trucking Regulation, .l976

_Intraprovi ncj al Interprovi ncial
Entry Rate Entry Rãte

Regul ation Regul ation Regul ation Regul ation
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Table III.5

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yesl

No

Yes2

Yes2

No3

Yes 
I

No3

No3

No3

Yes4

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No2

No

No

No3

No3

Yes 
l

No3

No3

No3

Yes4

1. Filing of rates with approval required for all increases.

2. 0n intraproúincial traffic, Saskatchewan and Manitoba prescribe
rates.

3. Filing of rates required.

4. Though Newfound'land 's regu'l atory agency has the power to
reguìate routes on extraprovincial traffic, there is some
doubt whether this power has ever been effectively applied.
Even on intraprovincial operations, the power to disallow
rate increases has rarely been exercised.

David H. Maister, "Regulation and the Level of Trucking Rates
in Canada" in P

Regul ati on (l'la ce ,W-777, ploz.

Source:

Maister estimated that approximately 44 per cent of tons trans-

ported in Canada in for-hire operations were subject to some form of

rate regul ation.

As the above tab'le indicates, there may be significant differ-

ences in regulation between so-called regu'lating provinces. Bonsor

has noted that ". . the actual use of entry and rate regulation,

where applicable, is not homogeneous across jurisdictions" Quebec,
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Manitoba and Saskatchewan tend to control rates in a relatjvely

vigorous manner in comparison to British Columbia. Entry into the

industry tends to be more tightly controlled in Quebec and Ontario

than in other provinces. It should be borne in mind that the

impact of regulation will vary across sectors of the trucking'in-

dustry in a given province".l

Bonsor expands on this point by noting it was difficult to
determine precisely the degree of entry control imposed by the

Ontario Highway Transport Board. In the course of his research

he found that some classes of licences, especially general mer-

chandise licences, were more difficult to obtain than others.

Therefore, apart from any probìems jn comparing regu'latory programs

between provinces, the first step of determining the v'igor of

regulation within any one province turns out to be a difficult
exerci se.

There are dimens'ions of regu'lation other than those encom-

passed under the term "economic regulation". These are genera'l'ly

classified as administrative or health and safety reoulations. How-

ever, the impact of these regulations may be of greater signifi-

cance to the operating characteristics of the fÍrm than so-called

economic regulation. For example, it may be argued that weight

restrictions, which tend to vary by province, assume importance

on the cost side.2 Unfortunate'ly, no research has been carried out

lNomun C" Bonsor, Regulation of the Highway Trucking Industry",
0ntario Economic Council, Government Regulation Issues and
Al ternatives l 97B (Toronto ),r

ZCt. R. K. House and Associates, Manitoba For-Hire Trucking
Industry Productivity Study (l¡lin

74),pp. 155-160
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on the re'lationship between these so-cal'led non-economic dimensions

of regulation and motor camier industry performance between pro-

vi nces .

The total dimension of regulation (economic or not) may

be further subdivided into federal and provincial spheres, bearing

in mind that there may be some variation in both federal and pro-

vi nci al regu'l ati on

Table III.6 lists the bulk of regulations which apply to

motor carriers. This table also breaks down the regulations as

they relate to three classes of carriers; common, contract, and

private carriers. For the purpose of this discussion only common

and contract are considered. As may be noted there is very little

regulation the common carrier is subiect to that the contract

carrier is not.

l¡lhile one may suspect that federal programs are applied

evenìy through the provinces this need not be the case. For examp'le,

in the case of subsidies, camiers in the Maritimes receive a direct

subsidy of 17È% of the rate for moving freight from any point in the

Maritimes, and 30% of the Maritimes part of the movement orÍginating

with the Maritimes destined to other points in Canada.l In addition,

the federal labour code applies only to extraprovincial carriers"

Usualìy the provincial minimum wage and hours of work restrictions

are less stringent than the Federal Labour Code.

lArcher 
Consul ti ng

Common and Private
Ltd., The Influence of Regulation upm
carii

ÃFõlêFTonsulti ng Ltd.,T973I, p. 10.
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Therefore, while it is acknow'ledged that there may be differ-

ences in the efficacy of provincial regulation the fact remains that

there may be a differential impact of federal legislation. This by

no means exhausts the levels of regulation since the effects of

municipal regulation have been excluded. This would include such

factors as noise and exhaust pollutìon standards, specified routing

for access and egress e.tc. These conditions are by no means

standardized as well.

Table III.6
Distribution of Trucking Regu'lation
by Federal and Provincial Authority

Reguì atory Class of Carrier
Authority Common Contract Pri vateType of Regulation

A. Entry or Expansion

Provi ng need

0btaining Permi t
Interl ine Agreements

Acqui si tion
Subi si des

Tariff Filing
Tariff Revision

Insurance

Labour Regulations

Vehicle Licences

B. 0perations

Permi ts - Routes

. LTL/TL

,Customers

Dangerous
Goods

Li vestock

Agri cu1 ture

P

P

P

F/P

F

P

P

P

P

P

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

F/P

P

P

F/P

F/P

F/P

X

X

X

X
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Type of Regulation

Highway t,'leights

Bridge Weights

Vehicle Dimensions

Federal Labour Code

Oversize Loads

Provi nci a'l Labour
Code

Reci proci ty
Customs

Agricul ture Regulation

Health Regulation

Sales and Fuel Tax

Common Contract Pri vate

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Railroad and Private Motor Carrier Competition

One aspect of structure that has been studied extensively is

the degree of product substitution arising from alternative modes of

transport. Two modes of traffic which compete with motor transport

are railroads and private motor carriage.

Apart from the economies of scale debate, the degree of

intermodal competition between railroads and motor carriers has

been the subject of considerable debate. The intermodal com-

petition argument,has two dimensions; the degree of intermodal

competition that presently exists; and the appropriate division of

traffic between railroads and motor carriers.

Studies which have attempted to measure cross-elasticity

between railroads and motor carriers have not produced consistent
1results.' For example, Sloss, using Canadian data, and Morton, using

James Sloss, "The Demand for Intercity Freight Transport: A

Macroeconomic Analysis" Journaj of Business, 44 (January '1971)"

p. 64. Alexander l4ortonffitch of Intercity
'Fre'i ght Demand ", Hf ghway Research Record , 269 (t'lashi ngton, D. C . :

1969),pp. 47-65.

Regu'latory
Authori ty

F/P

t/P
P

F

F/P

P

P

F

F

t/P
F/P

Class of Carrier

X

X

X

X
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American data, have estimated the cross-elasticity of intermodal

substitution to be approximately minu, on..2

Chow argues that the major drawback of these studies is the

use of highly aggregated data. He argues that large portions of

general freight traffic are secure from railroad competition.2 H"

argues that ". over 30 per cent of the tonnage of genera'l

freight carriers were LTL shipments producing 60 per cent of revenue

and 95 per cent of the shipments. At present, this type of traffic

is immune to direct rail competition. Railroads have virtually

eliminated their less-than-carload services (LCL) which required

freight house handling and concentrated on carload (CL) traffic".3

He also noted that sma'l'l shipment by raíl LCL dropped fron 22,164

thousand tons in .1950 to 1,.l00 thousand tons in .l97.l. This is less

than 2 per cent of motor carriage tonnage of such shipments.

Railroads may compete by offering CL rates or piggyback rates

that compensate for service disadvantages of shipping in larger

quantities. It is difficult to determine the competitive nature

of CL or piggyback to TL and LTL rates,but in genera'l the rates

1

'Eugene Perle, The Demand for Transportation Regional and
coñmo¿ity stúu 1 964),
pp.52-53. A negative cross-elasticity suggests that an in-
crease in truck rates would cause a reduction in rail volume.
It would seem to be illogical to expect trucks to force raÍl-
roads out of business by increasing rates. However, since
Ì¡Jt^l II the motor carrier industry has increased its market
share despite rate increases. Morton found the same results
and suggested the negative relationship could be comected by
insertion of a time-trend to obtain a meaningful cross-
elasticity. This author would suggest the trend variable to
be included should be the decline in railroad service and
improvement in truck service.

c
'Garland Chow, "The Economies of Motor Freight" (Ph.D. disser-
tation: Indiana University, 1977), p. ]48. See also James
Kneafsey, Transportation Economic Analysis (Lexington: D.C.
Heath aiìd

)
"l_Þld., p. 148.
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would seem to be much less competitive for LTL service. The degree

to which rail services are competitÍve with TL services is open to

question. However, as Snow pointed out ít is generally agreed

that railroads do compete with TL services.l

In terms of the second dimension of intermodaì competition,

the appropriate division of traffic between railroads and motor

carriers, most studies examining this issue suggest that railroads

have an inherent cost advantage over all but the shortest inter-

ci ty di stances .

Meyer et al. indicated that truck costs exceed rail costs

after a distance of .l00 miles.2 Harbeson found a rail cost

superiority over truck for all distances and piggyback superiority

at approximately 100 miles.3 Woods and Domenich calculated the

breakeven distance between raiiroad CL and motor carrier TL costs

to be 200 miles.4

Available data suggests that motor carriers compete with

railroads for traffic moving much further than the 100-200 miles.

lJohn l,I. Snow, op. cit., p. B.

2John R. Meyer, et al ", The Economies of Competition in the
Trans portati on Tñils tri
Harvard Uni versi ty Press, 1 959) , p. I 90-1 9l .

3Robert l.l. Harbeson, "Toward Better Resource Allocation in
Transport" The Journal of Law and Econq¡¡ilq, l2 (0ctober
l96e) , pp. 33T¡33.

4Doug'las l,l. Woods and Thomas A. Domencich, "Competition
Between Rail and Truck in Intercity Freight Transportation",
Proceedings - Twelfth Annual lvt

.,
1971 ), pp . I 5l -l 53.
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The distances which traffic moves is very sensitive to the type of

commodity. (It should be noted that the studies listed above based

estimates on a representative shipment characteristic). Unfortu-

nate'ly, Canadian data do not merge commodity type, weight of shÍp-

ment, and distance. However, based on the available data, motor

carriers of fabricated materials (which will be assumed to be

small shipments) earn about 66 per cent of their transportation

revenues for hauls of up to 400 miles. However, about 10 per

cent of the revenue is earned in hauls of greater than 1,000 miles.

If one examines this breakdown in terms of "end products - Ínediblei'

the figures change significantly. For example, about 54 per cent

of revenues of this commodity c'lass are earned in hauls of up to

400 miles but over 20 per cent of revenues are earned in hauls of

greater than 1,000 miles.l (It is assumed that the end product

category is composed of small shipments).

Rakowski, after removing 5 commodity groups that are users

of water transportation, suggested that trucks have a greater share

of total freight tonnage than do rails up to 400 miles in distance

and approximately 55,000 pounds in total shipment weight.2 The

The clear implication of these data are that long-hauì traffic,

which would move by rail Íf the cost comparisons are correct, are

ìn fact moving by general freight LTL carriers.

lstutistics Canada, For-Hire Trucking Survey. 1974
Industry, Trade and

2James P. Rakowski, "Competition Between Railroads
Traffic Quarterly, 30 (April 1976), pp. 287-289"

(0ttawa:
38.

and Trucks "
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The possibility that the cost comparisions are inaccurate may

be one explanation for the differences in the actual traffic dis-

tributÍon to the expected cost-based distribution. For example,

cost advantages must be adjusted for quality of service. The

service adiustment would seem to be especia'l1y sensitive to the

value per ton. Meyerl used $2,500 per ton, Harbeson2 used $414

and l^loods and Domencich3 used $740 per ton for high valued goods.

The distribution of freight above these average va]ues may account

for truck participation.

Part of the discrepancy may be accounted for by under-

estimation of rail service disadvantages. For examp'le, Boyer

argued that some studies of railroad-motor carrier cost comparisons

excluded the greater damage costs incurred by the rail shipper. He

argued that once this factor was adjusted for no railraod rate

reduction would divert significant amounts of motor carrier traffic.4

Others have argued that railroad regulation has prevented the rail-
roads from exploiting their inherent cost advantage. However,

recent studies have shown that the railroad motor carrier cost

differential may be namower than supposed. Ton mile costs for

strictìy TL carriers (such as U.S. owner operators etc") were found

lJohn R. l4eyer, et aì .,9!,1,_9.lt., p. 1gz.

2Robert l¡1. Harbeson, op . ci t. , p. 330 .
a
"Dougl as l^lood and Thomas A. Domenci ch , op. ci t. , p . 266 .

 Kenneth D. Boyer, "The Price Sensitivìty of Shipper's Mode
of Transport Selection and the Intermodal Allocation of
Traffic" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1975),
pp. ?0-43.
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to

be

be comparable to current CL rates for some traffic consídered to
1

rait secure.'

In conclusion, it may be argued that rai'lways are effective

competitors only on long hau'I, TL type of traffic. However, it
seems that on this length of haul and shipment size that the cost

advantage of railways does not deter significant motor carrier

competi tion.

Perhaps the most interesting, but least known, intermodal

competition arises from private carriers. Despite certain regu-

latory restrictions on private motor carriage, primarily the in-

ability to solicit non-company back-haul traffic, the rise of

private motor carriage is taken as prima facie evidence of the

poor performance of the for-hire industry.2

Canadian data on private motor carriage are virtualìy non-

existent. Rakowsk'i3 fn his analysis of the 1967 U.S. census con-

cluded that there was an extremely heavy usage of private trucking

for short-haul operations with a distinct drop as length of haul

increases. Furthermore, he concluded that the shipment sizes of

private motor carriage are in the 20,000 to 60,000 pound range.

t^lhen private carriage is expressed as a per cent of total highway

traffic by shipment size and'length of haul, it rareìy falls under

lGarland Chow, op.cit", p. 157. Also see D. Daryì l^lyckcoff
and David A. MãìTF, The 0wner-Operator: The Independent
Trucker, (Lexington:
1975), pp. 41-52.

ZCf . John l^1. Snow, "The Problem of Motor Carrier Reguìation
and the Ford Administration's Proposa'l for Reforffi",9p.c.!jl.,
pp .1 0-1 4.

3James P. Rakowski, "Characteristics of Private Trucking in
the United States" ICC Practitioners Journal, 4l (July-
August , 1974) , p. 5
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'10 per cent. For example, about 55 per cent of all traffic in the

10,000 to 29,999 pound category, moving under 200 miles, is carried

by private carriage. As shipment size and length of haul increases

the share drops markedly

In terms of types of commodities Chow argues that the

majority of commodities moved by private carriage appear to be com-

parabìe to traffic moved by generat freight carries in TL shipment.l

l,lhile it is beyond the scope of this study to develop a de-

taiìed analysis of the rise of private motor camiage there appear

to be a number of factors that account for the rise of private motor

carri age .

First, it may be argued that for short hauls private motor

carriage has a cost advantage over the for-hire carriers. Stuessy

attributes this to the lower terminal costs

"Terminal costs are especiaì1y significant for
smaìl weight and short distance movements" l^lhen
distances are shortn líne haul costs per trip or
per hundred weight mile are relatively small and
terminal costs are a large share of tota'l movement
costs. Likewise, because much of the terminal
costs are independent of weight and because the
line haul portíon of costs pèr trip are a linearly
declining function of weight, terminal costs per
trip for a small shipment are a greater percentage
at small weight brackets than for large shipments.
The lack of terminal operational and capita'l costs
make (private motor carriage) costs lower than for-
hire motor carrier costs at small outputs" As
output (weight times distance, or ton-miles) in-
creases, the line haul costs become more important
in the total cost picture. Private carriers, in-
curring higher line haul costs eventually 'lose the
advantage created by the absence of termina'l
expenses . " 2

lGartand Chow, "The Economics of Motor Freight", op.cit.,p.159.
zO*igfrt Stuessy, "Cost Structure of Private and For-Hire Motor
Cariiô9€", Transportation Journal, l5 (Spring .l976), p.4.|.,
See alio Dwffiomic Determinants of Prívate
Trucking" (Ph.D. dissertation, George hlashington Uníversity,l973).
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Line haul costs are higher for private carriage because of the

utilization of smaller vehicles and lower load factors. The higher

line haul costs are a function of regulation which restricts the

goods a private carrier may transport to his own goods and the

prohibítion against soliciting for other than his own goods for

back hau'l traffic (or exempt commodities).

Private motor carriage growth is generally assumed to be a

function of the existence of non-competitive and discriminatory

rates by for-hire motor carriers. Stuessy tested this hypothesjs

and found that the incidence of private motor camiage is directly

related to discrimination based on shipment weight, length of haul'

and value of commodity. That is, private trucking wiì1 emerge

when private carrier costs are below discriminating rates.l

The price discrimination argument must be tempered by

analysis of cost and service features. As Sutton and ï,rleitz point

out the "early" rationale for private motor carriage uJaS service

failure. However, as the for-hire industry matured the rationale

for private carriage shifted to cost considerationr.2 Gíven a

mature for-hire industry the intplication is that shippers demand a

particular type of service which is not available from for-hire

carriers ¿f, reasonable rateS.

Table III.6 indicates the range of regulation that private,

common, and contract carriers are subiect to. As may be noted,

l
'Dwight Stuessy, "The Economic Determinants of Private Trucking",
op. cit., pp.90-127.

,¿Robert M. Sutton and Donald W. l^lejtz, Case Studies of Private
(l,lashi ngton, D.C. : U.S . Department of Trans-
, pp.3-8.

Motor Carriage
portation, I 973
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private carriers are not affected by a great deal of regu'lation the

cost importance of which is not easily determined. Therefore,

apart from specific operating cost advantages private motor carriage

may gain significant advantages from being able to avoid specific

reguìations (economic and non-economic reguìation).

In conclusion, it may be argued that private motor carriage

is a.signficant competitor for TL traffic moving over all distances

and a relatively insignificant competitor for intercity LTL

traffic. l^lere private motor carriers freed from backhual re-

strictions they would probably solicit more ìong-hau'l TL traffic.

Any shift towards the LTL traffic would probabìy alter the cost

structure of prÍvate camiage so that differences between private

motor camier cost structure and for-hire cost structure would

decrease.l Finatly, more research needs to be done on the affect

of reguìations on growth in private trucking. This must include

some analysis of cost savings due to avoiding regulation.

Summary

This chapter has presented a profile of the large and diverse

for-hire motor freight transport industry. Canadian data indicated

a substantial size disparity between firms though the concentration

does not appear to be very high.

lsee Dwight Stuessy, "The Economic Determinants of Private
Trucki ng " op .çi t. , pp . 200-217 . Stuessy argues that de-
regulation would not significantly alter the competitive
position of private motor transport.
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It was concluded that for all types of carriers the intercity

genera'l freight carrier dominated the industry. It was found that

this type of carrier tended to be among the largest carriers

measured by revenue. Particular attention was paid to the

terminal operations of these carriers. Many economists recognize

the importance of termÍnal operations to the intercity general

freight camier but have not attempted to relate terminal operations

to other characteristics of the firm. U.S. research indicated that

the number of terminals were highly correlated to revenues and may

be considered as a measure of geographic coverage. The imp'lication

of these results is that as the intercity general freight carrier

increases in size, additional termina] facilities are required.

An overview of the regulatory framework within which the for-

híre carrier operates indicate that there were significant dífferences

in de facto and de jure regulation. By virtue of the overlapping

regulations of the federal and provincial governments, and the

variance ín efficacy of provincial regulation, it was found to be

difficult to arrive at a conclusíon as to the ful'l extent of motor

carrier regulation in Canada.

Having determined that the genera'l freight segment was the

most dominant type of carrier, the intermodal competitive environ-

ment in which the,firm operates was examined. Particular emphasis

was paid to railroads and private motor carriage. It was argued

that studies which have attempted to measure the cross-elasticity

of demand between road and rail have not produced consistent

results. The use of highly aggregated data and insufficient

attention to service quality differences may be considered to



produce these results. Studies which have a.ttempted to measure

the cost advantages of rai'l over motor carrier do not conform to

the existing reaìity. It was concluded that motor transport was

a major competitor for certain types of traffic considered to be

rail secure. The studies were considered to be lacking in their

treatment of rai'lway versus motor carrier service advantages. It
was concluded that railways are effective competitors on long haul,

truckload type of traffic.
Private trucking was considered to be the maiorrcompetitor

to the for-hire sector. The size and importance is nolt known

precisely, however, it is considered to be a very important mode

of transport. It was concluded that the type of cornmodit'ies

carried by private camiage was comparable to general freight truck-

load movement. Private carriage was found to have specific cost

advantages over for-hire transport over rather short distances.

This was found to be related to the reduced need for terminal

facilities. Comparison of regulation applicable to private carriage

with that of for-hire indiçated that private carriage could obtain

cost advantages by the avoidance of certain types of regulation.

The significance of these cost advantages could not be determined.

In conc'lusion, this chapter supports the conventional view

as to the overall structure of the índustry. It was noted that

only certain segments of the for-hire sector are subiect to external

competition. The 'less-than-truckload genera'l freight carrier did

not appear to face external competition. The upshot of this view

is that the truckload general freight segment of the industry is

already competitive and that de-reguìation would have its most

65
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beneficial impact on the less-than-truck'load segment of the industry.

Chapter IV discusses the heterogeneous nature of the less-than-

truck'load segment of the industry and argues that the competitive

benefits of de-regulation may be questioned.
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CHAPTER IV

The Structure of Motor Freight Transport

I ntroducti on

This chapter will develop arguments which question the conven-

tional views of the structure of motor transprt" specifically, it
will be argued that output homogeneity on the demand side may be

used to define segments of sub-industries which may exhibit dif-
ferent structural characterristics. Each of these sub-industries will
exhibit different competitive behavíor in the absence of regulation.

It is argued that there are three important dimensions of ser-

vice; size of shipment, length of haul, and extent of geographic

coverage. These are continuous variables whích define a contiuum

of motor carrier operations.

These motor carrier operations defined by these characteristics

wiÏl be analyzed in relation to their threshold costs, factor mobility,

and cost variability and indivisibility. It is convenient to segment

the camíers by combinations of rL and LTL (to represent the size of

shipment dimension),by long haul and short haul, and by extensive and

limited geographic coverage. Particular attention will be paid to

the importance of termina't operations and the development of the

systems approach in motor carrier operations.

It will be argued that once this structure has been defined in

this manner the expected behavÍor which fo1lows from the structure

does not conform to the conventional view. That is, there may be a

propensity towards üestructive competition and/or economies of scale.

These wi'll be discussed in greater detail in Chapter V and Chapter VI.
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Economic Dimensions of Service

Given that many of the conclusions regarding the nature of com-

petition in motor freight transport are a function of the treatment

of the unit of output it is necessary to examine the homogeneity

assumption.

If in fact there are significant differences in the output be-

tween carriers one may conceive of the industry as beÍng composed of

separate industries or sub-industries each of which may exhibit

different structural characteristics. Therefore, it may be argued

that each of these sub-industries may exhibit different competitive

behavi or.

Such a view ìs not new. However, the amount of empirical

evidence to support such a contention is conspicuously sparse. As

Smith has pointed out in his study of concentration . "since

sma1l, medium, and large firms in the trucking industry produce a

heterogeneous output, the problem of ascertaining whether smaller

or medium-sized f'trms are more efficient as the larger sized fìrms

is exceedíngty complex".l

The methodological problems of determining the uniqueness of

the output are substantial. One of the more important problems is

the recognition that the motor freight firm may be a mu1ti-product

firm. Apart from the prob'lem of allocating costs to output, which

lJay A. Smith, "Concentration in the Corrnon and Contract Motor
Carrier Industry - A Regulatory Dile¡r¡na" Transportation Journal
(Summer 

.1973), p. 3l . Also see R. l¡1. Burdick "A Study of
Diversification in the Motor Carrier Industry", Transportation
Journal 9 (Summer 

.1970), pp. 16-32.
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tends to be arbitrary, is the problem of using a singìe variable to

describe the diversity of output. The standard treatment is to assume

that though camiers may have a different product mix, those carriers

producing a similar product produce a similar product mix.

One method of determining the uniqueness of the output and hence

providing the iustification for labelling sub-industries is to measure

the cross-elasticity of demand for the output in question with other

outputs. Ì^lhile such studies have been attempted on an intermodal basisl

no studies exist on the cross-etasticities on an intramodal basis.

The bu'lk of research in this area has been to analyze shippers'

preferences for a particular service.2 hlhíle a great deal of this work

is useful it tends to suffer from inaccurate or overlapping character-

istics. Furthermore, revealed preferences may be a function of the

availabilíty and quality of existing services.

tB. Fosbrooke and G. Hariton, Transport Demand Elasticities
(Ottawa: Canadian Transport 1

Analysis Branch, September '1,975) 
.

2Cf. Churles Hilton, "An Evaluation of Motor Carrier Services"
(Ph.D. ilissertation, Michigan State UniversTty, 1 973).

l,lilliam S. Christenberry, "Development of a Company Level
Freight Modal Split Model Using Shipper Perceptions of Trans-
port Servi ce Characteri sti cs " ( Ph. D. cli ssertation, Uni versi ty
of Tennessee, I 976).

Fareh A" Sa'lek, "An Empirical Examination of Industrial Buyer
Behavior: A Motor Carrier Selection Application" (Ph.D.
dissertation, Ohio State Universïty, 1970).

R" E. Evans and Ì,{. R. Southard, "Motor Carriers'and Shippers'
Perceptions of the Carrier Choice Decision", The Logistics and
Transportation Revi ew '10 ('l 974) .

Chartes A. Taff, Commercial Motor Transportation (Homewood,
Ilìinois: Richar

Many other studies are to be found in standard traffic manage-
ment and physica'l distribution texts.
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Based on a review of other work in the area and his experience in

dealing with motor freight transport management, Chow identiffed the

following dimensions of trucking output which appeared to be the most

si gni fi cant for general frei ght cami ers :

(a) the size of shipment the carrier is willing to move;

(b) the distance of haul; and

(c) geographic coverage.

He listed three other characteristics whích were considered to be

ìess important:

(d) time aspects (speed, frequency, etc.);
(e) rel iabi I ity; and,

(f) information and advisory services.l

The first three dimensÍons will be discussed in some detair.2

An approach to esimating substÍtutability is "to deduce and make

rough estimates of the non-transport savings resu'lting from a partic-

ular type of service".2 Since shippers are assumed to be willing to

pay for additionaì quality of service any estimate of the non-trans-

port savings wouìd provide an indication of how much shippers are

willing to bear under the circumstances.

The Size of Shipment Dimension

Chow's thesis focuses primarily on generaì freight carriers

lGarland Chow, "The Economics of Motor Freight" (pn.O.
Dissertation, Indiana University, Graduate Schoot of Business,
1977), p. .l02.

2'l,lhile the ímportance of the second three characteristics cannot
be denied the fact remains that it is virtually impossible to
obtain data about them.

a
"lbid., p. l06.
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which move less-than-truck'load and trucktoad movements of general

freight with the former predominating.l If onìy generaì freight

carriers are consídered the question arises whether the si ze of

shipment variable is relevant, given a common carrier obligation

to serve the general public. He argued that since cariers may

adopt a long and short run marketing strategy that influences the

type of freight tendered to the firm for shipment, that the size

of shipment is important.

The size of shipment is usually measured by weight though

the voìume of the shipment is an important consideration. Given

that measuring volume tends to be a more difficult measurement

problem, the size of shipment usually refers to weíght on1y. The

weight of shipments is usually broken down into TL and LTL categories

with rL being anything over 10,000 pounds.2 It is frequently argueà

lCf. John C. SpychalskÍ, "Criticisms of Regulated Freight Trans-portation: Do Economists' Perceptions Conform with Institu-
tional Realities?" Transportatíon Journal 14 (Spring 1975),
p" 7. Spychalski a@t firms tend to
specialize in one of three categories or maintain separate,operating divisions if the carrier operates in more than one
category. These categories are: truckload movements of
specific types of packaged and bulk commodities, LTL and TL
general freight, and LTL package shipments. In effect this
classification reflects the argument that the capacÌty to
handle various types and sizes of shipments defines servicequality. John Snow made a similar argument when he stated
that ". . general freight carriers usually specialize in
smaller shipments these carriers also carry large ship-
ments, but in many cases such freight is handled by a separate
truckload division". John l,l. Snow, 'The Problem of Motor
Carrier Regulation and the Ford Administration's Proposal for
Reform" John l,{. Snow and Paul l,l. MacAvoy, eds., Regulation of
Entry and Pricing in Truck Transportation (!'lashingïõn,-D:T" :
Amerìcan Enterprise Institutè, TI77J, p. 5.

2tcc ¿.tinition of LTL/TL.
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that TL and LTL segments define separate sub-industries where the

structural conditions in the LTL segment are conducive to concen-

tration whereas in the TL segment they are not. (Snow implies that

the TL versus LTL services are not close substitutes). Hence, the

argument concerning the competitive outcome of each sub-industry is

a function of the substitutabí'lity of the output.

In order to determine the economic value of different trans-

portation products, a straightforward application of the inventory

analysis model developed by Meyer et al to demonstrate the value of

lower minimum shipment sizes may be used.l Cho* suggested that by

replacing the minimum we,ights used in the Meyer raij-truck comparison

by minimum weights for TL or LTL service, the modeì couTd be applied

to a hypothetical set of carriers specia'lizing in service character-

ized by different shipment sizes or by a carrier providing both TL

and LTL service.

Chow's analysis produced a surprising result. Specifically,

it was found that shippers on average are willing to pay for more

than the measurable benefits. That is:

"The LTL class rates and TL conrmodity rates probably
represent what large shippers with bargaining pov'rer

are paying while small and medium shippers probably
utilize class rates completely. The revenue differ-
ential paid to the carriers exceeds by far the
largest inventory savings computed. In fact, the
large shippers are paying a larger difference to get
purportedìy lower inventory savings (if the assumption

lJohn R. Meyer et a'|., Competition in the Transportgligf
Industries- (Cani5Ïil¿ge: ,pp.ffi.
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that large shippers are dominant users of commodity
rates is correct). The revenue-inventory savings
comparison indicates two things; shíppers must
value LTL service for reasons other than inventory
savings or we have under-estimated the value of

lt:.:r:ir savinss by using the wrons paramerer

In conclusion, he argued that "TL and LTL service represent

significantly different levels of service, enough to warrant a

sizeable demand for LTL service even when the lowest profitable

price is charged for TL servi ce".2

The Length of Haul

In discussing the length of haul dimension an attempt to focus

on the qualitatíve as well as the quantitative aspect of the length

of haul must be made. That is, a frequency distribution of the

length of haul may índicate a central tendency regardÍng the average

length of haul, but it does not deal wíth the preference of single

versus joint line movement.

Given that transportation provídes time and piace utility, a

long haul movement is inherently different from a short hual movement.

Any preference for single line as opposed to joint haul movement is a

function of the value of service. Locklín has pointed out that:

lGarland 
Chow,

p. 117.

t'I!jd., P. 1.l8., See Appendix B.

"The Economics of Motor Freight",op. cit.,
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. "There is an abundance of evidence that shippers
prefer to ship by a motor carrier which provides
one carrier service . . Shippers are reluctant
to make shipments that involve interchange wíth
one or more connecting carriers when it can be
avoided. Problems of tracíng shipments and of
collecting loss and damage claims account for
the reiuctance to employ the services of carriers
who cannot comp'lete the movement of the shipment
to destination. I

A number of factors contribute to the lower quality of service

deemed to exist in the case of joint carrier service (also known as

interlining). The major problem seems to be the rehandling of

fre,ight between carriers and the increase in shippîng time and loss

and damage. This is not to argue that joint line service is in-

ferior in al'l cases. One may hypothesize about single line service

which produces the same sort of problems as joint line service. The

inherent appeal of a singìe line service is based on the control, and

more importantly, the accountability of a sing'le carrier.

Another problem relating to joint line movement is the reluctance

of carriers to cooperate in order to provide the service" This may

stem from the presence of competition on some lines and compatibility

probìems which arise if equipment must be interchanged.2 However,

Chow's perusal of ínterline agreements suggested that much of the

joint line short hau'l service is complementary with single line long

haul movement. That is, the long hauì camier provides the line

haul movement between two key points whiìe the short haul carriers

10. Phillip Locklin, Economics of Transportation, 7th ed",
(Homewood, Il'lino.is: p. 644-45"

2Garland 
Chow, op. cit., p. 12'1. Also see Charles A. Taff,

Commercial Mot , (Homewood, Illinois:
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assemble and distribute freight to smaller traffíc generating points

around the key points

In conclusion, it is argued that . "motor carriers are

producing different products with respect to length of haul. Joint

service by short haul camiers as a substitute for long haul service

is viewed as a lower qua'lity of service which must cost at least as

much as single line service. Joint line service is a potentía'l

substitute that is available to shippers wíth longer haul demand

when the quality and price of single line service become unaccept-

able due to monopolistic behavior".l

Geographíc Coverage

Geographic coverage is defined as the number of direct points

served by a carrier. The greater the coverage the greater the

ability of a carrier to accommodate the shipping needs of a large

number of shippers.

Coverage may be defined to incorporate several dimensions.

For example, coverage has a density dimension, that is, coverage

to points within a given area. In addition, there is an exten-

siveness dimension which refers to the length and width of the route

structure and network. Length of haul ís related to the extensive-

ness since length of haul is limited by route structure.

Chow argues that extensive coverage wiì1 differentiate one

carrier's service from another sÍmply by making available service

't
'Garland Chow, op. cit., p. 122.
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to locations not served by another carrier. It is argued that the

single line movement is preferred, as indicated previously. How-

ever, there may be cost advantages to the shipper in terms of using

a limited number of carriers.

For examp'le, the Interstate Commerce Commission, Bureau of

Accounts, developed variable cost estimates for singìe and two line

movements by length of hau'l and weight.l It was shown that a cost

advantage of single line camiers diminishes with larger weights

and longer hauls. This may be considered to reflect the spreading

fixed terminal costs over larger wer'ghts and distance and the re-

duced probabi'lity of platform handling. There was a substantial

cost differential for weight brackets below 5,000 lbs. over all

distances suggesting a distinct cost advantage for the single 'line

carrier for the movement of LTL traffic.
Chow argues that additional information about the importance

of geographic coverage is meager. However, Lawrence has argued

that extensive point coverage is a major determinant of a firm's LTL

service demand and a major factor in its marketing strategy.2 It is

difficult to develop a relÍable measure to distinguish between

' lInt."state 
Commerce Commission, Bureau of Accounts, Cost of

Transporting Freight by Class I and Class II Motor Cõmrnon--
Carriers of General Commodities - Central Region - 1971,

Table 13.

2Michae'l L. Lawrence, "Economies of Scale in the General
Freight Motor Common Carrier Industry: Additional Evidence",
Proceedings - Seventeenth Annual Meeting of th ion
Research Forum ,Fr-
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differences' in geographic coverage by carriers. Lawrence suggested

using the number of terminals on the assumption that a carrier would

require a fixed facility at each traffic point in order to carry out

consoìidation activities. Unfortunate'ly, this is not necessarily

true for a camier may rely on agents, etc. to perform some of the

consolidation functÍons without using a fixed facitity.
In conclusion, it is argued that ". like lenth of haul,

several camiers with less coverage in combination can produce the

the same time and place utility that a carrier with extensive cover-

age can produce. The qualitative evidence, though not rigorous,

suggests that shipper costs incurred in using many carriers as

opposed to fewer, infers a real quality of service advantage upon

high coverage carriers".l

Defining industry boundaries (or in this case sub-industry

boundaries) presents many practical probtems for the researcher.

Many of these problems ìnvolve a measure subjective or judgemental

appraisal. However, this problem is not unique to transport

ana'lysi s .

The view is taken that any particular carrier produces a

cluster of services characterized by multiple and identifiabte

dimensions of service. Dímensions such as iength of haul, size

of shipment, and geographic coverage are physìca'l traíts which are

assumed to be readily identifiable by sh'ippers and distinguish the

product of one carrier from another.

lGarland Chow, op. cit ., p. 129.



Because the physical characteristics of trucking may vary on a

continuous scale it is difficult to measure structural characteristics

in discrete quantities which are appropriate to each sub-industry.

However, an analytical framework which focuses on examining the

changes in structural characteristics as the composition of the

industry changes. For example, how are threshold costs related to
the length of haul and geographic coverage? Thresho'ld costs to

enter that sub-industry characterized by long hauls and extensive

geographic coverage may be signifícantly different from those of
entering another sub-industry. This type of analysis will be

the subject of the fo'llowing section.

Structural Cost Characteristics

The previous section examined the demand heterogeneity of the

output of motor carrier firms. It was concluded that there were

several dimensions of service which serve to distinguish carriers.

Given that the variab]es considered were continuous, a continuum

of optimal size firms may exist as the variables change.

This section will examine the suppìy side of output. That

is, an attempt will be made to relate structurar conditions such

as threshold costs, factor mobility, and cost indivisibility with

the output dimensions 
"

The conventional view of motor transport is that the initial
investment required to enter the industry is relatively small and

not particularly risky. This view is based on the assumption that

revenue equipment (trucks) form the basis of the capitaì investment.

Furthermore, this view is reinforced by the arguments that there

78
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are no economies of sc.ale and service is homogeneous. Gíven that

economies of scale exist (discussed in the following chapter) and

that there is output heterogeneity, it is worthwhile to re-examine

the notion of "thresho'ld costs" as a barrier to entry.

Threshol d Costs

The methodoìogy of this section is to conceptualize the re-
ì

lationship between levels of threshold costs and the dimensions of

output. I,'lhere possible empirical observations wil'l be used to sub-

stantiate the relationships conceptualized.

Capital inputs may be considered to consist of revenue equip-

ment and support investments (such as terminals, etc.). Revenue

equipment includes trucks, tractors, trailers, etc. Tractors and

trailers are generally used on line-haul operations, while trucks

are primarily used for pick-up and deìivery operations.l

Prices for a tractor and trailer combination may vary wídely.

Tractor pri,ce is a function of type of power unit, horsepower,

tranpmission, etc. For exampìe, though diesel engines are more

costly than gasoline engines they are much more durable and cheaper

to operate on long-haul routes. Trailers vary in price according

to length, number of axles, weight, etc. A U.S. Smalj Business

Administration Report stated that on the basis of 100 trucking loans

I'Trucks may form the largest part of equipment if the carrier
specializes in locaì freight. That is, less than l5 miles
according to Canadian definitions.
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the average price of a tractor-trailer combination was $25,000 -

$3S,000 in 1973.1

An option to purchasing new revenue equipment is to purchase

used equipment. The prices of used equipment are substantiaì]y

lower than for new equipment. Though no data are available it
seems reasonable to assume that financial institutions would be

reluctant to finance used equipment. The reason for this reluctance

may be that depreciated revenue equipment does not represent good

collateral. 0f course, the financial institution may finance the

purchase of used equipment if the potential entrant makes a sub-

stantial cash down payment. In conclusion, it may be stated that

entry into motor transport at the single vehicle level is not re-

stri cti ve.

The other component of threshold capital inputs is support or

so-called loading inputs. This includes such items as terminal

facilities, freight handling systems, etc. 0f these, terminal

facilities are the most important. In Chapter III terminal

facilities were discussed and the relationship between operating

revenues and number of terminals examined. Thïs relationship was

based on U.S. Class I general freight carriers which specialized in

LTL intercity traffic. If the carrier specializes in TL traffic
only the need for terminal facilitíes is minimized

1

'Ei I een K. Bagwel l , "t^lork, Stabi I i ty, are Keys of Dri vers Gi ven
Finance Aid,', Transport Topics, June lB, .l973, p. 8'l . l,Jith
inf1ationandffiangesrequiredbyfedera]safety
and energy reguÏations the cost of a tractor-trailer combination
has increased substantiaì1y. It should be noted that specific
tractor-trailer configurations may be related to highway and
bridge weight regulations which vary between provinces.

80
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The physical size of any terminaì may be measured by the number

of doors or loading bays- "For a terminal performing local con-

solidation and dispersion doors are needed for the folìowing traffic
flows: outbound traffic to be located for destÍnation terminals, in-
bound traffic to be loaded on delivery vehicles, traffic to be un-

loaded from line haul vehicles, traffic to be unloaded from pick-up

and delivery vehicles, and traffic to be un'loaded from interline

arrivals".l

The actual number of doors is a function of the number of

destinations, the number of inbound trucks, the number of trucks for

local delivery, etc. However, an additional dimension to the

terminal operation is the rate of loading and unloading. The number

of doors required may be calculated by dividing unloading rates per

hour by loading rates (subject to the constraint of total toading

time). The required number of doors decreases as the average

terminal loading and unloading rate increases. However, a signi-

ficant increase in rates may only be possib]e with the use of mech-

anized freight handling equipment which may increase capital invest-

ment. Finally, the rate at which inbound and outbound traffic
coverage will have an Ímpact on the total number of doors.

Therefore''it may be argued that there is a correlation between

terminal sizes (by number of doors) and the level of service offered

by the carrier. In general, ,as geographic coverage increases, both

Iqqrland Chow, "The Economics of Motor Freight", op. cit., p. I90.
Also see American Trucking Association Inc., Shipper-Notor
Carrier Truck pl_andru__Uodel_ (t,lashington, D.CJ- rnilT pp.ZZW-
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in terms of distance and extensiveness, the greater th.e number of doors

required. Maintaining these service standards implies some balance is

required between short term traffic in balances and capacity. It would

seem reasonable to expect some excess capacity in terminals to exist.

It is difficult to determine the capital costs of a terminal

facility since costs will vary by volume of freight, quality of

service rendered, and geographic differences in building costs. Any

observed variations in terminal costs may also be due to degree of

mechanization. Chow suggests that based on observations of terminal

openings the modal cost per door appears to be from $8,000 to $10,000

with the cost per door doubìing if mechanized handling equipment is

used . 
I

In conclusion, both revenue equipment costs and terminal capital

costs, are not relatívely ìarge. These costs would not be out of

the range of many potential entrants. However, this is a "reduced

argument" in the sense that it ignores systems effects. This will

be discussed below.

Systems Effects

The previous chapter profiled the motor carrier industry and

noted the importance of terminal operations. Implicit in this view

is that carriers providing higher standards of service in terms

require a system of terminals to provide the service. The growth

of the systems concept in motor transport is not well documented. It

lGarland Chow, "The Economics of Motor Freight", op. cit.,
p. 1 98.
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may be argued that the notion of motor transport systems paralteted

the development of "physical distribution management" as a manage-

ment specialty.

Physical distribution management is a reratively new manage-

ment specialty and reìates to

"...(a) broad range of activities concerned with the
efficient movement of goods from the end of the pro-
duction line to the consumer, and in some cases in-
cludes the movement of raw materials from the source
of supply to the beginning of the production line.
These activities include freight transportation,
warehousing, material handling, protective packaging,
inventory control, plant and warehouse site seleõtiõñ,
order processing, market forecasting, and consumer
servi ce ". I

The present status of physicaÏ distribution management is one

of relative maturity. Smykay argues that an analogy between mass

production techníques in the 1930's and physicaì distribution in the
'1970's is appropriate. He argues that physìcal distribution manage-

ment wijl increase in importance for the reason that ',...in business

a need exists for the development of an exacting ìogistical network.

Physical distribution deals with the tangible aspects of material,
,2space, and time

A good deal of the literature of physical distribution manage-

ment deals with market penetration and competitive advantage. For

example, smykay notes that by shipping in cL (raiì ) lots a firm may

cover a substantial market. However, the firm may also serve the

entire area by LTL shipments if it established an inventory distribu-

tion center. This may reduce the consolidation of shipments problems

I Edward t^1. Smykay, 
- ?hysi ca'l Di stri buti on Management, 3rd ed. ,

(New York: MacMil

?tui¿., p. 21 .
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and may reduce overall inventory stocks.l

A study carried out by stanford university listed a number of

factors which have fundamental ly altered transportation requirements

in general and motor carriers operations in particular.2 These were:

(a) changes in industrial 'location and growth; (b) changing shipment

characteristics and (c) the increasing importance of physical dis-

tribution management. The shift of manufacturing to outlying (non-

metropolitan areas), the shift to smaller but more dense shipments,

and the distribution cost awareness of fírms have tended to impose

technological and operatíonal requirements on motor carriers firms.

In turn, the motor carrier industry has responded with technological

changes in the size, durability, load carrying capacity of revenue

equipment, and operatíonal characteristics.

It has been noted that the number of terminaìs are comelated

to operating revenue. In the absence of a detailed analysis of

operating authorities it would be difficult to relate the size of

carrier to a presumed degree of systems design. However, one may

draw some conclusions as to the systems requirements by reference

to the route pattern. That is, geographic coverage is not only a

function of the number of poínts served but also the spatial dis-

tribution of points. For example, if one were to examine route

maps of carriers (stratified by length of hauj groups) one would

expect to find that small carriers exist within every mileage bracket.

I'Ibid., p. 83-84.

25tanford Research Institute, Evaluation of Potential Effects

i::a a::.:. ::a|t.a.: :.r'
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of U.S. Freiqht Transportation nces on
ransportatl on
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However, in the long haul class the smaller carriers would have a

route system shaped líke a thin line whereas the largest carriers

would have a route system blanketing key points in several regions,

(i.e., a very wide band)" As the length of haul decreased the

route pattern of smaller carriers would shorten and widen whereas

the largest camiers would blanket one or more regions, serving

key points and/or distribution communities.

The overa'll impact of the systems effect may be summarized as

follows. l¡lith the emergence of motor transport systems a mix of

terminal facilities and revenue shipment is required. In the case

of terminal facilities a range of facilities are required from con-

solidating points to break bulk terminals. Within the range of

facilities different technology is applied in terms of freiqht

handling equipment (e.9. drag lines). In the case of smaller

carriers terminal facilities may be converted warehouses or function

as warehouses in addition to terminal functions. In the case of

revenue equipment one must now refer to equipment "fleets" con-

sisting of a mix of trucks and tractor-trai'ler combinations. There

must be systems coordination of the fleet relative the route and

terminal systems subject to the relative operating costs of each

type of revenue equipment.

It is very difficult to measure the aggregate threshold costs

for motor carier firms because of the level of cost is a function

of the degree of service provided. Based on the previous section

it may be inferred that the terminal and revenue equipment considera-

tions may be very smalì depending on the level of service. For

example, a firm may operate wìth a very small fleet of,vehic'les and
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no terminal facilities if only TL shipments are moved. The importance

of terminal facilities increases if the firm operates in the LTL seg-

ment of the market. However, if a smaìl number of points are served

these costs would not seem to be prohibitive. As geographic cover-

age and length of haul increases the terminal requirements and revenue

equipment fleet size increases.

As Harrison noted "to expand means, primarily, to expand geo-

graphica'lìy It is a basic postulate of location theory that

as distance increases the flow of products decreases since transport

costs mitigate differences in relative prices for a cornmodity between

two points. It ís more difficult for LTL carriers to build maximum

loads, cetç=fis pariþus, as distance increases. Large LTL carriers

are likely to operate a wide system of terminals in order to obtain

consolidation benefits and achieve maximum vehicle loads.

Chow analyzed terminal costs (land and structures)rrevenue

equipment costs (trucks),and other expenses of a number of Class I

carriers speciaìizing 'in LTL service.2 The carriers were strati-

fied by length of haul.

He found that the "threshold costs for entering any length of

haul market are neg'ligible providing the service area is limited.

Immediate entry into longer haul more extensive markets require

larger investments. Large capital investments from $20 mtllion to

$200 million are observed for the largest carriers in each mi]eage

bracket above 
.l00 miles. These amounts may bq reduced if economies

lR. J. Harrison, "Economies of Scale and the Structure of the
Road Hauìage Industry", @ l5 (November
1963), p. 300.

2Garland Chow, "The Economies of Motor Freight", op. cit.,
p.232-236.



of sca'le do not justify the size carriers observed, by short term

rental and leásing of productive resources, and buying used assets".

Factor Mobilitv

The competitive view of motor transport requires mobility of
input factors. Factors of production which cannot be transferred

to alternative uses or different markets imply that a firm will not

be able to adjust capacity to changing demand conditions

Terminal facilities (and associated requirements such as

offices, freight handiing equipment, garages, etc.) would seem to

be much less mobile than revenue equipment. Termïnal assets are

fixed in a geographíc sense in that they are only transferable to

another user at a particular locatioh. whi'le some of the com-

ponents of the facility may be stripped and transfemed the building

is fixed.

In addition, the termínal assets seem to have a reTatively

long life. while data on the life of terminal assets are exceed-

ingly scarce one report suggests that they may range up to b0 years.2

l^lhiÏe it is possible to vary the dimensions of terminals and to rent

out any unused capacity it is inappropriate to argue that system

capacity is divisible by adding or subtracting individual terminals

87

1'Iþid.' p. 233. A detailed anaìysis of the reduction in thresh-
old costs which may result due to the leasing and the purchase
of used facilities and equipment ís beyond tñe scope oî thisstudy. However, it is possible that trris type of operation
may reduce threshold costs (at oríginal cost) by 50 per cent.
0f course, replacement cost could be expected tó be htgher.

2Jack Faucett Associates, Inc., Capital Stock Measures for
Transportation, (l,lashi ngton, D.eî_jJT
Transportation , 1972) , pp. 3-40.
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since the quality of service is altered.

Capita'l ínvestment in terminal facilities may represent a very

substantial portion of a carrier's assets. Based on this ana'lysis

of selected U.S. Class I carriers Chow concluded that "... the

relatÍve'importance of fixed assets embodied primarily in land and

structures is above 20 per cent industry wide but individua'l carriers

can greatly exceed or go below that figure on book cost. Large LTL

carriers with extensive networks of termina'ls are observed to be on

the high side, as much as 50 per cent. When adjusted for deprecia-

tion alllowances the reïative importance of fixed assets loom even
I'larger". 
'

Therefore, the notion that trucking assets are mobile and have

relatively short-líved lives may not be true in the case of terminals.

This 'lumpiness of assets is usually associated with economies of

scale. The fact that LTL carrier assets may be distinguished from

TL carrier assets suggests that an additional comparison may be made

in terms of investment risk as a function of asset sale value. This

rísk is related to threshold cost because suppìiers of capitaì wil'l

want to reduce the probability of losing a portion of their invest-

ment in the case of business failure. The loss probability will be

reduced if the major assets of the firm are capab'le of being sold

qui ckly

Unfortunately, no research has been carried out on the differ-

ential risk across a spectrum of firm sizes and operations. There

ìGar'land Chow, "The Economics of Motor Freight", op. cit.,
p. 229
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has, however, been considerable research done on the risk involved in

motor carriage per se. For example, Levine and ldang compared a

group of pubìicly held motor carriers to unregulated Índustries

on the basis of five financial ratios. The anaìysis indicated

poor performance of motor carriers relative to the unregulated

industries" This may be interpreted to support a high risk hypo-
Itheseis.' More dírect evidence may be found in the work of

Silberman who agreed that, on the basis of similar analysis, that the

motor carrier industry exhibited a degree of risk in significantly

aboVe that found in unregulated industries.2

The conclusion one may arrive at is that fínancing may be more

accessible in the case of TL entry. That is, since revenue equip-

ment are good coìlateral and fixed terminals are not, the LTL entrant

may face significantìy higher threshoìd costs. One may extrapolate

from this conc'lusion and argue that entry wi'll be on very small scale

and concentrate on TL operations and/or LTL operations with very

I imited geographic coverage.

Cost Variability and Indivisibil ity

Under perfect competition, costs always equal prices, marginal

l
'Harvey Levine and Nai
Earn i n gs Regu'l a tí on :

titioners Journal, 42
ffin,

Ch i ï^Iang , "Motor Carri er Fí nanci ng and
The Other Side of the Coin", ICC Prac-
(November-December , 1974), ppJÕ...'il

"Motor Carrier Regulation and Financing
of the Industry" ICC Practi tioners Jouñnal , 4l (May-June ,1974) ,
p. 482.

2l*in H. Silberman, The "Sum of Money" - A Five Year Analaysis,
(Merrick, New York:
p. 100.
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cost and minimum average cost being equaì and the same as price. Aìt

of the costs are directly identifiabte with the products; costs and

output of the firm and adjustab'le to the price which the firm

accepts as given. These precise relationships will not obtain,

however, when competition departs from the model of perfect com-

peti ti on .

It is frequently asserted that motor transport displays a very

low ratio of fixed to variabre costs. The impìication of this
statement is that since virtually all costs are related to output

rnotor carriers should be able to smoothly expand or contract output

in response to demand conditions. Hence, the possibÍlity of des-

tructive competition cannot arise.

A number of studies have examined the importance of variable

costs but it is generalìy accepted that over 90 per cent of costs

are variab]e with output. 0ther estimates find variable costs to

be much lower. For example, shirley found variable costs to be

approximateìy 65 per cent.l

The estimates differ primarily because they measure cost

variabi'lity over different periods of time. For example, Icc

estimates are purportedly long run measures of cost whereas the

shirley estimate is clearly short ,rn.2 The ICC methodology has

1

'Robert K. shirley, "Anaìysis of Motor carrier cost Formulae
Developed by the Interstate commerce commission". 'Transporta-
tion Journal 8 (Spring 1969), p. ZS.

t'Icc, Bureau of Accounts and cost Find'ing, Explanation of the
[evelopment of lvlotor carrier costs with-Stffi

:T959Fpp-4:if--
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been criticized by a number of authors such as Meyer et al and

Friedlander. Friedlander points out that the cost functions used

by the ICC are actually a hybrid formulation between a short run

and a long run cost function.l

This discrepancy between short run and long run cost functions

assumes great importance if short run variable costs determine rates.

For example, Locklin agreed that:

"In the short run, however, motor camiers have a
substantial proportion of their costs fixed or
constant. This can be seen by considerìng the
case of an índividual who undertakes to engagein for-hire transport with only one or two
vehicles. If he finds it diffìcult to obtain
business, he is tempted to take any business
at a cut rate price... Under these circumstances
he recognizes that interest on investment in
vehicles, property taxes on the vehicles, motor
vehicle registration fees, and at least part of
the depreciation on vehicles are fixed costs
and are incurued whether he moves any traffic
or not. Short run variable cost, rather than
long run costs will determine what rates he
charges. The situation which we have described
often occurs in the trucking industyy...', z

The short run determination of fixed and variable costs is an

inexact process. For example, depreciation is generally considered

a fixed cost. However, there are other costs which do not conform

to a category as easily. For exampìe, some costs (such as dockworker

wages) may be fixed to a certain leve'l of utitization but then become

variable costs" some costs are subject to managerial discretion,

and may vary with output but not in any direct proportion.

IAnn Friedlander, "The DiIenrna of Freight Transport Regulation,
(hlashi ngton , D. C.

2O;. pn¡lti.p !9gf1lin, Economies of Transportation, 7th ed.,
(Homewood, I'llinois: Íg7Z), p.652"
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- Clear'ly one of the more important problems is the overstatement

of fixed costs over a short time such as a year" This occurs because

not all fíxed costs expire with the time period.l Though many

criticisms may be levelled at shirley's segregation of fixed and

variable costs the fact remains that he shows that the ICC assump-

tion of l0 per cent constant costs is not appropriate Ìf carriers

have planned or unexpected overcapacity.

Economic theory states that variable costs is a floor below

which prÌces cannot fall. However, this assumes that inputs and costs

are perfectly divisible. In all modes of transportation cost in-

divisibilities arise because of joint products. With the production

of more than one output, joint and common costs must be assigned on

an arbi trary basi s to i ndi vi dual shi pments . The prici r'lg fl oor re-

presents the portion of variabTe costs that can be attributed to it.
Any divergence between marginal cost and total cost may be con-

sidered to represent fixed costs which may or may not be divisibte

but cannot be escaped.

For the general freight LTL carrier the consolidation and move-

ment of a number of shipments produces common costs which must be

allocated to the costs of the haul. This atìocation may be very

dÍfficult. For example, terminal function may be composed of

divisible and indivisible activities relative to particular shipments.

Loading may be considered as a divisible cost, however, costs

assocÍated with the maintenance of the terminaj and supervision of

lw. R. Lewis, "Fixed
(Middlesex, England:

Costs", Denys Munby, êd.,
Penguin Books, .l968), 

p.
Transport,

64.
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the shipment handling are common costs.

As far as the LTL carrier is concerned most of its costs would

be common costs. One implication of this is that there would be a

tendency for aggregate revenues to be less than divisible and in-
divisible costs. As Spychalski points out:

Sumrnary

The chapter examined the methodology and the structural impl ica-

It was argued that

of service; size

tions of output homogeneity on the demand side.

there are three, inter alia, important dimensions

"If carriers are possessed of substantial cost and
asset indivisibilities, long-lived assets, and some
excess capacity were to enter into pervasive and
intense intramodal rate competition, and if margina-
costs...v',ere employed as floors for the establiihments
of rates in a majority of the numerous sub-markets
lerved by each carrier, it is obviously conceivable,if not highly probable, that the generàl level of
rates would, ceteris paribus, grávítate toward
marginal costs, thus-þFõducîng aggregate revenues
equal or greater than total divisible costs, but less
than the sum of divisible and indivisible costs.
Carriers party to such a state of disequilibrium and
seeking to pursue an economically ratiorial course of
action would, individually, find themselves capable
of maximizing short run gains...by accepting ti^affic
at rates equal to or greater than marginal cost but
less than average cost....,' l

One would expect to find high cost variability, in TL long haul

carriers and the converse for LTL carriers. Though one would expect

fixed costs to be greater than the usual 10 per cent the importance

of joint and common costs may increase this significantly.

tqon! C. Spychatski "Criticisms of Regulated Freight Transport:
Do Economists' Perceptions Conform with Institutíonal
RealÍties?", Transportation Journal ì4 (Spring, ì975), p.8.
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of shipment, length of haul, and extent of geographic coverage. These

dimensions define sub-industries of carriers which possess different
combinations of these dimensíons. The three dimensions of service

are continuous variables and hence relate to a continuum of carríers.
The sub-Índustries exhibit different structural features in

terms of threshold costs, factor mobility, cost variability, and

indivisibility and economies of sca'le. Threshold costs of entering

any length of haul market are negligible providíng service area is
limíted. Threshold costs increased as the size of shipment declined.

That is, the move from TL to LTL carriers. This was due to the need

for LTL terminal facítities.

Ïerminals represent highly immobile, ìong-tived assets. t¡lhite

some terminal facilities may be stripped the buildings are not

mobile. Hence, the conventional argument that the motor carrier
industry exhibits high factor mobirity may be questioned.

It was argued that LTL carriers indicated a higher ratio of
fixed cost to tota'l cost than TL carriers. Furthermore, LTL

carriers would be subject to substantial cost indivisibÍlity alloca-
tion probl ems.

In general, as the size of shipment declined (LTL) factor

mobility was reduced and the ratío of fixed costs to total costs

increased" The discussion was not able to determine the precise

sensitivìty of threshold costs, factor mobility, etc as the length

of haul and geographic coverage increased.

0n the basis of the information presented in this chapter TL

carriers conform to the competitive model. The LTL carriers do not

exhibit conformity with the competitive model due to the systems of
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termi na'l operations .

It was agrued that if short run varíable costs set the floor

for prices, and given substantial asset and cost indivisibilities,
short run pricing may produce rates which cover marginal costs but

not average costs. This may be interpreted as a propensity towards

destructive competition in the absence of reguìation.

The fact that LTL carriers have organized themselves into rate

bureaus to enforce a pricing structure is consistent with the above

structural elements. However, it is beyond the scope of this study

to discuss the operations of rate bureaus.



CHAPTIR V

Economies of Scale

I ntroducti on

The importance of understanding the cost structure of the

motor transport industry in order predict the fikeìy market structure

and behavior of the industry under a diffierent regulatory environ-

ment has long been recognized.

If motor transport were subject to economies of scale, that

iS, the largest firms were able to provide a given leveì of service

quality at lower average cost, the larger firms would have a com-

petitive advantage in terms of driving out smalTer firms. The

higher costs experienced by a1'l but the largest firms would serve

as an effective barrier to entry to new firms" If motor transport

were not subject to economies of scale an argument for regulation

no longer has any relevance. The conventional view is that there

are no'or relativeìy insignificant,economies of scale in motor

transport

Trris chapter will discuss briefly the theory of economíes

of scale and review the relevant artÍcles on economies of scale in

motor transport. It wi'11 be argued that the early studies were

deficient in a methodology and technique. The use of relatively

more sophisticated techniques provides some indication of the

existence of economies of scale. The more sophisticated techniques

are app'lied to homogeneous groups of camf ers and attempt to

account for the heterogeneous output of the motor transport industry.

96
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Economies of scale relate to the reduction in unit cost as

output increases, assuming the optimum combinations of labour and
Icapital.' Gíven the constructíon of different sized pìants the

unit cost/output relationship (i.e., short run average cost) may

be determined and define a plant size which will mÍnimize unit

costs for a specific level of output. The focus of such points

is referred to as the long run average cost curve (envelope curve).

Each long run average cost curve assumes that, for the relevant

time period, technology and relative factor prices are fixed, and

that the short run average cost curves of'the various plant sizes

are based on the latest technology.

Such a static long run average cost curve relates to real

economies. By real economies one means that physical quantities

of factors of productÍon such as man-hours, raw materials etc.

Therefore, changes in the costs of production represents changes

in quantity of physical factors of production.2

As Scherer points out the principal basis of scale economies

in production is specialization. speciaìization may be achieved

lCf. Paul K. Gorecki, Economies of Scale and Efficient ptant
ize in Canadian Manu ft

er I (0ttawa: Research Branch, Department of Consumer and
Corporate Affairs, .l977), pp. 5-18. The classic presentation
of cost curves is found in Jacob Viner, "Cost Curves and
Supply Curves" in George Stigìer and Kenneth Boulding, eds.,
Readlngs in Price Theory (Chicago: Richard D. Irwín, 1962),
pp. 198-226.

2-It is customary to point out that rea'l economies of scale
differ from pecuniary economies. That is, costs of production
may change because of a change in factor prices and/pr the
physical quantity of the factors of production. If the prices
of factors of production remain unchanged for different leveìs
of output then real and pecuniary economies of scale are the
same.
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within a particular plant or production complex ånd also, when the

firm operates more than one plant complex, across p'lant lines.l

Scale economies, or as they have been called, principles

of efficiency, ffiôJ be classified as follows: the principle of

bulk transactions, the principle of multiples, and the principle

of massed r^.r.ru.r.2 The principle of bulk transactions is based

on the observation that costs of dealing with large quantities are

no greater than those of dealing in smalt quantities. For example,

an increase in the size of a truck does not requíre additional

crew - only one driver is needed. The principìe of multiples is

based on the fact that specialized equipment and personneì are

indivisible and that capacities may differ. For examp'le, given

a three stage production process,the output necessary to fully
utilize each process and minimize production costs is determined by

the least common multiple of each process output. The principle

of massed reserves is related to the law of large numbers. That

is, as a sample size drawn from any probability distribution in-

creases the probabi 1 i ty that the average val ue of the sampl e wi I I

deviate from the mean of the probability dìstribution dec'lines.

For example, the probability that a factory with a large number

of machines will have x breakdowns is Tess than the probability of

a proportionaliy smaller firm havíng same proportion of breakdowns.

lFrederick M. Scherer,
Performance (Chicago:
pp. 72-103.

Industrial Market Structure and Economic

2Herbert Mohríng, Transportation Economics (Cambridge, Mass. :

Bal l i nger Pubì i sh O+.
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Economies of scale may arise at the pìant leve], firm or

enterprise level, and the multi-p1ant level. Fírm level economies

are those economies that are externa'l to the pìant but internal to

the firm. Therefore, the centralization of research and develop-

ment activities are considered as firm level economies. Multi-
pìant economies of scale refer to the specialization of particular

plants in producing a variety of products.

Generally, economists are concerned with plant economies.

In addition, there is usually a distinction made between plant

economies of scale and economies of size. This distinction has

been termed product specific and plant specific economies.l

The former refers to the scale of product runs and rate of

output per unit time. The latter refers to those economies arising

from indivisibilities, increased dimensions, special ization, etc.

This distinction may be clarified if one considers product specific

economies to be re'lated to the "down time" of equipment. Therefore,

the longer the production run the lower the costs of change over

and set-ups. Scherer found both types of economies to be important,

however the relatíve importance of each type varied from industry to

i ndustry.

Finalìy, econor¡ies of scale may also be considered in a

dynamic setting. In a dynamic framework technoìogy does not remain

lFrederic M. scherer, Economies of scale and Industriar con-
centrati on (Berl i n:(

ManagemenÏ, 1974), p. 29. Also see paul K. Gorecki,
Economies of Scale Specíalization Aqreements. Merqers. and

;¡erï-
of Economics and Commerce Discussion Papers Series , 1977.
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constant nor is it freeìy available to all. One example of dynamic

scale economy is the "learning curve". That is, the unit cost may

decline over several production runs because of the improvement ìn

the skills of workers and managers through repetition.l

Negiecting for the moment the analysÍs of economies of scale

the problem of judging their significance arises. The first
reference point to answer this question is the minimum efficient
size of plant. That is, the smallest size of plant or production

run that will minimize production costs. It is customary to

deflate the estimate of minimum efficient size by the relevant

market size. Therefore, if minÍmum efffcient síze is large

relative to market size then scale economíes may be considered to

be significant. The implication of large minimum efficient size

relative to the market suggests that the market can support onìy

one or a few firms.

The impìication of significant economies of qcale and a

minímum efficient size which is large relative to the market is that

it could lead to concentrated market structures. That is, large

producers could produce theír output at significant'ly lower average

costs per unit than relatively small producers. This in turn has

important ramifications for public economic policy in terms of in-

dustrial strategy, economic development, and competition policy.

Scherer points out that a number of methodoiogies exist for

measuri ng the cost-scal e rel ationshi ps .2 The more important

lFrederic M. Scherer,
Performance, p. 74.

t'Ibid., pp. 79-82.

Industrial Market Structure and Economic
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methodologies are: the survivor technique, the engineering tech-

nique and the statistica1 cost approach. All of these methodologÍes

are open to some criticism on the conceptual and/or practical levej.

The survivor technique as developed by Stigler suggests that

an efficient plant size is the plant size which most successfu'l1y

withstands all of the various market forces and constraints.l This

technique tends to reflect what is and not necessariìy what ought

to be. That is, it refers to private costs and benefits and not

to social efficiency.

For the purpose of this study the statistica'l cost methodology

-and the engìneering method are more relevant. Thìs is due to the

fact that the statistical cost approach attempts to determine the

shape of the long-run average cost curve and the engineering method

allows many of the ceterig paribus assumptions embodied in the ìong-

run average cost curve to be made. The engineering method involves

the estimation of unit costs of production at pre-determined scales

of output using the best current technology and assuming constant

factor prices. t^lhile the drawbacks of the engineering method are

well known it "probably affords the best síngle source of information

'on the cost-scale questi on".2 The engineering method has been

'l
'George Stigler, "Economies of Scale " Journal of Law and
Economies (October, 1958), ppp. 54-71"ffi of
the drawbacks of this technique see l^lilliam Shepherd, "l,{hat
Does the Survivor Technique Show About Economíes of Scale",
Southern Economic Journal (July, 1967 ), pp. 113-122.

2Frederick M. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic
Performance, p. 83. Fo
approach see F. M. Scherer et al, The Economies of Multi-Plant
0peration: An International Compa



primarily used for studies of manufacturing plants.

The statistical cost approach attempts to re]ate observations

0n average production cost over a broad cross-section of p'lants to

observations on the output of those plants. 0f the three tech-

niques, the statistical cost approach is the most relevant to the

study of economies of scale in trucking.l There are variants to thís

approach and they will be discussed in the following section.

Economies of Scale - Review of the Literature

0ver the last 20 years or so there has been a significant

controversy as to whether economies of scale exist in motor trans-
2port.- A great deal of the literature about motor transport is

related to this issue and the various poìfcy pronouncements as to

the probable competitive effects stemming from de-regulation are

based on the studies which support this view. However, the con-

troversy is far from over.

1Ct. ¿. Johnston, Statistical Cost Anal.ysis (New york: McGraw-
Hiil, 1960).

2Cf. Merril J. Roberts, "Some Aspects of Motor
Firm Size, EfficÍency, and Financial Health"o
32 (August, 1956), pp. 228-238.

Carrier Costs:
Land Economics,

Robert A. Nelson, The Economic Structure of the Hi
Carrier Industry in I and
uovernors Conmittee on Public Transportation (Bos

Edward l.l. Smykay, "An Appraisal of the Economies of Scale in
the Motor Carríer Industry", Land Economics 34 (May, 1958),
pp.l43-148.

Edward l,J. Smykay, "The Economies of Scale in the Motor Carrier
Industry: A Rejoinder" Land Economics 35 (May, 'l959), pp"
I 85-1 87.

conti nued



The nature of motor carrier costs have been a central concern

in the debate over motor carrier regulatory reform" However, with

the increasing sophistication of models and econometric techniques

the debate has livened in the last few years. If trucking is a

decreasing-cost industry de-regulation would expose the pubTic to

the risk of monopolization; if not, a basic justification for

reguìation vanishes.

Paul t,l. Emery, "An Empirical Approach to the Motor Carrier
Scaìe Economies Controversy", land Economícs 4ì (August,
1965), pp. 285-289

Stanley L. Warner, "Cost Models, Measurement Errors and
Economies of Sca'le in Trucking" in M. L" Burstein et al .,
Thq Cost of Trucking: Econometric Analysis (Dubuque,

.'

Garry N. Dicer, "Economies of Scale and Motor Carrier
Optimum Size". Quartef=ly=Beview of, Economics and Business(Spring,1971)m
R. K. Koshal, "Economies of Scale", Journal of Transport
Economics and Public Policy l2 (May,ffi
Mark Ladenson and Allen J. Stoga, "Returns to Scale in the
U .S . Trucki ng Industry u Southein 

-Economi 
c Journal , 40

(January, 1974), pp. 390:39'il

Michaet Lawrence, Economies of Scale in the General Freight
Motor Common Carrier Industry: Additional Evidence"
?roçeedlngs - leventeenth Annu

,ffi
Richard Klem, "Market Structure and Conduct" in Pau'l l¡l"
MacAvoy and John I^1. Snow, eds., Regulation of Entry and
Pricing.in Truck Transportation ican
Enterprise Institute foF PuõTlc Policy Research, 1977),
pp.119-138.
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The earlier empirical studies supported the view that economies

of sca'le do not exist. Recent work by Klem and Daiteyl support thís

earlier work. The studies by Emery, l^larner, Ladenson and Stoga,

and Lawrence, for example, suggest the opposite conclusion. Adding

to the confusion are authors such as l.lilson2 who argue that there

are constant returns to scale but firm size and quality of service

are related. Hence, in the absence of regu'lation one should naturally

expect a growth in concentration.3

Some of the more important studies on economies of scale are

listed in Table . As may be seen the more recent studies

attempt to determine economies of sca'le by fitting a statístical

cost or production function. The earlier studies compared differ-
ences in average costs. It wilì be argued further on that the

multiple regress'ion technique would seem to be the preferable approach.

There are some common features to all these studies. First,

they referred only to general freight camiers in order to achieve

some degree of samp'le homogeneity. Second, virtuaTly a'll of the

studies utilized cross-sectional data for a relatively 'large number of

carriers at one point in time.4 This procedure reduced distortions

lVictoria M. Dailey, "The Certificate Effect: The Impact of
Federal Entry Controls on the Growth of the Motor Common
Carrier Firm", (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Virginia,
1973), pp. 78-98.

zG.o.g. l^l. tlilson, '¡The Nature of Competition in the Motor
Transport Industry", Land Economics, 36 (November, 1960),
pp. 387-391.

3G.o.g. 
I^1. hli I son , op . ci t. , p . 389.

4Not. that llarner used pooìed time series and cross sectional
data.
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of the cost-scale relationship arising from variations in factor
prices over time.

unfortunately, such attempts at sampre homogeneity do not

come to grips with the diversity of trucking operations. For

example, a carrier may be c'lassified as a generaì freight carrier

and still move a very significant amount of specialized commodities.

In addition, carriers may operate in a number of geographic regions

and be subject to geographic variation in costs.l

Onìy two of the studies listed in Table v.l indicate that

the authors specified genera'l freight carriers which earned a

relativeìy 'large portion of their revenue from intercity freight.
The failure to analyze this feature may produce significant cost

variations. For example, some of the ì00 largest generaì freight
carriers in canada provide very little intercity traffic.2 That

is, the bulk of their revenues may be related to locat cartage

operations which tend to have higher costs due to congestion and

1'It may be noted that some of the authors iso'lated camïers by
reglon, based on the assumption that intra-regional carriers-
would be subject to similar cost influences oi temain,traffic, density, and population. A priori this may be
considered to be good practise" Howe'ver, rnore reseárch is
required in order to separate the shipment characteristics(size, type, length of haul) from the'regional effects. If
regional cost influences are indeed a fuñction of shipment
characteristics then these may be dealt with separateiy"
Cf. Edward I'1. Smykay, "The Economies of Scale in the Môtor
caryier Industry: A Rejoinder" Land Economics: 35 (May t965),
pp. 185-187.

2C¡. R. K. House and Associates, Manitoba For-l-Lire Trucking
_IndyitJ"v lroductivû =Sludv: c
Manitoba Department ol ba
Trucking Association, February 1974, p. 39.
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the use of smaller vehicles.l

The studies varied somewhat in terms of the measures of scale

and cost variables. Atl of the studies using the cost function

approach used assets or revenue as a measure of scale. t¡lhile assets

tend to be a relatively unambiguous measure of scale as far as plant

capacity is concerned, the fact is that motor carrier output may be

increased (extension of routes for example) withour a corresponding

increase in investment. such expansion cannot be classified as a

move down the short run average cost curve nor a change in the

scale of operatíons. Furthermore, it may be difficult to measure

assets between firms if the amount of leased equipment varies

between firms.2

Revenues may not be a reliable measure of scale since in-

creased revenues may not indicate changes in scale but rather shifts

in product carried priced at the value of service. For lxample,

carriers tend to charge significantly higher rates for transporting

nylon hose as opposed to cotton hose even though the shipment

characteristics may be virtually identicul .3'4

lConu.rrution with l,,layne Reinhardt, Motor Carrier Division,
Statistics Canada"

ZFo, 
^ 

discussion of the leasing problem in Ontario see
Norman Bonsor "The Development of Regulation in the Highway
Truckíng Industry in Ontario" in Ontario Economic Council,
Government Regulation: Issues and Alternatives 1978

.

3John Snow, "The Problem of Motor Carrier Regutation and the
Ford Administration's Proposaì for Reform" Paul MacAvoy and
John l,'l. Snow, eds., Requlation of Entrv and Pricinq in Truck
Transportatión (Waifr
Institute, 1977), p. 18.

4Josephine 0lson, "Price Discrimination by Regulated Motor
Carriers", Amerìcan Economic Review, (June 1972), pp.395-402.

i.::
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The two studies which do not use either the assets or revenues

as the measures of scale are those of Ladenson and Stoga and hlarner"

Ladenson and Stoga use the number of employees as a scale measure

in their production function. Employees as a measure of sca'le

suffers from the same problem as that of assets, namely, that an

increase in the number of employees need not indícate a change in

scale. warner uses physical output, the number of shipments, as

the measure of scale. In 'light of the preceding analysis this

would seem to be the ideat measure, however, it raises the problem

of ensuring that a'|1 the dimensions of the output are accounted

for. The large variation in the number and characteristics of

shipments must be accounted for.

This raises the more general problem of the appropriateness

of certain variables used to isolate the effect of sca'le on costs.

For example, many of the studies use capacity utilization measures

to isolate the cost-scale relatÍonship. Nelson, Emery, Dailey

and Lawrence use average load whereas Roberts used a route utiliza-
tion ratio. .Dailey also used a measure of vehicre utilization
annual miles per power unit. The use of capacity utilizatíon
variables in a cost equation may not expose differences in service

since such variables may not represent product dimensions nor an

operating disability which is exogeneous to the firm" For

example, changes in utilization may be a function of management

ability or a sign of efficiency due to size.

The difference in average loads is a function of average

shipment size which in turn is a function of the carriers traffic
mix. For example, and LTL carrier may increase average load by
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obtaining ìncreases in average weight which may lower the cost of
higher average load by avoiding terminal expenses of consolidating

loads. This cost relation may create a built-in bias against

economies of scale when revenues or assets are used as a measure

of scal e.

This bias against economies of scale wiìl occur unless the

effect of the average shipment weight on cost is taken into
account and such as variable tends to be used frequentìy. warner ,', ,.,

used the average weight per shipment, Lawrence used the average ":'
weight per LTL shipment and Roberts and Emery examined the effect .'.'.'

on cost of rL to total traffic. A priori one would expect that
shipment size is a major factor Ínfluencing costs. However, the

variable used must involve a greater degree of precision than

simply greater than or less than .l0,000 
pounds.

The work of Roberts, Emergy, and Nelson indicated the

absence of economies of scale. The methodologies of these studies

were similar in that all compared costs for different sizes of
carriers.BothRobertsandtmeryfounddec]iningexpenSeSper

ton-mile (or vehicle-mile) from the smallest to the targest size 
:í:::::ir::

',..,'..groups of carriers. However, inverse relationships were found ',.,,,.,

between average haul and route utirization with units costs. Given

that short hauls and low route utilization were found to contribute

to high units costs, but these factors were not necessarily a ..

feature of small firms, it was concluded that no economies of scale
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ì
were present.' A major criticism which may be levelled against the

work of Roberts is that if there are a number of cost variables

affecting each firm it is only by holding all variables but the one

in question constant that one can come to a valid conclusion about

the relationship of a single variable to costs.

Nelson avoided this problem by using sampres of firms whÍch

were homogeneous within narrov', ranges of average haul and load.

, This essentially hetd constant the other factors affecting costs

and Nelson found that there was. no relationship between vehicle-

miles cost and size.2 Th. major problem with Nerson's study was

the smalì sample 3ize, that is, ì0 and 12 carriers for New England

and non-New Eng'land camiers respectively. In order to increase

the reliabílity of the results Nelson would have had to reproduce

his results using a greater number of homogeneous samples.

Rather than using a 'large number of sampìes the mu'ltip.le

regression techniques allows for the examination of the reìation-

ship between dependent and each independent variable with the

effect of others being held constant. This was the technique used

by Dailey, Ì,larner, and Lawrence. l^lhile the scale measures and

cost variables have been discussed there is the possibility of other

statistical problems emerging in the multiple regression analysís.

Itr.ry analyzed profits in relation to costs. However, it
may be argued that the inverse relationship between profits
and length of haul is not the same thing ai costs anä the
length of haul

ZN.lron used a relatjveìy more sophisticated technique to
judge the strength of the relationships, the rank correlation
procedure. It shou'ld be noted that such a measure is
sensitive only to certain types of correjation.
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For example, there may be a hÍgh correlation between the independent

variables which could lead to serious multi-coilinearity problems"

t¡lhile it is somewhat difficult to judge the overall effect of

multi-col'linearity a more serious problem may be the presence of

heteroscedasticity, that is, unequaì variances of the error term.

This problem tends to arise in cross-sectional work. A priori,
one would expect the variance of cost is greater for larger firms

than for smaller firms.l While the estimators of such a re-

gression may be unbiased the tests of significance are unreliabte.

unfortunately, these studies do not come to grips with the

dimensions of service discussed Ín chapter IV. Some very recent

studies have attempted to incorporate certain of these dimensions

into regression analysis of costs. The resurts were not con-

cl usi ve.

Klem tested the hypothesis that LTL carriers may exhibit

economies of scale. Using a relatively small sample he found weak,

but significant economies of saìe.l He used a number of formulations

such as partitioning the sample by revenue, shipments, and including

a second order term to allow for variabte elasticity. Though he did

not discuss his results in detail one may infer that the hypothesis

was supported.

Chow tested the same hypothesis but included other dÍmensions:

ij,:i
l Richard K'l em, "Market Structure and Conduct,,, paul t,J. MacAvoy
and John l'1. Snow, eds., Regulatíon of Entry and pricing in
frucK Transpgltation (l^la seffi.t35-r37.



"The results of the statistical model suggest that
economies. of scale are present in the Li[ segment. and constant returns to scale are founã in
the TL segment The LTL segment was broken
down into length of haul groups-and size groups
within each length of haul. Economies oi scäle
were found to be strongest in the short and medium
haul groups and weakest in the long haul groups,'. l

In an earlier study chow had argued that by partitioning the

groups by revenue and by breaking down tength of haul within the

revenue groups (incìuding an independent variable for average ship-

ment weight) presented an adequate method for including the service
tdimensions.' He concluded that LTL-short haul-extension coverage

camiers exhibited the strongest economies of scale and LTL-ìong

haul-extensive coverage indicated the weakest economies of scale.

Unfortunately, this methodology may have introduced a bias in

the results. Revenue is highly correlated to cost, the dependent

variable. By parrtitioning the sample by what may be considered

as the dependent variable resuTts in a situation where the error

term is no longer uncorrelated with the regressors. chow's con-

clusion that not including revenue in his regression model avoíded

any problems between the error term and the regressors must be viewed

as highly suspect.

It is true that underspecification of the model by leaving out

lGarland chow, "The cost of rrucking Revisited" in proceedinqs
- å l^lorhshgp o! Motor Camier Econõmic Regulation,Gshffin,

:

zqg.land Chow, "The Economics of Motor Freight,,, (ph.O.
Dissertation, Indiana University, I 977), pp. 335-336"

1ï8
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a variable for geographic coverage would bias the model" Given that
most studies have found the scale elasticity coefficients to be in
the range of.93 to .98. Hence, the margin for error is very small

and the appropriate specification of the model assumes great im-

portance.

It may be accepted that LTL camiers exhibit economies of scale.

However, it is necessary to extend this conclusion to incorporate

length of haul and degree of geographic coverage. One may hyno-

thesize that LTL-short haul-extensíve coverage carriers exhibit
stronger economies of sca'le than LTL-long haul-extensive coverage.

l,lilson suggested that ". . costs rise slowly with distance. as the

length of haul increases from ìow levels, but the rate of increase

rises as distance increases from higher levels',.1

This may be due to the fact that driver wages for a short haul

carrier may be constant over a range of haul. Increasing the length

of hau'l within the range allows a firm to spread its costs. Drivers

on long haul routes may be paid by the mile which makes this cost

vary with distance. In addition, as the reìative weight given to

line haul costs increases relative to total cost, the more sensitive

total costs would be relative to changes in the tength of haul. How-

ever, LTL-ïong haul-extensive coverage camiers tend to be the

largest of all camiers and tend to maintain the most comprehensive

terminaì systems

I G.org. rd. bli I son, "0n the Output Unit
(Augu,st 1959), p.

in Transportation ",
274.Land tconomics. 35
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Given that the effects of underuti'lized loads are compounded by

distance it is in the interest of these carriers to obtain the largest

possible loads. chow found that as LTL camier 'length of haul in-
creased, it was accompanied by significantìy largerlloads than short

haul LTL carriers. Hence, it may be argued that any possible sca'le

effects due to terminal operations are counter-balanced by the costs

of consolidating shipments over a wide area. The fact that short

haul carrÍers tend to underutilÍze equipment suggests that output

could be Íncreased without a corresponding increase Ín costs.

In general, ít seems that long haul costs are more direct'ly

variable with distance than short haul costs.

Summary

This chapter reviewed the theory of economies of sca'le and some

of the more important literature on this topic. The question of

whether economies of scale exist in motor transport has been actively

debated over the last 20 years or so. Its importance stems from the

argument that if no economies scale exist in motor transport de-

reguìation shou'ld not introduce any tendencies toward undue con-

centrati on .

1Garland Chow, "The Economics of Motor Freight,,, op. cit., p.35g.

2Cho* noted that LTL costs were about twice as sensitive to
distance as TL costs. Given the larger loads shipped in LTL
long haul carriers one could expect the same sort
of relationship to exist.

l ,: til:
l. '::i.r'1 i
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It was argued that the early studies on economies of scale'used

re'latÍvely unsophisticated methodologies that did not account for the

heterogeneous nature of motor transport output. More recent studies

which have attempted to come to grips with this problem have found

significant but weak economies of scale.

. It was postulated that the LTL carriers would exhibit economies

of scale. The basis for thís argument related to the fixed in-
vestment in terminal operations. It was a'lso postulated that as

length of haul decreased and extent of geographic coverage increased

that relatively more significant economies of scale would be found.

This type of operation wou'ld exhibit high threshold costs. Finally,
it was argued that in spite of economies of scale for the system

that a new entrant only serving two points of that system may have

lower costs and prices below the exísting carrier.
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CHAPTER VI

Destructi ve Competi tion

Introducti on

This chapter wi'11 draw together the conclusions arrived at in
previous chapters in order to assess the impact of structure on be-

havior. This is, it wil'l discuss whether the conventional view is

adequate in assuming that the structure of motor transport is such

that a stab'le equilibríum would result in the absence of regu'lation.

First, the historfcal record will be discussed. This wi'll in-

clude a brief discussion of the definition and prerequisites of destruc-

tive competition. The historical record will examine the economic con-

ditions of the depression period in order to discuss the sources of

destructive competition. Second, it will be argued while some doubt

may be expressed as to the existence of destructive competition in the

motor transport market it is clear that railroads were adversely affected

by motor carrier competition. In addition, it ís argued that the

adverse impact of competition on the railroads contributed to the

passage of motor carrier regulation. Third, the conventional argument

as to the likelihood of destructive competition is reviewed. This will
include reference to a period of de-regulation in Canada in the early

1950's. Finally' there is a review of the literature which wil'l examine

the stabiìity characteristics of non-r.gulated motor carrier.

The Historical Record

Historica]iy, a prime argument for the regulation of motor trans-

port was that competition between carriers tended to be destructive or
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excessive or cut-throat.

unfortunately, economic theory does not provide a precise de-

.finition of the term- However, it is safe to say that excessive com-

petition causes prices to be driven below average cost.l Economic

theory suggests a number of conditions which could result in destructive

competition. Scherer suggests that there are two chief prerequisites:

capacity substantially in excess of current and probable future demands,

and rigidities which retard the re-allocation of capita] and labour

toward growing industries. Therefore, "unless there is some artificial
restraint such as a government price support program...or tightly knit

cartel agreements, competition is likeìy to drive prices down to levels

which yield investors much less than a normal return or capitaì".2

As far as motor transport is concerned an additional factor which

may serve as a source for destructive competition is the prevaìence of
joint and common costs. Every fon¡ard haul creates a back haul as a

lDestructive competition and predatory pricing have a common
heritage in that though these terms tend to be given importance
in popular economic history, standard theoretical analysis treats
them as a form of non-maximizing (and to some extent, irrational)
behaviour. The phrase "selling at a loss" is a'pplied to both
of these terms and usually refers to the use of a price which
fails to cover short-run.average cost. This definition produces
a much hiEher figure than either short-run marginaì cost or
average variable cost, both of which are preferable on theoretical
grounds. See Roland H. Koller, "The Myth of Predatory Pricing:
An Empirical Study", Anti-trust Law and Economics Rev'iew 4 (Summer-
I971 ) pp. 10s-'l 23.

2Frederick M. Scherer;,IndustiiaT Market Structure and Economic
Perfornurrce. (Chicago lt
5ñõüftfTe-n-oted that Scherer agrees that this situation may occur
in atomistic industries.
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joint product. Sínce the back haul may be viewed as a cost incurred

in producing the fon¡rard haul, tfre marginal cost of the back haul may

be very low. However, if one carrier's back haul is another carrier's

forward haul a.situation may arise where the carrier's reduce the

rates on the back hauls and drop round-trip rates below renumerative

I evel s.

Given that certain motor carriers group a number of separate

shipments on one truck the common costs are divided among the various

shipments. These joint and common costs may be assigned on essentially

an arbítrary basis. Furthermore, Spychalski points out that prices may

fall below average total cost for some period of time if the carrier

can only identify costs for specific commodities over specific dis-

tances and time periods.l An extension of the above argument is that

new entrants may not have knowledge of the costs of running their enter-

prise. This may be termed the "irrational selling argument.,'

Fina1ly, economic theory suggests that the presence of high

fixed costs makes certain Índustries highly susceptible to breakdowns

in pricing discipline. That is, in periods of declining demand "where

demand falls below ìevels which will sustain capacity output, the profit-

maxìmizing enterprise with fixed costs cut prices more sharply and suffers

more severe erosion of profits than a simi'larly-inclined firm with low

costs. This result is quite generaì, for nrargina'l costs must fall more

steeply with reduced output from the point a which (average total cost)

1'loh! C. Spychalski, "Criticisms of Regulated Freight Transport:
Do Economists' Perceptions Conform with Institutional Realities?"
Transportation Journal (Spring, l97l), p. 9
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is minimized for a firm with higher fixed and lower margínal costs at

below-capacity production levels".l

The historical evidence of destructíve competition in trucking
js somewhat mixed. From the phenomenal growth of motor transport

during the .1920's the depression of the lg30's reduced the flow of

transport which resulted in more competition for that which remained.

However, while the depression slowed the growth of motor transport it
created economic changes which tended to favour motor transport.

specifical]y, the reduction in the size of orders and inventories

p'laced a premium of the cost and service advantages of motor transport.

Data indicate that despite the rapid decline of business activity

during the depression the volume of intercity truck movement increased

in absolute terms and in relative terms to rail traffic.2

The prevailing view of motor transport in the 1930's was that

it was disorganized and unstable. Roberts argued that the basic reasons

for the instability was "the relative ease of entry and the availabi'lity

of large numbers of vehicles with small or no down payment, coupled

with the fact that no special skills or training was required, made

the trucking industry a haven for the unempioyed of the other sectors

of the economy".3 Jackman, commenting on the Canadian situation, felt
that the lack of training and skill of operators, plus their propensity

lS.h...r, op. cit., p. t93

2Memil J. Roberts., '1The Motor 'Transport Revolution", The
Business History Review, 30 (March igSO), p. 7A.

tlÞj¿., o. 7s
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to cut prices, indicated that "the n¡oral fibre of many of these men
Tis lackín9". '

Jackman also seemed to support the "irrational seller" argument.

He stated that "...in most cases the truck owner has no knowledge of

his costs and keeps inadequate, if any, accounts. He takes whatever

business he can get at a rate which the shipper wi1'l pôJ, in the hope

that his aggregate financial returns will be favourable.

The results of the conditions described above are summarized by

Fair and Wil I iams:

".."there was a surplus of transpor.tation of alI kinds.
competition became destructive. Large numbers of operators
were engaging in motor transportation, their rates were not
published. Many small operators were not aware of the costs
of doing busi!q!t and they made such rates as seemed required
to secure traffic. Many of them failed and went out of
business, but others promptly took their pìaces. There was
no rate structure, variations in individuals rates were wide,
rates t{ere constantly changing, charges to various shippers
using the same camier v'Jere often diiferent and the seivice
neither stable nor reliable. shippers found it increasinglydifficult to do business with motor carriers because of tñe-
unrealiability of service and the financial unreìiability of
many of the carriers, and they were distressed at fluctuáting
rates and differential treatment...in orderr to encourage their
freight costs in a period of depressed prices and busiñess
activity, (shippers) sought to capitaliie as far as possible
on the situation". 3

To summarize, the historical record indicàtes the prevalence of

excessi've-cornpetìtisn during the deÊr:ession period. Given the decl ine

lW.¿. Jackman, Economic Principles of Transportation (Toronto:
University of

'fÞjo-,-, p. B4z.

Marvin L. Fair and Ernest l^1. l^Jill'iams, Jr., Economics of
Transportation, Rev. ed., ( New York : HarperTñã-ElFiõil]959),
p. 488.
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in demand and the relative ease of entry, competition did drive prices

down. Furthermore, it is clear that shippers contributed to the re-

sulting deterioration of service by attempting to minimize their

short-run transportation costs.

hlhile the relevance of the argument about destructive competition

to modern motor-transport will be discussed below, some comments are

in order concerning the historical record. Fírst, the evidence in-

dicates that motor transport costs were not static, indeed, they

declined. Given the availability of used vehicles and cheap credít,

p'lus the willingness of labour to accept lower wages,reduced the

average costs. Indeed, if financial 'institutions were wiìling to

defer any credit payments until the operator had bui'lt up traffic
(and there is some indication that this in fact happened) the motor

transport operator had negligible fixed costs in the short-run and

I ower variabl e costs.

Second, most of the historicallana'lytical accounts of the

depression period emphasize the entry problem as opposed to the exit

probìem. That is, the authors of historical anaìysis do not emphasize

that fact that firms did not exit the industry in the face of declining

demand but rather that the rate of entry exceeded the rate of exit.

It is'like'ly that firms did not exit as quickly as they míght have

had relatively normal market conditions prevaiìed. Given the high

unemp'loyment of the period the re-al'location of labour was retarded.

However, as has been discussed above, motor transport did in fact grow

during the depression period and would tend to attract labour from

other sectors. Also, given the availability of labour and trucks

entrants probabìy did underestimate their costs and rates or over-
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estimated. their abílity to capture traffic for their services.

Third, from a "theory of regulation" point of view it is clear

that whatever the impact of competÍtion on truck'ing per se it was

the railroads with their high fixed costs that felt the brunt of motor

transport competition. By t93l -1932, when the Duff Royal Commission

held its hearings, truck competition was beginning to be recognized

as one of the most serious probiems for the financial'ly ai'ling rail-
ways in Canada.l Though the Commission felt that regulation of road

transport fell within provincial jurisdiction2 it felt that "...because

(the railways) are essential and because the railway rate structure

impìies conditions approximating to a quasi-monopoly, the railways

require, if they are to continue to operate efficiently, a measure

of protection from ìong distance road compet'ition and in equa'lization

of the conditions under which short distance traffic is carried".3

This report is general'ly taken to represent the initiaì discussions

of motor transport regulation in Canada.4

, Jackman, writing in 1935, was much more direct in his support

of the railways. He felt that regu'lation of motor transport was

necessaryrr...to correct the abuses which have come into commercial

lCf. Canada, Royal Commission into Raiìways and Transportation
in Canada, Report, (0ttawa: King's Printer, lg32).

2tf,i, position was later declared incorrect by the Supreme Court
of Canada (1951) and the Judicial Committee ôf the privy Council
(1954) in (rest) + 0.1.R.529 and (1954) 4 D.1.R.657. 

-

?
"Royal Commission into Railways and Transportation in Canada,
op. cit., p. 56.

4Th. Comission suggested that trucks be licensed onìy for
operations withín "reasonable" distances of manufacturing and
distribution centres. It should be noted that the organized
truckers appealed to the Commiss'ion for the imposition of minimum
rate regul ation.
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business as a result of the vagaries of rate making by motor truck
't

operators".' He argued that "...if, instead of the great mass of

motor haulers there were onìy a few ìarge concerns which were not

operating on a cut-throat basis but were endeavouring to meet

legitimate requirements of substantial business, the ascertainment

of costs and the disîrability of making rates on that basis would

tend to introduce a vita'l morale into the business.2 To this end

Jackman suggested, the limitation of the number of motor vehicles;

tests of the operator's equipment, fitness to operate, and conditions

of operation; reasonable taxes on motor carriers; and, publication

of tariffs by common and contract motor carri..r"3

G.P. de Glazebrook was not quite as rigid in his thinking

"...it is not sufficient to adopt the negative attitude that the

country's investment in the railways must, above all things, be

protected ... emphasis on different forms of transport changes from

time to time, and it is neìther wise nor possible to attempt to stop

the hands of the clock".4 Unfortunate'ly, de Glazebrook's argument

regressed to the view that rai'lroads and motor transport should be

contai ned wi th i n thei r respecti ve "spheres " v',i thout speci fyi ng the

dimensions of the spheres.5

tw.t. Jackman, op. cit., p. 847.

'l-Þjg.. , p. 842

3lÞid , pp. 860-880.

Oç.0. de Glazebrook,.A H'istory of Transportation in Canada, (Toronto:
Ryerson Press, l=38)

u-lÞjg.. , p. 4sz.
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The first discussion of regulation in forms of the industry itself
emerged in the 1939 report of a Roya'l Commission in 0ntario.l Because

of the rate cutting practices of the .l930's the Commission recorunended

that:

l. There should be no undue restriction or stimulation of the , :' ,

industry. ::'

2. There should not be over-regulation of the industry"

3. l4otor transport characteristics should be recognized.

4. Basic regulations of such items as safety should be app'li- ,,,,,' 
;,.t,,',,',,

cable to all commercial vehicles, private and for-hire. ì'" ''
5. Regul ations shoul d be stríct'ly enforced. ,.'',..'i: ' 'i

'6. Cost of regulatory enforcement should not be excessive.2

The point is that whi'le there maybe some evidence of excessive

competition as far as motor transport per se Ís concerned, the regulatory 
,,

imperativestemmedfromtheeffectofmotortransportcompetitionor

rail transport. This conclusion is not novel since writers such as 
i

Robertshavediscussedthepointat.length.However,itshou]dbe

recognized that the periods of "chaos" that led to trucking regulation ,

were not confined to rnotor transport. For exampìe, the phenomenal

ng in the Wl,lI period was due to the inability of the : : ':,growth of trucking in the l^Il,ll period was due to the inability of the 
:,,,,:,:,

railroads to handle all traffic necessary to supply the war effort ,, , ,

The pattern of a railway disruption fo'llowed by a growth in motor

transport and the inability of the railways to recapture traffic would

be repeated a number of times in the future :,.,,;....,'

l0ntario, Royal Commission on Transportation, Report, (Toronto:
King's Printer,1939).

2Royal 
Commi ss ion .on Trans portati on , op. ci t. , pp . I 5'l -l 52 .



Rel evance o{ Destructive Competition

The debate as to the likelihood of desturctive competition oc-

curring ín motor transport in the absence of regulation seems to re-

voìve about the issue of the tendency for excess capacity to remain

rather than exit the market. That is, the failure to cover total

costs, including a normal rate of return on investment, does not

serve as a signaì for de-investment and the exit of ecesss capacity.

Proponents of de-regulat'ion argue that the situation which pre-

vailed in the 1930's - an inelastic supply of labour, vehicles, and

entrepreneurs - is unlikely to occur again in the future. Macro-

economic policies have tended to reduce the inelastic supply of

labour to the industry and capital investment has increased markedly.l

However, Canadian opponents of de-reguìation point out that a

more recent examp'le of "chaos" in motor transport occured during
.l950-1954' which culminated in the passage of Motor Vehicle Transport

)Act." In August, .1950 a nine-day raÍlway strike created a pressing

demand for long-haul trucking service. "Short-lived as it was, the

strike was a notable test and demonstration for the trucking.industry.

It opened the door for an expansion of long-hand trucking that other-

wise wou'ld probab'ly have taken years to accomplish".3

I'John R. Meyer, Merton J. Peck, John Stenason, and Charles
Zwicke. The Economics of Competition in the Transportation
Industrie j6-217.

2z-l elizabeih II, c. b9.

30.W. Carr and Associates, "Truck-RaiI Competiton in Canada" in
Royal Commission on Transportation, Report Voì. 3 (0ttawa:
Queen's Printer, l96l) p. .l3.

l3l
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tlhile the.rail strike of 1950 provided the impetus for an

expans'ion of long-haul truckiñg, ô lega'l battle was shaping up which

would fundamental'ly affect motor transport regulation in Canada.

The case was first heard as S.M.T. (Eastern) Ltd. V. l,linner in

the Chancery Division of the New Brunswick Supreme Court. Reference

was made by this Court to the Appeal Division of the New Brunswick

Supreme Court on certain questions of law arising in the action, and

it was there that the case was first decided.l The plaintiff (S.M.T.

(Eastern)) was a large bus and truck operator in the Maritimes. He

asked for an injunction preventing the defendant's t^linner buses from

picking up and dischargÍng passengers within New Brunswick. I^linner,

a U.S. citizen, operated a bus line and held a license from the New

Brunswick Motor Carrier Board which allowed him to carry passengers

from the U.S. to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The license expressly

prohibited him from intraprovincial transportation of passengers with-

in New Brunswick.

The defence argued the New Brunswick Motor Carrier Act was

ultra vires under iO(a) of Section 92 of the British North America

Act. The defence argued that the New Brunswick legislature had ex-

ceeded its authority by 'legislating on motor transport regu'lation and

hence the Act was null and void.

The Court found in favour of the plaintiff and declared the Act

itself to be intra vires. The defendant appealed to the Supreme Court

of.Canada and the earlíer decision was reversed.2 In addition, the

l(igso) 3 D.L.R. zo7.

2(lgsi) + o.L.R. szs.

132
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supreme court held that the Act was u'ltra vires, in that while pro-

vinces had the polver to regulate intraprovincial road transport they

could not regulate interprovincial or internationaì road transport.

The decision left unanswered the question of how a motor carrier's

operations could be adequately segmented into intra and extraprovincial.

This problem was resolved in 1954 by the British Privy Council.

Two appeals were launched; Attorney GeneraT for Ontario et al .v. !,linner

et a'l. and a cross appeal from the same decision entitled tlinner et

al. v. S.M.T. (Eastern) Ltd. et al.l
The Privy Counciì's decision dismissed the appeal and allowed

the cross-appeal. The decision held that any provision of regulations

which a province might make in regar"d to its roads must not interfere

with interprovincial traffic. In addition, intraprovincia'l operations

could not be separate from interprovincial operations of the same

undertaking for the purpose of application of provincial 'legislation.

This interpretation left many of Canada's motor camiers free

from any regulation at all. To fill the regulatory vacuum left by

the Privy Council's decision the federal government passed the Motor

Vehicle Transport Act of .l954 which deìegated the federal government's

power to regulate extraprovinciaì motor carriers to the provinces.

It has been argued that the reguìatory vacuum

developed during the entire period of the l^linner decision. Hailey

has argued that in the thrêe years or so that it took to resolve

'l
'(1954) 4 D.1.R.657. It should be noted that the number of
parties interested in the case increased considerably in 1951.
The additional respondents included the Attorney General of
Canada, and the provìnces of 0ntario, Quebec, Nova Scotia,
British Columbia, P.E.I., Alberta, CNR and CPR, as well as two
ìarge eastern carriers.
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the l,linner Case that many poorly qualified long-haul trucking companies

had started operations.l cu"r^ has stated that while costs were high

many carriers made substantial profits.2 Furthermore, of the many

firms induced to enter the market after the rail strike many attempted

to stay in the business but were forced to adjust rapidly to renewed

railway competition. "For others who held on, but lacked experience

and versatility it meant a graduaì decline in profits that eventually

forced them to abandon it (long-haui transpor:t). This weeding out

of the long-¡¿r1 truckers apparent]y cont.inued for several years after
the rai I stri ke" .3

The two events described above: the railroad strike of '1950,

which gave a vital boost to the growth of long-haul trucking; and,

the years of the l.Iinner decision, which caused a regulatory vacuum

to develop, produced a situation which some have argued was simijar

to that whích existed in the .l930's. 
However, "...it is important

not to confuse normal adjustments in a dynamic market economy with

destructive competition".4 The failure of the raiìways coupìed

lR.f. Hailey, "An Appraisal of the Motor Carrier Industyr" in
J.-C. Lessard, Transportation in Canada, Royal Commission on
Canada's Econom ueeñ's Printer, 1956)
p. 148"

2-D.t^1. Carr, op. cit. , p. l3 ff .

?-D.l,l. Carr, op . ci t. , p. I4.

4W.e. Water¡s II, "Public Policy and Transport Reguìation: An
Economic Perspective" in Karl M. Ruppènthat and t^J.T. Stanbury
9ds_.r ïfansportaËion Policy: Regulation, Competition and the
Publ ic Interes! (Vancouver; Center foi Trànsportatiõñ-Stuclïes,

@itish Columbia, .1976), p. 17'.
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with a surge in demand for transport induced the entry of a large

number of motor carriers. Fol'lowing a period of intense motor

carrier'competition and the recovery of the railways a period of

"weeding out" motor carriers took p'lace. l,lhether or not this process

represented distructive competition is open to debate

Unfortunateìy, beyond these historical accounts very 'littte

empiríca'l evidence is available to answer some important questions.

During the "weeding out" period was there a high rate of entry of

firms? l'Ias there a surge in the rate of bankruptcy? hlhat was

the competitive situation at the intraprovincial level? "...It is

possib'le to have markets with destructive competition in an economic

efficiency sense (that is, with prices below long run costs of pro-

duction). However, it is unlikely that these circumstances actua'l1y

exist or that they would persist over time. In any case their real

economic significance is open to question".l

The question reverts to the exit of excess capacity. That ìs,

given the characterístics of trucks is there some reason for the slow

withdrawal of excess capacity. Kahn argues that there ís no reason

for excess capacity to remain for any prolonged period of time. In

reference to vehicles he states:

"...their depreciation (is) far less subject to obsoloescence,
which is a function on'ly of time and a fixed cost, and far
more a function of their rate of use, hence a variable cost.
It also means that motor-carried companies are within very
short periods of time constantly facing the decision of
whether to replace their capital equipment and are in a posi-
tion therefore to do so only if prices cover average total
cost.... Second, the investment involved in each is comparatively
small. The consequence is that truckers can increase their
capacity in small increments, thereby greatly diminishing the

1
'l'ì1.G. Waters II, op. cit., p. 17.
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pervasiveness of excess capacity. contrast their situation
with that of industries where producers are few and the
economics of scale are such that they must build capacity
ahead of demand in ìarge jumps. Third, they are mobile.
The capacity can, without any difficulty at all, be trans-
ferred from one market to another; there is no reason,
therefore, for excess capacity to hang over any one part
of the market for extended periods of time, as long as
demand in other markets is growing". I

The proviso that demand in other markets is growing ls central to

Kahn's agreement. He does not answer the question of the propensity

to destructive competition based on slow exit of excess capacity

in situations where demand in other markets is not growing. Further,

more, implicit in Kahn's aggreement is that the levels of fixed costs
,

are very low.' As has been discussed previously this is not necessarily

true.

Miklius and Deloach have argued that assuming a reduction in

demand the tendency for motor carrier operators to disregard losses

may be due to the overstatement of the true opportunity costs of the

owner-driver, "... the loss at which a trrucking operation may appear

to be running may be due to an app'lication of an incorrect imputed
a

wage".' The application of the "correct" imputed !{age may be difficult
because of the problem of quantifying the "independence" factor. This

lAlfred E. Kahn, op. cit., pp. 188-190.

ZCt. Robert K. Shirley, "Analysis of Motor Cost Formulae
Developed by the Interstate Commerce Comnission" Transportation
Journál I (Spring, .1969), pp. 21-27. Shirley argFtñãE:FõF
many carriers that fixed costs were approaching 20-30% of
total costs.

Jl,l. 
Mi k'l i us and D.B .

Truck Transporation
1965), p. 937.

De'loach, "A Further Case for
" Journal of Farm Economics

Unregul a ted
47 (November,
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argument does not apply to entrants to the market who tend to over-

estimate their revenues. However, Miklius and Deloach argue that

given a learning function revenues will be correct'ly projected and

rather than leading to destructive competition will lead to a joint

supply equil ibrium:

"... a trucker would not undertake a trip unless his
expected revenue for the round trip woulä at least equal
expected cost. The revenue from the first 'leg of the
trip is usually known at the start of the round trip
(as in the case of an offer from a shipper); the räturn
trip, however, fray yield various amounts (including zero),
each amount being associated with some probability.
Since a trucker is faced with a probability function of
revenue on his return trip his realized revenue on any
particular trip may not cover his variable (out-of-pocket)
costs" Thus, the situation described by Nicholson ímpìies
a continuing error in estimating return trip revenue. Al-
though occasional errors will be made, learning is expected
to eliminate the source of error whìch would cause truckers
to continuaily over-estimate their return trip revenue. in
the long, run, market entry and exit of firms has to be re-
lied upon for the movement toward joint supply equilibrium,,.

However, assuming the existence of some indivisible costs and

net traffic is imbalanced, if aìl carriers do not allocate these

indivisible costs in the same manner the'long run adjustment to a

joint supply equilibrium postulated by Miklius and Deloach may not

occur.

The dynamic process of shifting demand may make it difficult
to achieve a joint supply equilibrium or to learn from past mistakes.

]W. l¡iklius and D.B. Deloach, op. cit., p. 937. It should be
noted that Nicholson argued that the carrier would indeed
know his round trip expenses and would have no incentive to
begin a round trip if he did not expect to cover his variable
costs. However, Nicholson argued that in general, the excess
capacity generated by the back-haul would tend to depress
rates. Cf. Howai.d E. Nicholson, "Motor Carrier Rates and
Minimum Rate Regulation" The Quarterly Journal of Eç_onomics
72 (February, 1958] , pp. ]ffi-
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For example, the demand for transportation in one direction onìy may

causä a irigh rate to be charged t0 cover the round-trip costs. If,
a low rate will stimulate demand in the opposite direction it may be

offered up to the point where any unutilized capacity is absorbed. If
the high-rated freight should cease to move the low-rated commodity

will be forced to pay a higher rate or not move at atl.l Such a rate

structure tends to be unstable as competition forces low rated traffic
to become the main source upon which full costs must be recovered.

The concern about the effects of destructive competition played

an important role in the emergence of motor carrier regulation" Pre-

sently, the same concern is used to attempt to díssuade policy maker

from pursuing deregulatory practices. It is clear that a prime force

for motor carrier regulation came from the railroads which were adversly

affected by motor carrier competition. It may be argues that the con-

tinuing railway crisis p'lays an important part in the continuation of

motor carrier regu'lation.2

Apart from the limited information on destructive competition

in the 1930's there are some additional sources of information which

ì'John C" Spychalski, op. cit., p. 13. Spychalski's article is
one of the first which discusses the possible effects of market
power on the buyers side of the market. Concessions to power-
ful shippers may take the form of price discrimination. t^lhile
little is known about the incidence of buyer concentration in
motor transport, and given it is inherently difficult to control
because of the possibilities of product differentiation, the net
effect may be to reinforce a move to a generaì rate level that
may not cover total costs, especially if there Ís a large fixed
and joint cost segment. In addition, buyer concentration may

.cause radical shifts in demand for carriers.

2'Cf. George Stigler, "Theory of Regu'lation", Bell Journal of
Economics and Management Science, 2 (Spring TtTlT; pp. æT.

ifecùs'of iegulalioh' is to al low
outsíders to exert a powerful influence on the industry"
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shed some light on the topic. If the motor carrier industry were

unstable one would expect that the rate of business failure would

be greater for motor camjer than either the national average or the

failure rate for firms with similar economic characteristics"

Mclachlan argued that "... on the basis of (a) limited amount of

information the failure of trucking and warehousing does not appear

to be any worse that that of two other compatible Canadian industries".l

McLachlan's analysis does not answer the question since regulation,

if effective, wou'ld presumably restrict entry and reduce the rate

of business failure.

The fact that Canada has a variety of regulatory schemes would

allow one to test whether an unregulated province like Alberta has a

significantly higher rate of motor carrier failures than a regulated

province such as 0ntario. Bailie attempted this type of analysis and

his results suggest that the number of bankruptcies do not seem to

be related to provincial regu'lationnhowever the causes of bankruptcy
,

are related.- 0f the 2066 bankruptcies from .l950-197? in Canada

Alberta had 166 as compared to 710 in 0ntario and 957 in Quebec. How-
I

ever, because Bailie did not have data on the total number of firms by

province per year nor the entry and exit per year" Hence, Bailies does

not generate a rate of failure.

in terms of causes of bankruptcy, Bailie noted that about l3

lO.t. Mclachlan, "Canadian Trucking Reguìations" The Logistics
and Transportation Review 8 (1972), pp. 59-81.

2¿. Gerald Baiìie, Trucking BankruptcÍes in Canada 1950-1972,
(0ttawa: Transpor
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percent of bankruptc'ies in Alberta were due to "undue low rates and

excessive competition" whereas this reason was stated on:ly 9.ì per-

cent for all of Canada. Unfortunately, these data were obtained from

bankruptcy forms and the bankrupt were asked to state the reasons

for the business failure. The responses may have been conditfoned

by the prevailing regulation. For example, 'low rates and excessive

competition were cited in 13 percent of the cases, as opposed to

about 6 percent for Ontario and Quebec. However, "lack of work" was

cited ín about 13 percent of cases in Alberta as opposed to 22 per-

cent for Ontario and 29 percent in Quebec. A priori, one would expect

that any excess capacity in A]berta would be ref'lected in one or both

of these reasons. The fact that the resu'lts of Alberta stand out

against those of 0ntario and Quebec in terms of the relative importance

of "competition" and "lack of work" suggests that the Alberta results

may be biased.

The Australian experience with de-regulating motor carriers

indicated that "...instabiìity and destructive and wasteful competition

so frequentìy forcast by established road haulage interests as the

inevitable outcome of free entry have not been apparent".l There was

a period of intense competition immediate'ly following de-r.egulation

which was damped by labour and highway weight limit reguìation. That

is, "oo. a combination of economic attrition and the stricter enforce-

ment of load limits and driving-hour regulations slowly weeded out

the weak, so that by late 1957, a state of uneasy equilibrium had been

I
'stewart Joy, "Unreguìated Road Haulage: The Australian
Experience", Oxford Economic Papers (July, .l964), p. 275.
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attai ned" .1

Joy noted that the basis of the industry in the individual

owner-driver, operating as a subcontractor for larger firms. He

noted that a smal'l group of nation-wide haulers offering comprehen-

sive service from smalls and parcels to full loads operated between

a'l I state capi tal s .

"The reasons for the si ze of these particular firms that
they either grew out of already well-established local
cartage firms, or as new entrants their management was
adequate for the period of growth of the firm . ". and
they offer compreliensive service in the parcels anil
smalls field..... t^lith their own fleets and access to a
large number of subcontractors, many of whom prefer to
work exclusively for them because of regular work and
reliable payment, the larger firms can command higher
rates from shippers than can owner-drivers having only
a limited number of vehicles and customers. Such higher
rates include a premium for the larger firms ability to
handle a widely f'luctuating voìume of traffic from each
shipper". 2

Joy comments on the importance of terminals in LTL traffic:

"The growth of a few lar:ger firms, once they have crossed
over some as-yet-unmeasured threshold of capital for
terminals, or of turnover, is evidence of economíes of
scale, not in road haulage but in parcels and smalls group-
age and agency functions. Two separab'le products are in-
volved, 'terninal' operations, and the line haul, which
i s predom:inantìy purchased who'l esal e from subcontractors ". 3

Joy also noted that de-regulation of motor carrier did not

cause the demise of railways. In fact, motor carrier de-regulation

forced the rai'lways to become more efficient by standardÍzing equip-

ment and specializing in line-haul (tfrat is moving out of LCL operations).

Itura. , ?76-277. The results
and hours of operations may
these non-economic forms of
economi c reguì ati on.

of the enforcement of load limits
be interpreted to suggest that
rhegulation are substitutes for

?-!Þj4. , o. z7s .

tJo*., o. z7g.
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[,lhi]e some care must be applied in relating these outcomes to

the Canadian environment it seems safe to say that the Australian

experience conforms to the relationships between output and structure

described in the previous chapters. 0n the other hand one could

argue that the continued growth of large firns (with the subcontract-

ors absorbing fluctuations in demand) may be more cause for concern

than destructive competition.

As tlestfield has pointed out "... if the social optimum ...
described by the price-marginal cost equality could be brought into

being by a costless restructuring of the regulated industry into one

behaving like a competitive industry, then the social choice is
'l

trivial".' However, if pure competition or its simulation are not

viable alternatives to the regulated status quo and the outcome is

o1igopoly "... it is not a valid proposition that the entry of firms,

threats of entry, and oligopolistic rivalry wiì1 be an improvement

over regul ated monopo1y".2

Summary

This chapter discussed the prerequisites of destructive competition,

examined the historial record in Canada of dèstructive competition, and

reviewed the literature concerning the stability of motor carrier

operations in the absence of regu'lation.

Some doubt was cast upon the appropriate definition of dèstruction

lfr.à M. hJestfield, "Methodology of Evaluating Economic Regula-
tion" American Economic Review - Papers and Proceedings, (May,
1e71),

2toi ¿. , P. 211
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competition. It was argued that whiìe destructive competition may

have occurred in the motor transport industry during the depression

era the rnode nrost seriously affected by motor carrier competition was

the railroads. In the period of declining demand and substantial

excess capacity the railroads, with their very high fixed costs, felt
the blunt of motor carrier competition.

However, drawing upon conclusions arrived at in Chapter IV and

Chapter V Ít was argued that at present a greater propensity for

ddstructive competition may ex'ist. That is, due to the present im-

portance of fixed costs to tota'l costs and the development of terminal

systems, which are composed of'long-lived, relativeìy immobile assets,

that free entry to po'ints on a system may result in destructive com-

petition. In addition, it was argued that the conventionaì argument

concerning the stabiìity of motor transport may be questioned. The

increase in importance of fíxed costs p'lus the indivisibility of

certain costs suggested that the stable equilibrium may not be attaíned.

Studies which attempted to assess the stability characterístics

of non-regulated motor transport were reviewed. No firm conclusions

could be drawn from Canadian research on the rate of bankruptcy

between reguìated and non-reguìated jurîsdictions. A review of the

effects of de-regulation of motor carriers in Australia lends some

tentative support to the arguments developed in Chapters IV and V.

That ís, the industry became highly concentrated in the LTL short-

haul extensíve geographic coverage markets due to economics of scale

of LTL operation.

It was noted that immediately after de-regulatl'on in Australia

there v'ras a period of intense competition which was brought under
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control by load limit regisìation and controì of hours of operatíon.

This suggested that some of the so called forms of non-economic re-

gulation may be substituable for economic regu'lation. It was assumed

that in spite of free entry smaller firms would not attempt to capture

particular markets in a system in the face of consumer demand for the

LTL service and the existence of economies of scale. However, due

to the lack of information about the Australian experience it was felt
that caution must be exercised in any attempt to generalize from this

situation.
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CHAPTER VII

Measuring The Effects of Regulation

I ntroducti on

This chapter wil'l examine two important studies which attempt

to measure the effects of regu'lation on rate levels. The method-

oìogy employed is to isolate the effects of regu'lation on fate levels

for regulated Canadían carriers by means of multiple regressíon

analysis.

The implicit assumption in both of these studies is that the

market structure of camiers in non-regulated jurisdictions is in-

herently competitive and wou'ld lead to acceptabìe conduct and per-

formance. Jurisdictions which regulate entry and rates increase or

sustain the economic power of the industry. In short, reguìated

jurisdictions produce or sanction cartels.'

The differing regu'latory environments in Canada would seem to

present an ideal opportunity to test this hypothesis. It must be

assumed that the structure of the motor carrier industry is suffi-

ciently homogeneous across all provinces so as to allow for meaning-

ful comparisons.

In essence, these studies attempt to assess the effects of

structure on performance. This methodology may be seen as an

extension of the producer protection hypothesis. This hypothesis

assumes that given an assumed competitive structure any non-com-

petitive behavior and performance is sufficient to argue that regu-

lation has altered the competitive structure.

In this chapter the producer protection hypothesis is reviewed
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and two of the nþre important studies on rate effects of regulation

are discussed in detai'|. Whereas Chapters I to 6 examined the

conventional arguments of structure to behavior, this Chapter 7

will examine the relationship between structure and performance.

The Producer Protection Hypothesis

In the foilowing section two of the more important studies

on the effects of regulation are examined" These studies were

selected because they are representative of a common technique used

to evaluate regulation. That is, that rates of regulated motor

carriers are significantly higher than rates of unregulated motor

carriers. In essence, what these studies attempt to do is to
evaluate the performance of regulated motor carriers.

Performance is a multi-dimensional concept in industria'l

organization theory. Stated in simple terms performance is an

appraisal of the divergence between actual and potentiaì performance

indicators. As Bain has noted" . (it) is the crucial indicator

of how wel'l the market activity of the firm has contributed to

generaì materi al we1 fare" .l

Economists studying unregulated industries seem to have

reached a reasonable degree of agreement on the major dimensions of

industrial performance. Caves summarized these dimensions as

fo] ì ows :

lJoe Bain, Industrial Organization, 2nd ed., (New York:
John Wiley " 372"
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"The amount of resources in an industry should be just' large enough that the marginar varue ór iti orlpui---
equals marginal cost. This basic condition foi^
proper resource allocation we normally test by
examining rates of return. Resources within a
sector of the economy should be combined effi_
ciently, with plants large enough to exhaust
economies of scale, technology,-and with input com-
bi nations chosen optimal'ly, ãna hori zontal ändvertical integration pushed far enough to exhaust
economies in these directions. Enough resources
(and no rygfe) should be devoted to sáies promotion
and providing information to consumers. Ênough re_
sources (and no less) should be devoted to thõ
pgrsq!t of innovations in products and technology.
Fina.lly, some would add performance tests reìatiirgto the adaptability of an industry,s market price
and investment rate to national góats of stabilizing
Q[ployment,_promoting growth, anã avoiding in-flation". 1

0nce regu'lation has been introduced to an industry the anaìysis

of performance takes a slightly different form. The emphasis shifts
to an analysis on the effects of regulation on performance. Hence,

". the appraisal of direct reguration of an Índustry depends on

measuring the differences between going market performance under

regulation and its potential performance under some different regula-

tory standard or alternative system.of social control,,.2 Though this
pojnt is impìicit in many of the analyses of regulated industries, it
is rarely made explicìt.

This point of view requires that the structure, conduct, pêp-

formance paradigm existing under one state of affairs may be compared

lRichard t. caves, "Direct Regulation and Market performance in
the American Economy", American Econo¡Lic Review - papers and
Proceedings, 54 (May lgffi

2lui¿., p. r73.
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with the theoretical or actual paradigm under another state of affairs.
Industrial organization economÍsts have long recognized that it is

difficult to evaluate performance given any particular structure and

conduct situation.l Yet many are wiìling to compare differential
performance indicators and argue that any differences between the two

must be due to regulation and reguìation alone.

The willingness to make these types of analyses is a function

of the strength of the belief that the structure of motor transport

is inherentìy competitive. Though not usua'lly stated, the argu-

ments concerning regulation and performance may be framed as a

variant of the producer protection hypothesis.2 The essence of

this hypothesis is that the actual effect of regulation is to in-

crease or sustain the economic power of an industry; in short,

to produce or sanction a cartel.

As stated by Jordan one would expect to find, inter alia;

such thing as ". increasing prices, promoting price discrim-

ination, reducing or preventing entry of rival firms, and increasing

jndustry profits".3

lCt. Rlamrin Philìips, "structure Conduct and Performance -
and Performance, Conduct, and Structure" in J. I'1. Markham and
C. F. Papenek, eds., IndustrÍal 0rganization and Economic
Development, (New Yor g.
"l^le can neither predict market performance from market struc-
ture, nor can we tell from structure alone how competitive
the processes of the market are".

2Cf. Wiltiam A. Jordan, "Producer Protection, Prior Market
Structure, and the Effects of Government Regu'lation",
Journal of Law and Economics l5 (April 1972), ppp. l5l-176"

3Ibid., p.r53.
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One impìication of this hypothesis is that it is regulatÍon

per se and not the form of regulation which creates the cartel con-

ditions. Economists which have attempted to isolate some regu'latory

effects find themselves using the same piece of evÍdence to support

different arguments. For exampìe, Snow argues that the capitalized

scarcity value of operating rights ís a function of rate regulation

and then proceeds to argue that the value of operating rights are

proof that entry control increased rates.l

Another implication of this hypothesis is that the fact that

higher prices, higher profits, and price dÍscrimination exist is

taken as proof that there is a cartel. General'ly speaking, there

is a body of research which tends to support the view of higher

prices, etc. However, the results are by no means conclusive

because of comparabi I i ty prob'lems .

Evidence for the high price argument stems from research into

the "before" and "after" rates for poultry (fresh and frozen) and

fruits and vegetables as a result of placing these items in the

exempt commodity category. A U.S. Department of Agriculture Study

found that rates dropped by 35 per cent on fruits and vegetables and
o

service improved.' However, it is generalìy agreed that these

lJohn I,,l. Snow, "The Problem of Motor Carrier Regulation and the
Ford Administration's Pr:oposal for Reform" in Paul [,1" MacAvoy
and John l^1. Snow, eds., Regu'lation of Entry and Pricing in
Truck Transportation, (l^la e

@.3-23
2James R. Snitzler and Robert J. Byrne, Interstate Trucki
Fresh and Frozen Poultry under Aqricultura on,u.

r oï Agrrculture,
224, l(arch 1958.

ting Researc
t

OIlr MRR.
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results must be interpreted with caution since the characteristics

of the shipment and equipment changed.

Second, the fact that motor carrier operating rights,have a

scarcity value is taken as proof that rates are too h'igh. That is,
the fact that these operatÍng permits have value is evidence that

they are generating monopoiy rents.l

Third, the increasing importance of private motor carriage

is taken to be an important indicator that prices are too high"

This is considered to be a potent argument sÍnce private carriers

are not aìlowed to generate back-haul traffic.2 However, steussey

argues that despite the importance of regulatory cost differences for
for-hire and private carriérs 1t is the nature of transport service

that makes private carriage more attractive than for-hire.3

The fact that motor carriers price discriminate has also been

the subject of research.4 For example, high valued goods are charged

higher rates than low valued goods - even though the transportation

and handling characteristics would be virtualìy identical.5 However,

lCf. Jur.s C. Miller, "special Discussants Comments" in
lrogçedings of a Workshop on Motor Camier Regulation

), pp. 
:

290-293 and sources cited therein.
ZCt. Drake Sheahan and Stewart Douga'll, Private Caryiage
Motivation and Impact of Rural Locationffigton,

of Transportatioñ,
r e75) 

!?:
'Dwight Steussy, "The Economic Determinants of Private Trucking" !:

(Ph.D. dissertation, George l¡lashington University, .l973).

4Josephine 01son, "Price Discrimination by Regulated Motor
Carriers, American Econonic Review (June, 1972), pp.345-402.

5John 
l^1. Snow, op. cit., p. lB.
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Roberts and Simmie have argued that "price discrimination is a líkely
outcome under either regulation or de-regu'lation. ". certain1y

an unregulated carrier would be in a positÍon to attempt price dis-

crimination, especially in markets where rail competition is not a

factor. "l

Given these rather limited examples of the effects of regula-

tion and their bearing on either structure or conduct it is necessary

to examine a: performance indicator. The available research has not

been ab'le to find that these effects are manifest in the rate of

return. That is, one finds no excess profits. For example,

Jordan noted ". all-in-all it is clear that regulated industries

. are not assured of profits."2 Mclachlan noted ,,. it
would appear that by far the largest proportion of the evidence in-

dicates that truckers'profits have been much the same under com-
t,

petition or reguìation".3

The implications of thÍs resuìt may be interpreted as follows.

If there are no differences in the rate of return between reguìated

and unregulated carriers, and if it may be shown that rates are

higher for regulated than unregulated carriers, then costs for

regulated camiers must be higher. l¡lhile Snow would place the blame

lJohn Roberts and Peter Simmie, "Profits Price Discrimination and
Entry: The Motor Carrier Industry in Differing Regulatory
Environments" in Proceeding: of a l,lorkshop on Motor Carrier
Regulation, op. ci

2william A. Jordan, op. cit., p. 175.

30. L. Mclachlan, "Canadian Trucking Regulations" The Logistics
and Transportation Review, 8 (1972), pp. 59-81.
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for these higher costs clear'ly on regulation the fact remains that

there are other sources for these higher costs such as higher fnput

compensation, or relatively more x-inefficiency, or over-service"

If costs are increased due to reguiation then ". such

costs are dead losses to the economy, no matter what other alloca-

tions exist, since it is a'lways desirable to expend as few resources

as possible in providing a service. Any saving can geneiate addi-

tional goods and hence is preferable in terms of Paretian optimality.

Second-best considerations do not hold here, for, as Mishan has

pointed out, it is always desirable to eliminate imperfections that

lead to smaller output,"l The regulatory effects in questíon here

relate to licenses which restrict the commodity carried or the routes

and tend to result in the underutilization of capacity.

In the light of the above discussion the Canadian case takes

on special importance. As Maister has pointed out: '

"0pportunities to trace the impact of de-regulation
are few and far between, and, independent of the
methodological problems of resolving whether this
has been 'good' or 'bad', the generalÍzation of
the results of such experience is complicated by
the fact that most of them have taken place in
foreign countries, with specific industry struc-
tures, competitive conditions, and institutional
framework, or have occumed in high.ly specialized
areas of the trucking industry (for example, agri-
cultural movements in the United States and dump-
truck operations in the province of Ontario in
Canada ". 2

lTho*u, G. Moore, "De=regu.Iating Surface Freight Transportation"
in Almarin Phiì1ips, ed., Promoting Competition in Regulated
Markets . (Washington, 0.C ) ,
pp.57-59. It should be noted that service competition may yieìd
benefits to shippers and hence the benefits must be subtracted
from the Tosses.

2David H. Maister, "Regulation and the Level of Trucking Rates
in Canada" in Proceedings of a Wor
Regulation, op@
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0f the empirical analyses cited in the motor carier regulatory

debates, the canadian case is unique in being based primarily on

cross-sectional analys,is as opposed to time series analysis. This

avoids the problem of changes in market conditions and other ex-

ogeneous factors during the period of analysis. In addition, the

canadian case is of particular interest to the united states, since

of all countries, its economy and motor carrier industry bear the

cìosest resembleance to those of the United States"l

The Sloss Study

One of the more important studies on the effects of regulation,

surely one of the most quoted, is the analysis of rates carried out
I

by James Sloss.' Sloss attempted to measure the rate effects asso-

ciated with the provincial regulation of the motor transport industry.

He felt that "province-to-province differences in regulation in Canada

produce statistical information on the for-hire motor truck industry

making it possible.to estimate the rate levels associated with parti-

cular degree.s of regulation".3 The anaìysis was extended to the

for-hire industry in the united states and suggested that the same

conditions may account for ìncreased motor freight charges of some

$300 million per year.

lIbid., p. r99.

2Jur., Sloss, "Regulation of Motor
Quantitative Evaluation of Policy,'
and Management Science I (Autumn,

tl-þj-o .-, p. 327 .

Freight Transportation: A
Thê Be'll Journal of Economics

I
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Sloss examined the motor transport regu'lation which existed in

the ten provinces over the period'1958-1963 and classified them into

two groups:

Regulated Unregul ated
British Columbia Alberta
Saskatchewan Ontario
Manitoba New Brunswick

Nova Scotia

Prince Edward Island
Newfoundl and

Dividíng the provinces into the regulated and unregulated

categories sloss proceeds to fit the following regression equation:

(1) Î = a + brX' + brLr+brX, + bOXO + bUXU + u

where:

i = Estimated average revenue per ton-mile for the years
1958-1963 for each province

Xl = Average length of haul

Xo = Average net weight per loaded vehicle¿-

X3 = Average fuel tax per ga11on

X, = Average license costs per truck or tractor per year
+

X5 = Average annual wage per employee

The regression equation was applied to intraprovincial and

extraprovincial and international trucking. His first attempt at

fitting this regression wa5 successfuì, however, he noted that "the

experimental trials portended generâlly successful results, subject,

however to certain modifications".l

1Ibid., p. 3sB.
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The modifications consisted of dropping Prince Edward Island

and Newfoundland from the analysis and shifting Quebec from the

regulated to the non-regu'lated category. Sloss justified these

changes on the following grounds:

"Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island were ex-
cluded from the model because of (l) tfre
relatively small size of their for-hire popula-
tions, (2) their insular locations, resutting in
unique transportation problems, (3) caution ex-
pressed in D.B.S. reports that estimates for
these provinces contained a ìarge degree of
sampling error, and (4) the impracticality of
prorating to these provinces a reasonably
accurate share of their costs and revenues when
published in consolidated form for the Atlantic
Provinces as a whole". 1

Sloss justified the change in classification of Quebec from

reguìated to unregu'lated on two grounds; first, that initial
analysis "produced results for this province which differed markedly

from a priori expectations and from results calculated,for other

provinces which had been classified as 'regulating"':2 Second,

that while the Quebec Transportation Board clearly had the power to

adjust rates and restrict entry Sloss noted that, "the Annual Reports

of the Quebec Transportation Board attest to the Board's adherence to

a policy of unusual liberality in its regulation of trucking, both

in rates and in permitting entry of new firms and expansion of service

by existing firms".3

Having made these modifications Sloss proceeds to fit the re-

gression and perform "residual ana'lysis". That is, rather than focus

I Ibi d. , p. 358.

'Io*, o. 340.

3tuia. , p. 340.
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on the significance of the independent variables he concerns hÍmself

with the coefficient of determination (n2) of the regression equation

and the distribution of the residuals.

The logic of the procedure is that the independent variables

are cost variables and since these variables ,'may not have been,

themselves, affected by regulation,,l the effects of reguìation would

be absorbed by the error term. Therefore, sloss identifies the

residuals for the regulated and non-regulated provÍnces and uses a

"t-test" to test for significant differences in the means of the two

groups of residuaìs. Given the possibility that the two groups of
residuals are not distributed normally sloss used a non-parametric

chi-square test (a 2 x 2 contigency table) to compare the observed

frequency of the residuals and the expected frequency. Sloss ex-

pected the residuals from the reguìated provices to be positive,

above the regression 'line, and the residuals from the unregulated

provinces to be negative, below the regression line.

He fitted the regression using the intra-provincial data onìy:

Ø î = 9.7691 - .01 oz\- .777sxz+ .1983x,

(.0056) (.1807) (.0740)

- .0096x4+ .0021xu

(.ooze) (.ooo7)

RZ = .7241

Standard Error of Estimate = I .1661

n =48
The resul ts

that about 70% of

of fitting the regression equation above indícate

the variation in Íntra-provincail rates Ís explained

lIbid., p. 342.
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by the five independent variab'les. Though Sloss does not include

the "F" statistic, it is significant at the 5% 'level.

Before going on to examine the statistical results it is

necessary to discuss his methodology. S'loss admits that the

problems of identifying which provinces are regulated and which

are not. In fact, it may be argued that the classification is

based largely on a subjective evaluation. "In point of fact,

classification was anything but easy. Variations in the phrase-

ology of the provincial statutes, in combination with the diverse

interpretations and degrees of enforcement of these statutes by

the regulating author"ities, have made the allocation process quite
1judgmental".' Therefore, the shifting of provinces from the regu-

lated to the non-regulated category - such ex post alterations of

data are generai'ly considered to be suspect - may be excused to

some extent.

Sloss has used the technique of residual analysis in a

rather special lvay. This technique is usually applied to deter-

mine if the residuals of a regrqssion are normal]y distributed. How-

ever, Sloss uses the technique to argue that the unexplained varia-

tion is in fact a proxy for regulation and that the pattern of the

residua'ls reveals certain facts about the costs of regulation.

For example, Sloss assigned the residuals to the regulated

and non-regulated categories, calculated the means of the residuals

for the two groups, and used a "t-test" to indicate that there was

1 Ibid., p. 334.

t' t.'
L.
i ':r'
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a significant difference in the means. The residuals were placed in

a 2 x 2 contingency table (with "reguìated" and "non-regulated"
+-

classifications on the vertical axis and "t'" and ',-', on the hori-

zontal axis) which produced a 4 cell matrix. He carried out a

chi-square test and found that the calculated chi-square was signi-
ficantly different from zero at the 2% level. Therfore, he argued,

"this pattern of residuals is assumed to have followed from signifi-
cantly higher prices in the regulated provinces,,.l

;Given a difference of .8612 cents per ton-mile in the means

oftheresidualsS1ossarguedthatwhendifferenceismu]tip1iedby

the number of ton-mi'les the transportation cost savings that could

have been achieved over the time period were ín the order of $lo

million per annum.

Though Sloss's use of residual anaTysis has some merit, the

fact remains that the error term represents all influences not

specified as independent variables. Therefore, factors such as

geographiccharacteristicS'commoditymix,1oadcharacteristicssuch

as TL and LTL traffic, regulatory features other than entry and rate
'

regulation (for example, weight restrictions), etc. are included" :.

Slossdoesnotdiscussthefeaturesofequation(2),however,

there are some unusual results. For example, the coefficient of

variable XO (the average annuaì license cost) is negativeìy related

to the average rate per ton-mile. A priori, one would expect . 
i,,

positìve relatíonship. Furthermore, the fact that the simpìe

lroia., p. 344.
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correlation coefficient between average annual license costs and

average annual wage per employee is greater than the R2 value. Klien

has argued that such an occurrence may indicate harmful multi-col-
'linearity. Harmful multi-cottínearity may be defined as that which

causes the signs of the independent variables ;to change. The

negative sign for xo may be due to multi-collinearity, however, since

this is not an important variable (the simple correlation between XO

and the average rate per ton-miles is -.2t4) further tests are re-
qui red.

In addition, the variab'le x., (the average Tength of haul ) is
insigníficant. The implication that the length of haul is not

related to the average rate per ton-mile is indeed surprisíng. A
priori, one would expect a strong relationship. In fact, one could

expect a negative relationship to account for a distance taper.

Sloss proceeded to fit regression (1) using inter-provinêial

data. Though the R2 was high the pattern of the residuals did not

indicate any excess revenue per ton-mÌle attributable to regulation.

That iso there was no significant differrence in the means of the

residuals from regulated and unreguìated provinces. l,lhen the intra-
provincial data was pooled with inter-provincial (including inter-
national traffic) data the results found for regression equation (2)

held"

One feature of the consotidated fit is that the variabte x,

(average ìength of haut) has a negative sign, however, the co-

efficient is insignifícant. In all three regressions variable xo

(average annual license fee per year) retains the negative sign.

From the consolidated data stoss finds a difference in the
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residuals of.6929 cents per ton-mile which translated ínto $.l6 mil'lion

per year of excess revenues of rates per ton-mile.

Though Sloss did not explicit]y attempt to rerate the pattern

of residuals for inter-provincial trucking to the price coordinating

effects of rate or tariff bureaus he stated that "these organizations

. were conceptually in a position to enforce a measure of control

over prices of their own. This control may or may not have re-

placed or enhanced the effects of regulation.l

Following his analysis of the canadían motor transport in-

dustry Sloss applied his analysis to the u.S. usÍng an Interstate

Commerce Commission annual statistical serfes for .l958 
through '1963

which applied to motor carriers, Sloss consolidated geographic

regions for class I and class II carriers. Since no comparabìe

u.s. data were available regarding fueì taxes this variable was

dropped from the regression equation.

The equation for the U.S yielded:

(3) Y = 20.0607 - .0l66xl - 1.4081X2* .0032X4 +.004XU

(.0021) ("1667) (.0006) (.ooo2)

The re-estimated equatíon for Canada, grouping all traffic, but

excluding the fuel tax variable was:

(g) v = 14.8294 -.0067X1 - .6331X2 - .0058X4 +.0006Xu

(.0027) (.r47] ) (.0025) (.0006)

Sloss felt that "a moderately cìose resemblance between the

signs and coefficient values in the two equations is obvious; on'ly

I Ibid. , p. 354.
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the signs for the variable (x4), average annual license costs, were

in disagreement'l.l All the coefficients in each equation were

significant except for XU the average annual v,rage per empìoyee

sloss proceeded to combine the u.s. and canadían data and

fitted the regression again.

Thi s resul ted i n the fol'lowi ng:

(5) Y 14.7933 - .0095X.1 - .8221X, + .0004X4 + .0004XU

(.oors¡ (.o8o8) (.ooo5) (.ooo1 )

R2 = .7406

Standard Error of Estimate 1.0374

n = 102

The residuals were allocated b-etween regulated and non:regulated

sectors: the three canadian provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan,

and British Columbia, as well as the entire geographic regions of

the u.s. fell into the regulated sector. The non-regulated sector

was composed of the five Canadian provinces of Nova Scotia, New

Brunswick, Quebec, 0ntario, and Alberta

The "t-test" indicated that the means of the residuais were

significantly different. The chi-square test, which although not

as conc'lusive as the outcome of the "t-test" was within the range of

statistical signifícance. Therefore, Sloss conc'luded that "revenues

per ton-mile received by U.S. and Canadian regulated freight haulers

were .045 cents per ton-mile greater than those of Canadian un-

reguìated trucking firms during the 1958-19þ3 period".2 Furthermore,

lIbid., p. 349.

'Io*, o. 350.

t.; :.
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sloss ca]culated that approximately 9348 mi.I'lion per year could have

been saved over the period by one method of calculation and $361

million per year another.

This section of sloss's study has been subject to the most

widespread, and justifiable, criticism. First, Sloss does not

compare statistically equations (3) and (4). In some

sense this is understandable since he is not interested in the co-

efficients as much as the residuals. However, it is inappropriate

for Sloss to argue comespondence without further testing (such as

Chow test, for example).

The attempt to reconcile the difference in the equations yields

some interesting results. For example, a table comparing the

canadian and u.s. data indicates that the average revenue per ton-

mile in canada is higher than the u.s. This Ís true despite the

fact that the data indicates that the average annual wage per

employee and the average annual license fee are twice as large in

the u.s. as compared to canada. sloss does note that the average

length of haul (which was found to be insignificant in equation (2))

is much shorter in Canada (about hatf) compared to the U.S. The

implication of these results is that profit margins are much higher

in canada than in the u.S. Therefore, the implication is that lower

rates or lower revenues per ton-mile stemming from de-reguìation would

be based on a reduction in these operating costs.l
lCf. Jur.s E. Annabìe, Jr., "The ICC, the IBT, and the Carteli-
zation of the American Trucking Industry" The Quarterly Review
of Economics and Business 13 (Summer, lþz¡ffie

plication of its suþerior bargaining
strength the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT) has
been able to expropriate excess profits which accrue to "the
trucking carteì " produced by the Interstate Conrnerce Conrmission
(ICC) and the IBT.
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t,litliamsl felt that there was a possibility of a curvilinear

relationship, especiaìly if Alberta were excluded from the analysis.

If in fact the true relationship is curvilinear the R2 values wìll
increase and residuals witl decrease.

Furthermore, [,li ] I i ams argued that the sampl e upon whi ch sl oss , s

analysis was based may have simply overstated Alberta's ton-mi'les and

driven the revenue per ton-mile downward. l,liltiams argued that

"while Alberta has only l3 to t4 per cent of total Canadian revenues

and expenses it has 18 per cent of vehicle mï'les and 20 per cent of

the ton-miles. The ton-miles per vehicle-mile for canada stand at

7.7 and for Alberta they are 8.3. But the cost of a vehicle-mile

for canada is 28 2/3 cents while it is only 20 2/3 cents for Alberta.

To coin a phrase something smel1s badly in the pr.ovince of Alberta

" Furthermore, A'lberta's residual is -9. The totar for the

unregulated according to Mr. Sloss ¡s 9*.2

Fi nal ly, l^li 1 I i ams argues that sl oss f i gured average 'load i n

Canada by dividing net ton-mìles by'loaded vehicle-miles rather than

the total vehicle-miles that he used in the u.s. l¡lhen both sets

of data were standardized to total vehicle-miles for the u.S. and

Canada the corrected data dÍd not pass the chi-square test.

I'U.S. Congress, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Part 3 Transportation Act of 1972, Hearinqs, before a Sub-

, House of 
-Representatives, on H.R. 11824, H.R.78126, and H.R" llZ07"

92nd Cong., Znd sess., 1972, pp. 912-923. (Appendix A,
Harter Ì^1. l,Jilliams, "Measuring the Cost of Regulating Motor
Carriers or Through the Residual Jungle with Gun, Camera,
and Computer or Statistical Games People Pìay").

2-Ibid., p. 916.
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In conclusion, one may argue that while Sloss,s approach may

have some intuitive appeal it is seriously deficient. This chapter

has centered on the Sloss study in some detail for the simpte reason

that this study has had wide acceptance in the writings of other

academics.l Clearly, a great deal more work needs to be done on

the methodology.

The Maister Study

A recent study by Maister2 uses a somewhat more sophisticated

methodology to examine the variables which affect rates. Though

Maister did not intend to examine the effects of regulation per se,

it played an important part in his study. Furthermore, Maister

attempted to correct for some of the data probl ems that he feì t may

have affected Sloss's results. "The present study was motivated by

the complete revision of Statistics Canada data collection method-

ology, and by some serious questions which have been raised about

the validity of the previous Statistics Canada data upon which Sloss's,

Palmers', and Mclachlan's studies were based.3

lsee Thomas Gale Moore, "De-regulating Surface Freight Trans-
portation" in Promoting Competition Ín Regulated Markets, ed.
Atmarin Philli iution,
1975), pp. 55-98 and l,l. Bruce Allen and Edward B. Hymson,
"The Costs and Benefits of Surface Transport Regulation -
Another View", in Regulation of Entry and Pricing in Truck
l¡qnsportation, eds. Paul l^1. MacAvoy and John tl. Snow
lTãTñiñgEr', D.C.: American Enterpi'tse Institute for Public
Policy Research, 1977 ), pp. 93-.l15.

2David H. Maister, "An Ana'lysis of Trucking Rates in Canada,"
(Unpublished, 0ccasional Paper No. 11, The Center for
Transportation Studies, University of British Columbia, 1976).



In reference to the data Maister does not criticize the survey

methodology but notes that the data are limited in the universe they

purport to represent. For exampìe, the universe excludes carriers
earning less than $100,000 annuaily from íntercity carríage, strictìy
local carriers, unregulated for-hire or private carriers and those

domiciled outside canada. In addition, international traffic (u"s.-
canada) and local traffic were excruded from the survey, which con-

sfdered only intercity domestic traffic.l
usÍng the .l973 

For-Hire Survey2 luluister grouped and ordered

the data to obtain 70 observations (out of a potential 100) from

province-to-province pairs. That is, for each of the l0 provinces

he listed the total revenues, ton-miles, etc. in relation to every

other province. He classified the provinces into regulated and

non-regulated on the basis of rate regulation. since a'lì provinces

regulate entry into inter-provinciaì operatiorìS, and all but Alberta

into intra-provinciat operations, he felt it was not necessary to

create a variable for entry regulation.

Bri tish Col umbia

Using the data generated from

Regul ated

Prince Edward Island

Quebec

Saskatchewan

Mani toba

Non-regul ated

Newfoundl and

Nova Scotia
New Brunswick

0ntario
Al berta

the For-Hire Surv.ey Maister

I'Ibid., p. 3.

2-statistics canada, For-Hire Trucking Survey 1973, cataìogue
53-224



fitted the regression displayed on the fol lowing page. t^lhile the

definitíons of most of the explanatory variables are self-evident

some comment is required on the batance of traffic and commodity

mix variables. The balance of traffic varjable, while ímprecise,

allows Maister to test for the bulk-haul problem. That is, the

significance of the coefficient of this variable indicates that

rates are influenced by the imbaìance of originating and terminating

traffic. The commodity index variable is a compìex one. It is

based on the hypothesis that differences in the average rate per

ton-mile may be due to differences ín the types of co¡nrnodites

carried. The index was constructed using six commodity grouping

found in the For-Hire survey. These were: live animals, food,

feed, beverages, and tobacco; crude materials; fabricated

materials, and products, and generaì or unclassified freight.

For each traffic lane the percentage of tons of each com-

modigy group was calculated. A weighted average of these per-

centages was created, using the nationa'l average rate per ton-mÍle

for each group as weights. Then the weighted averages were divided

by the national average rate per ton-mile for all conrmodities.

Therefore, an index of greater than 100 would indicate a higher

than average rated mix of traffic.
Maister fitted the regression using a technique as "stepwise"

regression where variables enter or leave the equation according to

predetermined "F" statistics for the entire operation.

The results of the first regression were rather mixed. The

most important contribution to the R2 (24%) derived from traffic
terminating in P.rince Edward Island. Maister found that distance
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and conmodity mix contributed 11% and r6% respectively to the R2.

However, Maister felt that the first run clearly indicated that

Newfoundland and the Maritimes represented a special case since

it was shown that significantly higher rates existed for these

provinces. Nowhere in the analysis did reguìation (nor the

variables it was correlated with) appear as a significant variable

Furthermore, the variable which distinguished intra-provincial

from inter-provincial traffic did not appear as a significant

vari abl e.

Based on these initial results Maister decided to run the re-

gression again using the data for six provinces and excluding

Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island. 0nìy three variables

appeared to have a sngificant effect on rates at the .05 level:

distance (a fall of I cent for every increase of 1,000 miles)

commodity mix (a rise of .6 cents for every 10 point increase in

the indes), and traffic density (a rise 0f.07 cents for every in-

crease of a million tons.t wrriìe regulation did enter the re-

regression at one point in the analysis it was removed at a later

stage. However,the entry and subsequent removal of variables is a

normal procedure in stepwise regression. Once again variables such

as the intra-provincial dummy, and balance have either negiigibìe

or no effect.

1Ibid., p.
related to
be due to
percentage
which may

16. [,lhi1e one would expect rates to be negatively
traffic density the positive relatl'onship may

the fact that high density lanes may have a higher
of high rates LTL traffic than low density lanes

specialize in relatively low-rated TL traffic.
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Given the resuìts of the first run of the regression Maister

felt that the balance variable warranted further analysis. For

examp'le, traffic destined to Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and New

Brunswick bear premiums of 2.7,1.9, and I cent per ton-mile re-

spectively. However, rates out of Newfoundland bear a discount

of 2,3 cents per ton-mile making the difference in rates between

i nbound and outbound traffi c equal to about 5 cents.

Maister argued that this was a clear example of "backhaur"

pricing. contrary to expectations, the sign of the balance co-

efficient was negative suggesting that as the ra'tio of origìnating/

terminating tons gets'larger the originating rate dec'lines, which he

argues would tend to encourage even Hore originating traffic.
Since backhaul pricing couìd be revealed by either the

provincial dummies or the balance variable, Maister developed a new

dependent variable knows as the rate balance, which was the ratio

of the originating rate to the terminating rate. Furthermore, all
intra-provincial traffic was removed from the data base. A new

variable, commodity balance, was defined as the originating conrmodigy

mix (originating cornmodity mix/terminating commodity mix).

He fitted the regression which included the new variables and

found that commodity (mix) balance accounted for 40% of the variation

in rate balances and the Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island were

special cases. The balance variable accounted for a small but

significant percentage of explained variation and once again was

negative. As Maister points out an "explanation may be provided by

suggesting that the Canadian trucking industry has faiìed to utilize
backhaul pricing to correct imbalance of fìowsn and that the current
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imbalance is due to inefficient pricing structures. If correct, this
interpretation leads to the obvious recommendation that the trucking

industry should re-evaluate their pricing behaviour,,.l

In total, the results of his analysis show that the most

significant variables which explain variations in rates are the length

of haul and the commodity mix. Traffic to (and from) the MarÍtimes

and Newfoundland (particularly inbound to prince Edward Island)

appears to have rate significantly different from other traffic lanes.

The balance of traffic variable assumes importance only in relation

to the Maritimes and Newfound'land.

Furthermore, there seemed to be no significant differences

between intra-provincial and inter-provincial rates that could not be

accounted for by factors such as distance, density, and commodity mix.

Finally, the reguìation of rates did not appear to exp'laín any of the

variation in rate levels.

Some caution is order in the ínterpretation of the conclusion

regarding regulation. Maister does not elaborate the characteristics

of effective rate reguìation. Though he discounts the effect of entry

reguìation (which itself may or may not be effective) l,taister does not

include a variable for weight restrictions. In addition, Maister

could not disaggregate the data to obtain more homogeneous groupings

of carriers. His results may simpTy reflect the law of large

numbers

Maister has improved upon the methodology of anaìyzing factors

lIbid., p. r9.
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affecting rates. The fact that variations in rates were not system-

atically related to rate regulation may suggest that either rate

regulatíon is unimportant or that there is no underlying logic to

rate regulation. Furthermore, un] ike sìoss's concl usions, Maister

finds no "special cases" in the residuals. That is, the residuals

for Atberta do not stand out.

Maister may have encountered a multicol'linearfty problem since

on the complete data base the simple correlation coefficients for the

intra-provincial dummy and traffic density (originating tons); and,

reguìation and traffic terminating in Quebec are .561 and .56

spectively. Both of these va'lues are hïgher than the R2 of

For the reduced data base no simple correlation coefficients a

greater than the R2.

Given that the balance variable has a negative sign for the

total data base but is insignificant in the reduced data base one

may suspect mul tico1l inearity.

In 1977 l4aister produced a revised version of his paper in an

attempt to. bring better data to bear on the problem.Ï This study

will not be reviewed since the methodology was similar. However,

Maister's conclusions apply both to his previous work and that of

other economì sts.

". the ultimate conclusions of this paper
must be that: (1) litt'le confidence can be
held in the resu'lts of previous attempts to
apply regression techniques to detect the
leveì of regulation ìn Canada) (2) applying
these techniques to more recent (and re'liable)

re-

50.

re

lsee Dona'ld H. Maister, "Reguìation and the Level of Trucking
Rates in Canada" Proceedin.gs of a l¡lorkshop on Motor Carrier
Economic Regulation, op. cit., pp . 199-227.
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data suggest that there is no strong relation-
ship between rate regulation and the level of
trucking_rates in Canada, although because of
multicoìlinearity and omitted vañiables, this
cannot be consÍdered a definÍtive conclusion;(3) there is weak, but suggestive evidence that
there is no signil!cal! effect of entry regulation
on rates; and, finally, that the prõFTemð assoc-
iated with the application of regression techniques
to this problem are both numeroui and complex

. tl

In light of the preceeding chapters of the study perhaps the

operational phrase in the above quotation is "omitted variables".

All of the studies foundered in terms of model specification, that

is, they have attempted to measure the effect of regulation by em-

ploying a singìe regulatory criterion which grouped disparate regu-

latory structures. The alternative would have been to specify a

model with accounted for all non-homogeneities between provinces that

may be expected to have an effect on rates. However, even if such a

set of explanatory variables were available, a strong a priori argu-

ment could be developed for their exclusion. That is, most, if not

all, of these explanatory variables may interact with the regulatory

variable. The possibility of this interaction may make model

speci fication most difficul t.

Summary

The chapter examined the studies of Sloss and Maister which

attempted to compare rate levels between regulated and non-regulated

jurisdictions. Both studies assumed that regulation produced a

carteì situation and that hígher rates would obtain for carriers in
the regulated jurisdiction. In addition, they assumed comparabi'lity

of carriers across iurisdictions. In essence, the authors attempted
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to evaluate comparative performance on the basis of an assumed structure.

Neither of the two studies may be considered to have demon-

strated any sÍgnificant relationship between regulation and rates.

Apart from the data problems it may be inferred that the structures

of the motor carrier industry are too diverse and complex to allow

relatively simple techniques to capture the hypothesized relationship.

In spite of the theoretical, methodological, and empirical

probìems inherent in this approach it continues to have great appeal :

for policy makers. The notion that there is one kind of regulation

Ieading to a unique result has an intuitive appeal. However, without :

a detailed ana'lysis of comparative str:ucture and conduct, de-regulation

mayproduceresultsnotaccountedforinthesemodels.Forexample,

itisnotclearthatifcertainsegmentsoftheindustrybecamehighly

concentrated that this state of affairs is preferable to the regulated
lstatus quo.

l .- :..:
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CHAPTER ViII

Summary and ; Irnp'l icatiöns

Summary

The objective of this study was to questÍon the underìying

assumpt'ions of the conventional view concerning the structure of the

motor freight transport industry. The conventional argument concerning

motor transport is that the structure is ínherant'ly competitive and if
free of regulation the industry structure would conform to the competi-

tive modeì and reach a position of stable equilibrium. Two inter-

related methodolog'ies have been emp'loyed to support the conventional

argument. First, some authors have attempted to identify those struc-

tural conditions which, based on a priori theory and some emperical

evidence would lead to acceptable conduct and performance. Second,

authors have assessed the conduct and performance of carriers not

subject to reguìation with the conduct and performance of regulated

carri ers .

The analysis centered on intercity for-hire general freight

camiers. Based on Canadian data an industry profile was presented

which argued that this portion of the industry was the most important

in terrys of revenues generated and equ'ipment operated.

The underlying assumptions of the conventíonal view were questioned

within the framework of the two above-mentioned methodologies. The

conventional view is that motor transport exhibits 'low threshold cost

requirements, high factor mobility, and high variabiìity of cost with

respect to output and no significant economies of scale. Imp'licit in
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this view is that there are no tendencies toward undue concentration

or destructive competition.

It was argued that at the core of the conventional view was

the notion of output homogeneity. It was argued that motor carrier

output has many dímensions the most of important which are si ze of

shipment, length of haul, and extent of geographic coverage. These

continuous variables defined a spectrum of carriers which may be con-

sidered to constitute a series of sub-industries. The cross elastic'ity

of demand between these sub-industries was consÍdered to be low.

Given output heterogeneity on the demand síde, structural dif-
ferences across the spectrum of firms were exami'ned. These

structuraì differences were analyzed in relation to the elements of

the conventional argument.

Chapter III contained a profile of the motor transport industry.

This profile made reference to the importance of terminal facilities
as part of the structure of the firm; It was noted that terminals were

highiy correlated to revenue and that.the larger carriers tended to be

general freight carriers. The anaìytical significance of terminal :

operations was raised Ín Chapter IV. Thresho'ld costs were found to

be higher for LTL carriers than TL carriers because TL carriers did

not require extensive terminal facilities. Terminals were considered

to represent relatively immobile, long-ìíved assets. Hence, not only

were threshold costs higher but factor mobility reduced. The importance

of the terminal facilities was found to vary with the three dimensions

of output. It was concluded that these facilities would be most im-

protant for LTL short haul carriers with extensive geographic coverage.

A review of U.S. literature concluded that the ratio of fixed
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to total cost was increased for LTL carriers. In addition, apart from

the prevalence of joint and common costs, LTL terminal facilities were

subject to indivisibil ities.

A review of the literature in Chapter V concluded that as a

result of these structura'l differences economies of scale may exist

in the motor transport industry. Earlier studies were criticized for

assuming'that the output of the motor transport industry is homogeneous

and for employing reiatively unsophisticated methodo'logies. More

recent studies have compensated(to some degree)for these deficiencies

and found significant, but weak, economies of scale.

It was suggested that the s'ignificance of economies of sca'le would

vary with the size of shipment, length of haul, and extent of geographic

coverage. In particular, LTL carriers operating short haul routes with

extensive geographic networks were presumed to exhibit significant

economies of scale. The source of economies of scale was presumed to

be based on the extent of terminal operations.

In general, TL carriers seemed to conform to the convential view

of the motor carríer industry. This is due to the fact that these

carriers do not require a system of terminals, that fixed costs are

low, that the factors of production are highly mobile, and no economies

of scale are found to exist. Once the heterogeneous nature of LTL

carrier service was brought to 'light the conùentiona'l argument may

be questioned

The theory and historical record of destructive competition were

reviewed in Chapter VI. It was argued that the rise of regulation of

motor transport was due to the excessive competition felt by the rail-
roads from motor carrier expansion. It was argued that given the

¡

i.,l
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structural features discussed in the previous chapters that a pro-

pensity towards destructive competition may exist. That is, given

a relatively high ratio of fixed to variable cost in the short fun

and the presence of cost and asset indivisibilities, one might

expect rates which cover marginal costs but not average costs. A

down-turn in the activity of LTL carniers might produce such a result.

It was recognized that in the presence of economies of scale destructive

competition might arise. A firm may be operating a system¡ however,

entry of a lower fixed cost ffÍ.m;,,intent on capturing points of that
//

system,may give rise to destructive competitíon.

A review of the stability characteristics of the motor transport

industry in de-regulated jurisdictions v',as presented. Thought no firm

conclusions could be arrived at in reference to the rate of bankruptcy,

ít was argued that the Australian experience tended to support the

arguments developed in previous chapters. That is, increased concen-

tration emerged in the LTL portion of the market due to the economies

of scale of terminal operation. The ìiterature did not contain any

references to the emergence of destructive competition. It also

concluded that the TL long haul portion of the market tended to con-

form to the competitive model.

In conclusion, it was argued that the conventional view of motor

transport applies in the case of TL carriers but not in the case of

LTL operation. Both theory and fact suggest that the conventional

view is an inadequate base from which to frame a de-regulation po'licy.

Chapter VII reviewed two studies which attempted to measure the

effects of regulation on rate levels. It was argued that unlike the

previous analysis, which essentialìy related structure to behavior,
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these studies in effect related structure and performance. It was

concluded that both of these studies were deficient in terms of the

assumptions underlying the structure of motor transport as well as

being defÍcient in terms of the methodology employed. l,lhile the

arguments may have some intuitive appea'l the use of highly aggre-

gated data and inaccurate specification of regulatory variables did

not support the hypothesis. Maister found that regulation did not

seem to have an effect on the ìevel of rates. Any variance in rates

could be explained by commodity mix, distance, and density variables.

The conventional argument did not take into account the

heterogeneous nature of output of motor carriers. Differences in

structural characteristics across a spectrum of carriers indicated

that an alternative specification of structure would lead to be-

havior which did not conform to the competitive model. In addition,

this specification is supported tentatively by fact. Due to the

complex and diverse nature of motor carrier operations existing

studies have not been able to show that non-regulated carriers perform

di fferent'ly than regul ated carri ers .

Impl ications for Competition

Based on the information developed above it is useful to

hypothesize about the competitive responses that might be expected

in the absence of regulation.

The TL market appeared to in the npst competitive. These carriers

exhibit low threshold costs, factor mobility, low ratÍo of fixed cost

to total cost, and no apparent economies of scale. Therefore, this

market would seem to conform to the competitive model. These condi-
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tions wou'ld appear to hold over all lengths of haul and of geographic

coverage. The TL carriers would be subject to competition from rail
and private carriage. If the industry were de-regu'lated one would

expect a minimal Ímpact on these markets.

ïhe LTL markets do not conform to the competitive model. It
may be assumed that economies of scaTe are to be found in all LTL

market classifications. For the short haul limited geographic cover-

age carriers weak economies of scale may exist though threshoTd costs

may be assumed to be]ow because of the reduced need for termina'l

facilities. 0n the other hand, these carriers would have some dif-
ficulty in exiting the market. If the industry were de-regulated it
would seem likely that destructive competition would arise. Economies

of scale would not protect the firm from a competitor attempting to

capture points within the system. Since these carriers have terminals

it may be expected that time lag would exist in adjusting capacity to

demand

carriers which specialize in short haul-extensive coverage

operations would probabìy exhibit the most significant economies of

scale. This type of carrier would require an extensive system of

terminals which are híghìy immobile. One would expect to find re-

latively higher threshold costs for this market which may discourage

entry. However, the conrnents regarding the loss of points within a

system would hold here as well.

camiers which specia'lize in LTL long haul operations would

probab'ly have limited economies of scale. 0n the other hand, it
appears that these carriers would be the ìargest firms and the threshold

costs may be assumed to be quite high. These thrreshold costs would

probabìy discourage entry.

': -1,.' :ir :7::
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In conclusion, it may be argued that de-regulation of LTL

carrier would not produce results postulated by the compet'itive mode'|.

This is not to argue that regulatory reform is uncalled for. Though

the research has not been able to isolate the impact of regulation

on prices or profits, the available information suggest5 that regulation

significant'ly increases costs. There are many obvious' inequities and

ineffciencies in the granting of operating authorities that could be

corrected. A discussíon of this point ís best dealt with elsewhere.

Implications for Further Research

A great deal more research is required to expand upon the economic

characteristics of motor freight transport dÍscussed in this study.

Specifically, empirical research on threshold costs, economies of

scale, and cost indivisibilities is required in order to frame public

po'licy. The greatest impediment to meaningfui empirical research is

the lack of data. Recent efforts by Statistics Canada may alleviate

the probìem though the absence of reliable time series data will limit
1.,.,.t

the possible research. '

More work needs to be done on the refinement of product dimensions. ,,,1,

For example, the time aspects of service need to be incorporated into

the framework discussed in Chapter IV.

It is necessary to expand the definition of regu'lation" This may

have a number of dimensions. [,Iithin the context of economic regu'lation

(entry and rate control ) differences between de facto and de iure

regulation need to be discussed. Rather than classifying provinces

as regu'lating or non-regulating provinces it may be more appropriate
1'..,¡.11':..
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to argue that for those provinces that regulate motor transport there

are ranges of regulation. Furthermore, it ís cons'idered necessary to

examine aspects of non-economic regulation. Perhaps the most important

of these are the cost effects of differential weíght ìimits. Researchers

may find that the divergence between a "reguìated" industry and a

competitive industry may not be as'large as is general'ly assumed"

Though this study has examined certain structural characteristics

oftheindustryitwouldbedesir.abletocilose''Bain'sparadigm',.That

is,some effort should be made to incorporate conduct and performance 
,

into the analysis. 0nce this has been accompiished, a range regulatory 
i

reform options may become more clearly defined. To paraphrase l¡lest-

field the choice is not simp'ly regulation versus de-regulation. Rather,

the.questionbecomeSoneofhowtoremovesomeofthemoreobvious
:

inefficiencies and inequities caused by regu'lation. 0n the basis of
l

the issues djscussed in this study, it is not clear that the com- 
l

petitive benefits will follow de-regulation. ,
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APPENDIX A

ICC Motor Carrier Profile

In a recent paper on reguìatory reform opt'ions, Mr. Daniel 0'Neal

of the ICC prepared a profile of the industry.l He suggested that a

distinction between general commodity carriage and specia'lized carriage 
, ,

was basic to a program of regu'latory reform. The profile is as follows.

Specia'lized service (most of the .l6,000 certified carriers today

provide irregu'lar route, TL specialized service) accounts for about 
n,, ,,.,

two-thirds of the tonnage and about one-third of the revenue in the ';,;,,,'

regulated trucking industry and is characterized by: i,', i

- full truckload movements in single-line service;

- the use of specialized equipment (for example, tank vehicles,

refrigerated trailers, flat bed trailers);

- call-on-demand service; :

.corrrnodityrates(ratescoveringon1yoneartic]eorfami1yof
articles and often negot'iated with one shipper or group of 

l

ì

similarly situated shippers); 
l

- operating authorities limited to specific commodities and allow- 
,

ing operations over irregular routes l,',, ,,

General commodity or dry freight service (there are approximately ,,,:, .,

1,000 Class I and Class II carriers providing general conrmodity service 
:

today) accounts for about one-thÍrd of the tonnage and about two-thirds

.of the revenue earned in the regu'lated truck'ing industry, and is charac-

i"tt'terized by:

- a substantiaj proportion of traffic moving in less-than-truckload

quantities and in ioint-line service;

'1 ,lDaniel 0'Neal , Memorandum - Motor Carrier Regu'lation, (hlashington! r,,.i;,:',.:::'

ICC Deregulation l,Jorking Paper, Attachment to Truck Line #134' 
i

November-8, 1978).
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- the use of standard van-type trailers or shipping contaíners;

- scheduled service;

- substantial investment in terminaìs and freight handling equip-

ment;

- class rates ( a system of rates applicable to call traffic and

based on the transportation characteristics of the articles

shipped) and collective ratemaking;

- operating authorities framed in terms of general commodities,

usually with certain exceptions, and limiting service to speci-

fied routes.

Based on this profi'le of the industry 0'Neal argues that "the

reasons that would normally justïfy economic regulation do not exist in

large measure for the special commodity service". That is, there are

assumed to be'low barriers to entry and economies of scale. Furthermore,

this segment of the industry is most competitive with private carriage '

and the rai I roads . 
I

0'Neal argues that the situation is significantìy different in the

general commodities area. He notes that "some analysts have expressed

the belief that deregulation in this area would tend to substantially

increase concentration due to advantages of size inherent in this type
2

of service".' 0'Neal does not expand on the reasons why the situation

would be significantly different for general commodity camiers.

One interesting aspect of 0'Neal's paper is the attempt to dif-

ferentiate the enforcibiìity of the common carrier obìigation between

specia'l and general commodity carriers. He argues that since special

lroid., p.4.
tro*, p.5.
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commodity carrier service is only provided on demand and on an irregular

basis, ÍtrìV common carrier obl igation is difficul t, if not impossible, to

enforce. 0n the other hand, the provision of scheduled service over

regular routes and the heavy reliance on class rates fits the general'ly

understood description of common carriage. "It is also amenable to the

imposition and enforcement of a common carrier obl igation to provide

equitable service to all users".l

The argument. for a measure of reliance on the concept of common

carriage is that it atlows society to deprive large users of the system

of the ability to use their market porver to obtain prices and services,

not available to all users. t^lhy it is not to the benefit of society to

prevent abuse of market power on the buyers' side in this case of

specialty carriers is not stated

lroi¿., p. 5.
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APPENDIX B

A Note on Economies of Scale

Recently, certain economists have put increasing emphasis on the

"systems affects" or "systems approach" in discussing economies of scale t,,,,

One of the first authors to put fon,rard this topic was Michael Lawrence.l

Lawrence argued that industry executives charged with the respon-

sibility of running complex LTL operations were convinced that pro- 
r,:.

nouncedeconomiedofsca1eexistedintheLTLsegmentofthemarket.
1, ..'

In addition, this belief was based on the systems approach to motor ,- ,

carrier management.

"It is extremely important to note that 'plant' in
ô general freight trucking operation is a network
of terminals, each supported by its own local
operations, and connected with one another through
intercity movements of men and equipment. It is
equally important to note that 'size of plant' does
not refer to the size of the individual movement
units nor to the size of individua'l terminals.
Rather, it is the 'meshing' of terminals, men, and
movement units that gives rise to economies of scale
in the general freigñt industry". 2

Lawrence argued that economies of scale could be "rationalized" ;,:'
by closer examination of carrier systems. For example, he argued that ".',

''':

increased volume on a single tane could often improve the cost effi- l'.,i,

ciencies of many other lanes in a carrier's system by increasing load

IMichael Lawrence, "Economies of Scale Ín the Genera'l Freight
Motor Common Carrier Industry: Additiona'l Evidence",
Proceedings - Seventeenth Annuaì Meeting of the Transportation

ppfT6g--L-76.-
,'Jbíd., p. 169. It is interesting to note that quite apart
from any systems anaìysis of terminals there has been little
research carried out on economies of scale of single terminals.



averages and equipment utilization for segments of lanes into and

out of break-bulk facilities. He argued that this same "systems"

effect and others also apply to increased volume associated with the

opening of new terminals.

In addition, pick-up and delivery operations were subject to

economies of scale if the number of shipments increased since the

incremental cost of additional shipments per stop is minimal. The

probability of multip'le shipments per stop increases as the number

of terminals to which a carrier offers single line service(extensive-

ness of coverage) increases.

Though there are marketing advantages associated with the

extensiveness of coverage, Lawrence argued that the most important

advantages accrued from frequency and consistency of trips on any

given lane. He argued that speed and consistency are so conducive

to efficient industrial distribution management that shippers were

willing to pay substantial premiums to obtain it.2
Finally, Lawrence argued that the advantages of size could

be extended almost indefiniteìy. For example, administr"ative and

selling expenses were considered to be lower on a per shipment basis

for large carriers than fbr small carriers. Lawrence suggested that

large carriers are subject to economies of scale but have opted to

supply a higher quality of service. Hence, the economies of scale

would be reflected in profits rather than costs versus size analysis.

I lbid., p. r7o.

'lo*, p. t7o.

i ..
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Wyckoff supports Lawrence's anaiysis to the extent that he argues

contr:ol of terminal expenses is crucial to the viability of the firm.l

He argued that carriers in the $l to $5 million revenue group

(probably the majority of Canadian Class I and II carriers would

fit into this category) were of an "awkward" size in a managment sense.

He argued that:

"The increased operating ratios of middle-sized
carriers appeared to be the result of the terminal
expense ratio increasing faster than the general
and administrative expense ratio declined. Once
carriers passed this dangerous middle leve'|, they
tended to stabilize the terminal expense ratio and
gained cost advantagen..." 2

He tested various management formality models and concluded that

the "sensitivity of terminal expense/LTl ton to volume substantially

decreased with increased formality of management . " formal managers

appeared to be able to accommodate additional terminals without

ãa¿itional costs".3

Both of these studies, which are by no means definitive, suggest

that there may be increased concentration in the LTL segment of the

market in the absence of reguìation. Implicit in Lawrence's argument

is the probability of system disruption by increased competition on a

single lane.

It would seem that the systems approach is a fruitful area of

further researrch. In particular, emphasis must be p'laced on the

terminal management procedures and the effects of changes in systems

structure.

lO. Daryl l^lyckoff, "Factors Promoting Concentration of Motor
Carriers Under De-regulation", lroceedi¡gs - Fifteenth Annual
Meeting of the Transóorhtion-R :

2lujo., p. 3.

3J-Þfc-,-, p. 4.
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